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ATTEMPTS BY ROGUE REGIMES TO
INFLUENCE U.S. POLICY
TUESDAY, MARCH 19, 1996
IhousE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON INTEIRNATIONA, RELATIONS,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS AND HUMAN

RIGrTS,

Washington, DC.
The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 2:45 p.m. in room
2172, Rayburn House Office Building, lion. Christopher 1i. Smith
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.
Mr. SMITu. The Subcommittee on International Operations and
Human Rights will come to order. Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen.
Today's hearing is about attempts by rogue regimes to influence
U.S. policy. At issue is the scope of the problem and the question
as to whether or not our present laws are adequate to deal w;th
the situation; whether or not our government is doing everything

it can do legitimately within these laws to deal with the statements
and stateside activities of global terrorist networks and their State
sponsors.
I would ask for order in this subcommittee hearing, please.
Ladies and gentlemen, our witnesses will address one of the fundamental paradoxes of a democracy: We must play by one set of
rules, even though our adversaries often play by another. For many
years, agents of the Soviet Empire once used the rules of democracy and freedom in an ongoing attempt to destabilize and supplant our free and democratic system. Today, there is mounting

evidence that modern pariah States, including but not limited to
some of the remnants of that evil empire, are engaged in similar
activities.
We are all too familiar with sponsorship by the regimes in Iraq,
Iran, Syria, Libya and the Sudan of terrorism beyond their borders
and with the longstanding effort by the Castro Regime to export
violent revolution throughout Latin America and Africa.
A related but distinct type of threat is presented, however, when
an outlaw State tries to interfere in the affairs of a free country
not by violence or espionage but by simply setting up shop within
the political system of that free country. Activities of this nature
include financial support of political movements, legal defense
funds for international terrorists and other criminals, fundraising
and recruitment for ostensibly legitimate activities, and contributions to publications, foundations and other institutions that support the agenda of the rogue regime.

The regime may even try to buy access and respectability by supporting otherwise legitimate charities such as schools and hospi tals---or by buying the apparent access of a President's brother.
emember Billy Carter's courtship with Libya two decades ago.
Recent news accounts concerning Minister Louis Farrakhan's
world friendship tour also raises serious questions that need to be
vigorously pursued and probed by the Departments of State, Treasury, and Justice to determine whether or not U.S. laws were broken.
Our subcommittee has held hearings on the brutality of the Nigerian dictatorship and the killing of Ken Saro-Wiwa and, last week,
heard compelling evidence of chattel slavery in both Mauritania
and Sudan.
(Disruption in audience.)
Mr. SMith. I would ask for order. I would say to the gentleman
this is a hearing. This is not a town meeting. it is not open for public questions. Outside the hearing room, in a forum like a press
conference, all the questions and give and take can occur.
The committee will be in order.
Thus, it deeply ofklnds and disappoints many of us who are concerned with human rights when Minister Farrakhan embraces the
military leaders of Sud-an and Libya.
Randall Robinson, the executive director of TransAfrica, has said
that his group, and I quote, "Would oppose the Nigerian Government with as much tenacity as we oppose(1 the South African Government." And, of course, that was during the apartheid regime.
Mr. Robinson said in the New York Times, and I quote, "His
statements appear to make Minister Farrakhan an apologist for an
authoritarian, corrupt and oppressive regime."
In Libya, the State's news agency quoted Muamniar Qadhafi as
saying, and I quote, "Our confrontation with America was like a
fight against a fortress from the outside," adding that the apparent
tact of Minister Farrakhan gives Libya a, "breach to enter into this
fortress and to confront it."
Whether the issue )e Billy Carter or Minister Farrakhan or anyone else, U.S. laws need to be faithfully adhered to and enforced
by the executive branch, and we will accept and expect no less.
I hope our witnesses today will hell) us answer two fundamental
questions: How deeply should citizeris of a free society be concerned
about these activities and what can we legitimately (1o about them?
Are the laws on our books adequate to the task or are reforms
warranted? Do efforts by pariah States to influence our system
really do them any good or us any harm? Is there any serious possibility that they could substantially alter our system of government? Even if'
Iraq or North Korea could buy someone who had a
serious chance of being elected to high office, the disclosure that he
or she had been bought might well eliminate his or her chances of
election. Even so, it is arguable that the mere belief by an outlaw
government that it could influence our political system, and thus
buy impunity for its crimes, might cause it to commit even more
crimes.
When it comes to what we can do about these activities, we in
America must start by acknowledging that rules are rules. We have
the constitutional right to freedom of speecli and association, and

yet these constitutional rules have never been thought to invalidate
our laws against terrorism or espionage or treason-giving aid and
comfort to the enemies of the United States.
The question of what kinds of motives an(d actions are necessary
to transform speech and association into evidence of criminal conduct is always a complicated one and never more so than when national security is at stake.
I look forward to the testimony that will be presented by our witnesses and the reflections that this subcommittee will have both
today--and after on these important issues.
At this point, I would like to yield to my good friend and colleague, the distinguished ranking member on this subcommittee,
Mr. Tom Lantos.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
commend you for convening this hearing.
I would like to make a few opening observations.
It is self-evident that this hearing was called in response to a series of statements made by Louis Farrakhan during a visit to some
of the most despicable and bloody dictatorships on the face of this
planet.
(Disruption in audience).
Mr. SMITh. The subcommittee will be in order.
Let me just make a point and make this very clear. This is a
warning, and this goes for every subcommittee and full committee
in this I house as well as on the floor of the House, that individuals
who engage in any disruption will be ejected from this hearing. I
want to make that very clear. Anyone, after this hearing, can go
out and talk to the press, make any statement that they would
like.
We will run this hearing with (lecorum, and we will hear from
our witnesses, and the process will continue.
I yield to the gentleman from California.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I begin my comments by suggesting that words have consequences; and particularly those of us in society who, for one reason or another, have a high degree of visibility must be responsible
for the consequences of our words.
It is important for all of us to understand that the most monstrous events in human history did not begin with actions. They
began with words, w(,rds of' hate, l)igotry, monstrous lies, calls for
murder of innocent i people an(d destruction of innocent communities.
This is the second Farrakhan resolution I presented to the Conress of the United States; and to set the current resolution in its
istorical context, I would like to deal fbr a moment with the first
one.
On February 23, 1994, the House of Representatives approved
the first Farrtakhan resolution by a vote of 361 for, 34 against and
29 voting present. What was the basis of that resolution? One of
Louis Farrakhan's top aides, Khalid Abdul Muhammed, talked to
packed auditoria on college campuses, to cheering mobs of assorted
igots. lie was paid thousands of dollars for every hate-filled diatribe. The violent venom (ripping from every sentence was enough
to curdle one's blood.

In the face of that outrage, one had two choices. On3 could pretend not to hear and hope naively that, like a summer shower, that
avalanche of hate will just vanish. One could also choose to stand
up and speak out against hatemongering. At that time I chose to
do the latter.
I introduced the resolution in the Congress condemning that evil
and hate-filled speech; and after a stormy and historic debate, for
the first time in the history of the Congress of the United States,
my colleagues stood w-th me overwhelmingly and condemned that
speech.
The second resolution which we will be debating on the floor of
the House of Representatives next week, I believe, relates to hatefilled speech directed at the United States of America and high
praise for some of the bloodiest dictato's on the face of this planet.
The Congress of the United States will have a second option to express its view on those statements.
I would like to suggest that, of course, we are not dealing with
an issue of free speech. Mr. Farrakhan has as much right to free
speech as does every American citizen. Those of us who disagree
with him in his characterization of the United States of America
as the Great Satan have as much right as he does in denouncing
that characterization.
I also would like to suggest that the issue clearly is not one of
race. The most respected Africaii -Anerican coluin ist, Carl Rowan,
had the following to say about the observations made on this visit
Nigeria, and I quote Carl Rowan:
to Iran, Irai, Ibya, Sudan 11M(
"A lot of' us black Americans are worried and angry about the widening raci'il divide in America, especially the upstirge of white politicians trying to wipe out almost every gain niade by minorities
during the last 35 years. But we have not designated arrakhaii
to articulate our concerns in Wor(ls that sound treasonous or approving of all the murderous dictators ai(d scoundrels of Africa and
the Middle East."
That is on- issue. Is the Congress of' the United States going to
express its views of the most scanidalous denunciation of the United
States by an American citizens of high visibility in Iran, Iraq, Libya,
Sudan, Nigeria and elsewhere'? I believe the Congress will again
speak overwhelmingly, as it denotnce(d the hatemiongering here at
home 2 years ago.
The second issue that our resolution calls for is a request to the
President of the United States to (ire(:t all appropriate executive
agencies to ascertain whether U.S. laws were violated and, if so, to
engage in the prosecuition of those violations to the fullest extent
of the law.
None of us is above the law. We all have equal rights to free
speech. We are all equally responsible for our actions. 'Flie laws of
the United States must be obeyed, and they will be obeyed.
I thank the Chair.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Lantos.
I recognize my friend from New York, Mr. King.
(Disruption in audience).
Mr. SMITH. This is my second warning.
(Disruption in audience).
Mr. SMITH. This is not the forum for this.
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(Disruption in audience).
Mr. SMITH. I ask that he be escorted from the chamber.
Let me just say a friendly word to my friend who is speaking out
of order: you do your cause no good and only harm it when you engage in disruptive activities.
So returnin to Mr. King.
Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
At the outset, I want to sincerely thank you for scheduling this
hearing.
I also want to thank my good friend, Congressman Lantos, both
for his remarks today and also for the leadership he has consistently shown on this issue, and particularly for the assistance he
has given me during the past several weeks.
Mr. Chairman, I think it is fair to say that there is no place in
a democratic society for bigotry and racism of any type. This is
why, Mr. Chairman, since being a Member of Congress I have consistently denounced Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam because I believe they are anti-white, anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and
racist.
Similarly, I was the first Member on my side of the aisle to denounce the militia movement::, because they are also racist And
bigoted. And whether it is on the left or the right, whether it's
black or white, there is no room in our society for racism or intolerance.
(Disruption in audience).
Mr. SMITH. The subcommittee will be in order. This is the last
warning. All those who engage in that kind of behavior will be
ejected from the hearing.
Mr. King.
Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, when we look at foreign powers such as Libya
and its tyrannical leader Muammar Qadhafi, we realize they are
a threat to our Nation. Muammar Qadhafi has threatened to kill
American officials. Many of the obstructions we see placed around
our beautiful Capitol are a direct result of threats made by Muammar Qadhafi and his members of the American Government. We
know of his involvements and his government's involvements in instances such as the Lockerbie jet, such as the killing of American
servicemen and the repeated threats he has made over the years
against the United States of America.
When you combine a foreign dictator, a foreign tyrant such as
Muammar Qadhafi and a domestic racist such as Louis Farrakhan,
that is dangerous to our Nation.
I just want to make several comments on the recent tour that
Mr. Farrakhan made to Africa, particularly to Libya, where we had
the Libyan News Agency state that it was going to give $1 billion
to Louis Farrakhan to use in this country to penetrate American
society, to influence American elections. Then we see Louis
Farrakhan coming back to this Nation and saying that he is going
to get more than a billion dollars from Muammar Qadhafi and
Libya. And that raises several legal questions.
As Congressman Lantos said, we are not talking about freedom
of speech. We are talking about the law. And it is my understand-

ing of the law that Americans cannot travel to Libya without' prior
approval of the State Department.
Now, I received a letter from the State Department saying that
it may not violate American law if a person is not using an American passport. Well, I would really like that clarified to see if that
is the law, and if it is whether or not the law should be changed
to prevent instances such as this in the future.
Second, it clearly violates American law for foreign funds to be
used to influence American elections. Yet, Qadhafi has said that
was the purpose of the $1 billion. It violates American law to transact business in Libya. I would call on the Treasury Department to
look into that, to inquire, make a serious and full investigation.
Mr. Chairman, I am not here to attack the Administration, but
I do have several questions which I believe must be addressed by
the Administration.
I have written four letters to the State Departmet asking them
exactly what they knew about Mr. Farrakhan's trip before he left.
We have been told that the State Department saw an itinerary of
Louis Farrakhan's. I have asked for almost a month now if I could
see a copy of that itinerary, if it could be made available to the subcommittee, whether or not the State Department knew in advance
that Louis Farrakhan was in fact going to be traveling to Libya.
Second, if they did not know he was going to be traveling to
Libya, what action did they take once they knew he was there? It
is my understanding that when he arrived back in this Nation, he
landed at the airport, got off the plane and walked right through
the airport without once being questioned by INS or anyone looking
at his passport or anyone asking him whether or not he had been
to Libya.
Now in the week prior to that, we had heard a State Department
spokesman saying how evil they thought this trip was, how dangerous it was. Yet it appears that nothing was done when Mr.
Farrakhan arrived back in this country to even question him as to
where he had been. No one even looked at his passport to see if
it was stamped in Libya.
As for the Treasury Department, we have also asked if they
would carry out an investigation and also, of course, the Justice
Department to determine whether or not Louis Farrakhan, if he is
accepting $1 billion from Muammar Qadhafi to help Qadhafi penetrate American society, whether or not Louis Farrakhan should be
forced to register as a foreign agent.
I think there is a feeling, Mr. Chairman, that there are two sets
of laws here. Bobby Fischer was not allowed to play chess, and I
know o. students who have attempted to travel to Cuba who have
not be(n allowed, and yet we see Louis Farrakhan flagrantly, flagrantly, meeting with the worst dictators and tyrants in the world,
stating vn the record that he is accepting money from those dictators who are sworn enemies of the United States, and yet being
able to come back into this country without ever being asked one
question.
So I think there is a serious question here as to when and how
and if the law is going to be enforced. I also think it is important
for people in public life, no matter what their race, religion or ethic

background or no matter what their political party, to denounce
racism and bigotry and intolerance in all its forms.
As an Irish American, I am very familiar with the suffering that
Catholics have suffered in the north of Ireland. I know that Catholics in northern Ireland are referred to as the blacks of Ireland because of their second and third class treatment. So no matter what
our race or religion is, you are entitled to your full human rights,
ut that never justifies reverse bigotry or hatred or racism or denunciation of another person's religion.
So, Mr. Chairman, with that, I thank you for holding these hearings; and I say in closing that those of us in public life have a specitic obligation to speak out. We should never allow ourselves to be
intimidated by crowds, by mobs, by threats or by any other type
of disruptive behavior.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMIni. Thank you, Mr. King. I appreciate your remarks.
Ms. McKinney.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
To say that the subject of this hearing is challenging is indeed
an understatement. I await with interest the evidence our witnesses possess of rogue nations exercising influence on U.S. policy.
It is my un derstanding that the State )epartment lists Iran,
Iraq, Libya, Cuba, Syria and Sudan as rogue governments. For the
most part, the behavior of these rogue governments has affected
how we conduct our foreign policy as well as how we react to other
nations which have relationships with them.
Unless one is privy to reports gathered by U.S. intelligence agencies, the only information most of us have about the supposed activities of rogue nations is in the popular press. Most of us learn
to discount the outrageous claims made by despots in their own
media.
I believe we all support the premise that in(livi(uals working on
behalf of foreign governments should register as lobbyists. However, I would hope that we are not going back to the McCarthy era
when, in practice, we stopped supporting the precepts of the Constitution and democracy by prohibiting freedom of association and
speech, even if we do not agree with the objectives of a private citizen's actions or statements.
As far as violating the Logan Act, even our friends from the Justice Department would admit that this law has never been tested
because of grave concerns about its constitutionality.
If this hearing is a thinly veiled excuse to do a little Louis
Farrakhan bashing, then I would like to gt-t this statement out of
the way up front. Louis Farrakhan is not above the law, but. neither is Louis Farrakhan beneath the protections of the Constitution
and the Bill of Rights.
I have criticized Louis Farrakhan for past anti-Semitic remarks,
and I am also concerned about these rogue nations' aggressive posture toward Israel. And so there is no doubt about my own posture,
I will note for the record that since I came to Congress in 1993 I
have a 100 percent voting record in support of Israel.
Surely the greatness that is America can withstand the impact
of the words of one man. Surely the respect we have for our own
rights will prevent us from trampling our most sacred freedoms in

a vainglorious rush to silence one voice. Surely this hearing will
not deteriorate into an excuse to break the hearts, still the feet and
hush the roar of millions of voices crying out for moral leadership
from elected and nonelected leaders as they seek to restore their
families, our neighborhoods an(' our communities.
Mr. Chairman, I deplore attempts by rogue nations and terrorists
to influence U.S. policy. I am also very interested to hear from our
witnesses how rogue nations have recently affected U.S. policy.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMInT. Ms. McKinney, thank you very much for your fine
statement.
The Chair recognizes the gentleman from New Jersey, my friend
and colleague, Don Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairmen.

From the outset, let me say that I deplore and condemn acts of
terrorism in any form. Violence against innocent people to achieve
political ends can never be justified. Widely publicized terrorist incidents in recent years have served as a painful reminder of the
tremendous toll that this form of violence exacts in terms of human
anguish and suffering.
Sa ient acts of terrorism are not confined to the international
arena. The tragic Oklahoma city bombing, which allegedly involved
a plot by fanatics against their fellow American citizens, has left
us shocked and grief stricken.
We are in agi ement on the issue of terrorism. As Members of
Congress, each of us takes an oath to uphold the Constitution of
the United States which bestows rights and responsibilities on
every American citizen. Laws which are held to be constitutional
must be observed, just as the right of individuals to speak freely
must always be protected. That is the oath we take. That is what
it means to be an American and to live in a democracy, which is
the eny of millions of people around the world.
In all candor, Mr. Chairman, I am surprised that this hearing
has even been called. I must say that I find it hard to believe that
a country as strong and as powerful as the United States of America is in any danger of allowing our policy decisions to be influenced by so-called rogue regimes which practice state-sponsored
terrorism. Perhaps the term "rogue regime" could be more clearly
defined here today.
We have watched with great concern as military exercises have
been conducted by the Communist regime of China just outside the
Taiwan Straits in an apparent attempt to intimidate Taiwan before
their elections. Yet while the United States has sent the U.S.S.
Independence battle group to the area to be followed by another
aircraft carrier, the Nimitz, in what could escalate into a U.S./
China showdown, China continues to enjoy Most Favored Nation
status as a U.S. trading partner.
Maybe one of our panelists could explain this disparity to us
today. I hope that the witnesses can shed some light on today's
topic by citing specific examples of how nations who practice statesponsored terrorism have influenced or attempted to influence U.S.
policy.
Again, I have to say that I personally have faith that our U.S.
citizens are loyal Americans who will never be influenced by rep-

resentatives of terrorist nations, but perhaps the witnesses have
new information on this topic to share with us.
Let me also say finally and with all due respect to a comment
made by the gentleman from California regarding a resolution that
condemned a speech, I, too, found the speech made by a gentleman
to be a bigot. I found it to be just one of the worst kinds of talk
speeches that I have ever heard, and I condemned it. I disagreed
with it. But I think that the record should be clear that this gentleman was dismissed from his authority and he was chastised by
the organization. And so I just think it is only fair that the record
be clear.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to hearing from our witnesses
today.
Mr. SMrni. Mr. Payne, thank you very much for your statement.
And just for the record, so everyone is very clear, this hearing
continues the hearings that began when Mr. Lantos served as
chairman of the subcommittee. They were held on July 28th and
September 14th of 1993, an1 the probe at that time was U.S. security policy toward rogue regimes. This is an ongoing aII(I active concern of this subcommittee, anti I think it is important that we continue doing this.
I am glad the gentleman brought up China because, as he knows,
he and I and others have been outspoken. I have led three human
rights trips to the People's Republic of China. I have actually been
in one of their gulags, Beijing 'prison No. 1, and saw the consequences of a dictatorship and the unbelievably harsh measures
that are meted out on a daily basis to the people of China. So you
made an excellent point about the People's Republic of China.
Mr. SMi'rii. I would ask Mr. Barr, Bob Barr, to come forward.
Congressman Barr was elected to Georgia's Seventh District in November 1994. Prior to his election, Mr.B arr was in the Central Intelligence Agency from 1971 to 1978 and was the U.S. Attorney for
the Northern District of Georgia from 1986 to 1990. As a representative, Mr. Barr serves on the prestigious House Judiciary Committee and as vice chairman of two of his sul)committees.
Mr. Barr, please proceed.
STATEMENT OF TIE lION. BOB BARR, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM TIE STATE OF GEORGIA
Mr. BAim. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you members
of the subcommittee for allowing me the privilege of testifying here
today on the vital subject of rogue regimes influencing our Nation's
domestic and international policy.
As the Chairman very nicely put it, I bring to this debate a
somewhat unusual background, having served in both the Central
Intelligence ikgency and being somewhat familiar with the forces at
work in the world both historically and currently, as well as a U.S.
Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia from 1986 to 1990
and, therefore, bring at least some passing familiarity with our
laws-how they are investigated, how they are enforced, how these
cases are prosecuted and sentenced.
Mr. Chairman, with the ever-changing dynamics of our global political environment, it becomes more important than ever for our
Nation to sustain its long-standing ability to preempt both overt

and covert attacks against our country and its citizens. It is truly
and legitimately a question of national security. National security
interests are nonnegotiable and represent the one arena in which
we must all come togetheT for a common goal.
For the sake of our Nation's security and the security of our citizens our government has instituted several laws to provide for the
careful balancing of freedom and enforcement that our Constitution
demands. Recent events surrounding the relationship between U.S.
citizens and foreign rogue regimes brings us squarely to the point
of leciding whether certain of these laws are going to be enforced
or not; and, if not, should we instead just do away with them? I
come down squarely on the side of keeping them and enforcing
them.
What are some of these laws that seek to stop efforts by any foreign regime, es )ecially a rogue regime, from trying to subvert our
government and our political system?
The list that I have provided and which I will discusss is not nearly exhaustive, Mr. Chairman, tut. rather simply illustrative of the
vast array of legal tools available to our government in this area
if our government chooses to exert policy decisions to enforce these
laws.
The Foreig-1 Agentf' Registration Act, for example, Mr. Chairman, found at 22 U.S.C., 611, requires all persons who act as
agents of a foreign principal to register with the Attorney General.
The regist 'ton must include detailed information about the principal and the agent, the nature and amount of financial ties and
the activities which the registrant has performed and intends to
perform for the principal. The registration must be updated every
6 months. The act defines "agent of a foreign principal" in Section
22 U.S.C., 611(c), and that is containe(l in the materials there.
Furthermore, Mr. Chairman, agents of foreign governments are
defined and provided that whoever, other than a diplomatic or consular officer or attache, acts in the United States as an agent of
a foreign government without prior notification to the Secretary of
State, shall be fined or imprisoned.
Another pertinent provision, Mr. Chairman, of current law is
found in Title 2 of the U.S. Code, containing restrictions on campaign contributions and expenditures by foreign nationals. This
provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act, or FECA, prohibits
foreign nationals from making any contribution or expenditure, directly or through another person, of money or other thing of value
in connection with any local, State or Federal election, convention
or caucus. These prohibitions extend to any promise, Whether made
expressly or impliedly, to make such a contribution or expenditure.
These provisions further prohibit any person from soliciting, accepting or receiving a contribution or expenditure from a foreign
national.
The FECA regulationsprohibit foeign nationals from directing,
dictating, controlling or directly o:' indirectly participating in the
decisionmaking process of any person or entity engaging in election-related activities. For example, under the FECA regulations, a
foreign national would be prohibited from directing the contributions or expenditures of a political committee in connection with
any election.

The FECA defines the term "foreign national".
Moreover, then, Mr. Chairman, 611()) of Title 22 defines the
term "foreign principal" in pertinent part to include: a government
of a foreign country and a foreign political party.
These laws, Mr. Chairman, which are set out in more detail in
my written remarks, reflect our national consensus that foreign
governments, movements or persons--or a U.S. person acting for
them-should not be allowed to influence our domestic political
process. This is a basic tenet of sovereignty.
The Logan Act, Mr. Chairman, imposes further restrictions on
the involvement of private persons in our Nation's foreign affairs.
That is set forth in detail in my remarks and is found, Mr. Chairman, in the Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C., Section 953.
There are other areas of law which work in conjunction with the
above-mentioned statutes in discouraging interactions between our
citizens and foreign entities that wou 1( undermine our national security.
The International Economic Emergency Powers Act, or IEEPA,
Mr. Chairman, found in Tfitle 50 of the U.S. Code, section 1701 and
further, is a very broad laying out of authority by our code that
confers extensive discretionary power over foreign economic transactions on the President to deal with any substantial part outside
the United States to the national security, foreign policy or economy of the United States, if the President declares a national emergency with respect to such a threat.
There are further restrictions laid out, Mr. Chairman, in the
passport travel restrictions found in the Code of Federal Regulations 22, as well as in our Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C., Section 1544.
These are laid out, Mr. Chairman, in my remarks in more detail.
Moreover, Mr. Chairman, as a general matter it should also be
noted that any false statements or entries made knowingly and
willfully to any department or agency of the United States, which
would include the Department of State, any consular office, the Department of Justice, among any other, are prosecutable offenses
under 18 U.S.C., Section 1001.
I would like to state, Mr. Chairman, that we do not necessarily
need expanded Federal powers to sustain our Nation's defenses
against foreign influence, and we certainly need not revoke or diminish our citizens' rights to free speech, privacy or travel. Rather,
our government should simply and straightforwardly enforce the
laws currently on the books.
Through the enforcement of current laws, our Nation will be in
the position of knowing clearly who is an advocate of a foreign govermnent, whether the action of an individual or an organization is
funded by a foreign entity, and whether an individual or organization is truly aiming to subvert the U.S. Government. Once these
questions are answered, our government is also entrusted with adequate enforcement mechanisms to sustain the security and peace
of our Nation and its citizens.
It becomes our responsibility, as representatives charged with
drafting laws and determining their usage or lack thereof, to guarantee the rights of our citizens are protected from government intrusion. It is equally our responsibility to determine if the laws of
our Nation are adequate to achieve their purposes and if they are

being enforced fairly without regard to considerations other than
evidence of guilt.
With regard to the so-called "rogue regimes" such as those of
Iran, Iraq, Libya and the others already mentioned here today, I
would hope we in Congress share a common and well-founded understanding that the goals of these regimes are not only counter to
those of the United States but are also directly designed to weaken,
if not destroy, this country.
It is an unassailable responsibility, indeed duty, of our government to ensure that U.S. citizens not engage in activities in support of those regimes, which contravene our national security interests and our laws designed to ensure the integrity of our political
process; ensure the smooth and proper functioning of our foreign
relations; and ensure that foreign interests, especially those with
avowed goals of destroying our government, and those who represent in fact or in law the interests of those foreign regimes or
movements, are registered, in order to track or defend against their
efforts to subvert this country.
This is, quite simply, among the most fundamental of national
interests and responsibilities. This Congress must not shrink from
reviewing these laws and these matters in light of the danger
posed us by these rogue regimes and by those who would align
themselves in spirit and in fact with them.
Mr. Chairman, the laws are there to address the potential problems posed by any citizen's relationship with rogue regimes in Iran,
Iraq, Libya or any other terrorist regime. The fact that those laws
have been used infrequently is irrelevant, unless, of course, we
make a conscious decision that we as a government don't want or
need the protection they afford us, that we are simply not going to
enforce them and we ought to take them off the books.
In fact, these laws have been used. For one, as the gentleman
from New York indicated, against world chess champion and U.S.
citizen Bobby Fischer. Some would argue they should have been
used during the Vietnam War.
I argue simply that the credibility of our foreign policy mechanism and of our criminal justice system, which seeks fairness and
justice, demands that we at least h ave the backbone to review the
situation presented us-no one here today is manufacturing that
situation-wherein a prominent U.S. citizen has traveled to the
capitals of several rogue, anti-U.S. regimes, met with rogue, antiU.S. and pro-terrorist regime leaders and reportedly engaged in
substantive negotiations involving alleged involvement by those regimes, and by this man on their behalf, in the American political
process.
Our government clearly has an interest here, and the American
people have a right to expect our government-legislative and executive branches alike-to not turn a blind eye to the very real possibility that U.S. laws were broken in this process, and the protection afforded our national security by these laws and others thereby compromised.
It would be ironic, Mr. Chairman, if, just as this body has begun
fully debating whether our laws are adequate to protect us against
acts of terrorism, our government were to consciously take a walk
when presented with evidence which, on its face at least, indicates

a U.S. citizen and an organization in this country are engaging in
activities with known terrorist regimes designed to pollute if not
subvert our domestic political institutions.
The issues of this hearing are of very real and critical importance. When a foreign rogue regime leader pledges $1 billion to a
U.S. citizen to "mobilize" a-h effort within the United States, stating, 'Today we have found a loophole to enter the United States
fortress and confront it from within," when, in response, one of our
own citizens is quoted as saying, "I am happy with the results of
this meeting in order to play a strong role not only in the American
elections but also in U.S. foreign policy," then it becomes our responsibility to ensure the laws of our Nation are adequate and that
they are enforced. It is a question of national security, of sovereignty and of credibility. Either we have them or we don't.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would be happy to answer any questions by the Chairman or members of the subcommittee.
Mr. SMITHii. Thank you very much, Mr. Barr, for walking the subcommittee through the tools that are available to the Clinton administration or any other executive branch to deal with attempts
by rogue nations to manipulate our political system.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Barr appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMIrH. Aid I think if there were three words that perhapsand I don't want to put words in your mouth-that sum up your
testimony, they would be: enforce the law. The tools available to
this Administration are adequate, if I heard you correctly, but enforcement is the key. In your view, has the executive branch enforced the law?
Mr. BARR. Mr. Chairman, I would echo what my friend, Mr.
King, has said. I have written to the Administration, both the Secretary of State as well as the Attorney General, and asked them
to review these matters, and I have not even been afforded the
courtesy of a reply. Based on that, based on an extensive review
of the public record in these matters, Mr. Chairman, I would say
the answer to that is, very clearly, a no.
Mr. SMimrij. Mr. Lantos.
Mr. LANTOS. I would like to pose a number of hypothetical questions to you, Mr. Barr. Assuming that Qadhafi were, in fact, to
offer Mr. Farrakhan an amount of money-whether it is a billion
dollars or $10 million is secondary-to influence the American election process and were Mr. Farrakhan to accept such an offer, what
would be the consequences from a legal point of view?
Mr. BARR. Well, the consequences would depend, first, Mr. Lantos, on whether or not the prosecuting authority, that is the U.S.
Department of Justice, either itself or through its U.S. attorneys
that would have jurisdiction, elected to prosecute the case.
Mr. LANTOS. Let's assume that they were to elect to prosecute
the case.
Mr. BARR. Based on the hypothesis that the gentleman has laid
out, I think that it would present a case, looking at it as a former
prosecutor, that would certainly be worthy of, at a minimum, very
serious review from a prosecution standpoint. And if the evidence
is there, which it would seem to from the hypothetical standpoint
and certainly looking at some of the things in the public record,

which are not part of the hypothesis but if they were, I think that
it would present a case that should be prosecuted.
Mr. LANTOS. Would it be legal for a U.S. citizen to accept from
a foreign government official, such as Qadhafi, any amount of
money for purposes of influencing U.S. elections?
Mr. BA I. The amount of money is not a part or an element of
the prosecution. It would not depend on the amount of money.
Mr. LANTOS. So any amount of money accepted for purposes of
influencing U.S. elections would be an illegal act?
Mr. BARR. It would appear to be, Mr. Chairman--I mean, Mr.
Lantos.
Mr. LANTOS. Now, let me pose another hypothetical question.
Qadhafi has indicated clearly that his interest in offering such
vast sums is to influence U.S. policy. Mr. Farrakhan, in his public
speeches, spoke of receiving funds for purposes of building factories, schools, business establishments. Were Qadhafi to offer
funds for nonpolitical purposes, would a U.S. citizen be allowed to
accept such funds?
Mr. BARR. One would have to look at the circumstances surrounding the transaction, the purposes, whether or not they are
credible or not, whether they are, in fact, an attempt to subterfuge
or camouflage the real purpose of it. That frequently might be the
case.
Therefore, simply that they were given on the surface for a benigi- purpose, as it were, would not grant immunity from prosecution. -A prosecutor would very well have a responsibility to look behind the transaction to see what the intended purpose really was.
Mr. LANTOS. Isn't there a parallel here between various individuals providing the terrorist organization Hamas with funds ostensibly for the purpose of civilian and praiseworthy pursuits-running nurseries or old-age homes, medical centers, whatnot? But
some of those funds clearly in the case of Hamas-received resources
were diverted to terrorist acts. So the statement that the funds are
provided for praiseworthy activities in itself is no guarantee that
some of those funds would not be diverted to illegal purposes?
Mr. BARR. That is correct, and it also should not afford the basis
for a decision not to prosecute.
Mr. LANTOS. Now, let me ask a question or two, if I may, with
respect to travel to countries which appear on the list of states that
officially support terrorism, such as the ones that were visited on
this trip--Libya, Iran, Iraq and others. What is the responsibility
of the Department of State to ascertain that U.S. citizens don't violate laws against visiting such places?
Mr. BARm. The responsibility ultimately is not on the Department
of State, Mr. Lantos. It is on the individual seeking to do that travel to determine if there are any restrictions and if, in fact, that
travel which is contemplated is for the purpose of visiting a regime
or a country that is on the list of terrorist regimes.
Mr. LANTOS. Well, let's assume that the individual determines
that he doesn't care about the prohibition but visits the country
nonetheless, as in this case a highly publicized trip. What then is
the responsibility of our government?
Mr. BARR. I think the responsibility of the government, Mr. Lantos, is not so much a legal one as a policy one, in that it has to

determine what is the message which it would like to convey not
only to the rest of the world but to our own citizens. If it, in fact,
tacitly condones by not objecting or not lifting a finger to make
sure that this person knows what he or she is doing, then I think
that sends a very tragic message in that the government-our government or a particular administration-is not interested in enforcing those laws and in fact is providing tacit support to those regimes.
Mr. LANTOS. Is it reasonable to assume that if the government
chooses to ignore the laws on the books it actively contributes to
undermining public confidence in our legal system?
Mr. BARIZ. I believe it does, Mr. Lantos; and we can see that not
only in this particular area involving foreign policies but in a whole
range of criminal laws on the books in our country.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Barr.
Mr. BARI. Thank you, Mr. Lantos.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Lantos.
Mr. King.
Mr. KING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Barr, I want to thank you for your testimony and taking
your time to share your thoughts with us today.
I just want to focus in on two issues. One is on the question of
passports.
I received a letter dated March 15th from Wendy Sherman, Assistant Secretary of State for Legislative Affairs, on this issue of
Mr. Farrakhan's visit to Libya. She said to me, the passport restriction is not violated if an individual does not use his U.S. passport for the travel.
Can you explain what they mean by that? How they will be traveling without using a U.S. passport and--just try to answer that.
Mr. BARR. No. It would strike me, as I think it probably strikes
the gentleman on the subcommittee, as a rather odd and at best
pinched interpretation of our laws. It would be very interesting to
see what the Department of State has to say about that.
Mr. KING. Because it would seem to me if what they mean by
that is that Libya did not require a passport to get into the Nation
and, therefore, that means that no American law is being violated,
then that law is meaningless because any foreign dictator who
heads a country which is on the list of countries we can't travel to
will just get around the law by not stamping the person's passport
when they come in.
Mr. BAItR. Well, and to follow that argument through, which I
think is a very valid one, it would almost lead one to the conclusion
that our own government is engaged in conspiracies-in a conspiracy to subvert its own passport laws.
Mr. KING. Now, as a follow-up to that, it is my understanding
when Mr. Farrakhan arrived back in the United States that when
he got off the plane, he was not questioned by anyone from INS,
any government agency whatsoever, as to where he had been, nor
did anyone look at his passport.
Now, if the State Department or the Justice Department or INS,
whoever has ultimate jurisdiction, was interested in carrying out
the investigation, wouldn't they have taken advantage of that op-

portunity when he was arriving at the airport to at least look at
his passport, to at least ask him where he had been?
Mr. BARR. Well, here again, one would presume so, unless what
we are witnessing here is a series of transactions beginning with
what Mr. Lantos indicated, in that there is no objection being interposed and tacit approval being granted to a person traveling to
that country; following that through to then claiming that they
don't really need to use their passport and therefore they are not
violating any U.S. travel restrictions or passport restrictions, and
then when they come back into the country, our government knowing exactly where they have been, what they have said and at least
part of what they have done, chooses not only to not subject them
to the same restrictions or limitations as any citizen coming back
into this country normally would be held to, such as at least being
interviewed, it does lead one to the same conclusion and that is
that our government simply is not interested in enforcing those
laws, at least as against that particular individual.
Mr. KING. I have one more question, Mr. Barr.
On the issue of being required to register as the agent of a foreign power, foreign principal, is it your belief there actually has to
be evidence of the money changing hands or is it enough to have
a public offer and acceptance?
It seemed to me here we have an-I am trying to think back to
.my days in law school, but it would seem to me you almost have
a public record of offer and acceptance where Qadhafi is offering
the money, saying he is going to give it to Farrakhan; Farrakhan
saying he will accept it. Do you believe that that is sufficient of itself to-if not to ultimately indict but to at least carry out a full
and thorough and probing criminal investigation?
Mr. BARR. I think it would be, Mr. King.
First of all, under the Foreign Agents Registration Act there is
no requirement that money change hands; and under our Federal
election laws a promise to pay is sufficient to certainly raise the
specter of the law having been violated. It does Pot necessarily require that money actually change hands.
Mr. KING. Also, in this case, where the government has been put
on notice that a billion dollars may be changing hands-or may be
being used in this country-would it behoove the Justice Department to not just investigate Mr. Farrakhan personally but also the
various entities of his empire such as security companies and a
newspaper, any other businesses that he may own or control, to ensure that the money is not being laundered through those entities?
Mr. BARR. Well, speaking as a former prosecutor, Mr. King, and
having witnessed the ways, for example, in international drug trafficking and money laundering, the ingenuity with which both domestic and foreign organizations can use or the ingenuity with
which they can develop mechanisms, shell corporations and so
forth with which to disguise the routing of money and the purposes

for which it is both given and received, it certainly should not be
the end of the matter if an individual says, hey, I didn't receive it
or I didn't really mean it. I think that any credible prosecutor
would want to look a little bit beyond that and look at various entities that they know exist which have been used in the past by various organizations to disguise the transfer of funds.

Mr. Kimc. Thank you, Mr. Barr.
Mr. SMITH. The Chair recognizes the gentlelady from Georgia,
Ms. McKinney.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I really have some questions about the Logan Act and its constitutionality. I also have some questions about the Foreign Agent
Act, but I think Mr. King pretty much clarified. Maybe you can restate for me again about the offer of money and the exchange-the
actual exchange of money. Does it have to take place or is an offer
merely enough to trigger the Foreign Agent Act?
Mr. BARR. Ms. McKinney, the operative provisions of the Foreign
Agent Registration Act have to do with the actions of the person
who is either purporting or, in fact, acting for the foreign government. It really does not have anything to do with the transfer of
funds. If a person, quite without being remunerated, decides that
they want to act on behalf of a foreign government, then the provisions of the Foreign Agent Registration Act would come into play.
With regard to one of the other provisions that we have been discussing, and that is the Federal Election Campaign Act, there,
again, it would not require necessarily that the money be actually
paid but the prohibitions on foreign involvement in our electoral
process would reach a promise to pay and a person then taking
that promise and beginning to act on behalf of that foreign government to involve themselves in our domestic political process.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Let me clarify the type of behavior then that the
individual would engage in. For instance, if it were voter education,
voter registration, the typical kinds of things that we do to make
sure that voters go out to the polls, those kinds of things would be
considered illegal if the funding were from a foreign agent, is that,
correct?
Mr. BARR. I believe they would be or if they were done at the behest of and with the intent to carry out the wishes of a foreign
power or foreign entity.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Let me also clarify then that if the intention is
not to destroy our government, if the intention is not to subvert
this country, if the intention is not to pollute our institutions, then
even at that point the behavior would then be illegal?
Mr. BARR. It would be. I believe, Ms. McKinney, that the theory
behind these laws is to protect the sanctity of our political process
from outside our border's influences.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Yes. Let me see-as relates to the Logan Act, has
that ever been tested constitutionally?
Mr. BARR. I don't believe that it has been. It has been on the
book, as the gentleman knows, for pretty much all of our history,
I think going back to 1789. I am not aware of any prosecutions
under it.
Mr. PAYNE. Yes. All right.
Then also about the IEEPA, now in that law it states that there
has to be a national emergency with respect to such a threat; and
I just wonder if you could relate this-the national emergency part
that is in Section 1701(a) that you referred to. Is there a national
emergency, as you see it, as it relates to this particular situation?

Mr. BARR. Well, I think one would have to look at those circumstances under which it has been used and in which various administrations, both Republican and Democrat, have determined
that a national emergency with respect to a particular threat does,
in fact, exist.
This historically has not necessarily risen to the level that we
have armed hostilities with a country. That would be a much more
narrow view than this Section has been afforded. So it can be as
little, I suppose, as a nation posing threats to individual U.S. citizens or as much as armed hostilities or something in between
where we have a nation that in the view of an Administration supports, gives aid and comfort and encourages acts of international
terrorism.
Mr. PAYNE. OK. I just have a question, because this whole notion
of national security is one that intrigues me as I indicated in my
opening remarks, I am concerned about terrorism in the United
States, as I referred to in the Oklahoma City bombing.
Now, I saw yesterday that there is a fellow named John Howard
who-and I want to get into this national security-who has a
store called the Redneck Store. It is in South Carolina. He is interested in having a Klu Klux Klan museum in his store in Laurens,
South Carolina. He displays robes and at one point had a coffin
with a rope around the neck. In yesterday's Washington Post it had
pictures in a first-page article.
Now there is some research that talks about our militia and
clanspeople, a threat to the national security. I was just looking at
a report. For example, in your State of Georgia, the militia and the
Klan groups-I see about eight or nine or ten-llth
North Georgia Militia, Citizens for a Constitutional Georgia, Cavalier Knights
of the KKK, Federal Fraternal White Knights of the KKK, the
Friendly Knights of the KKK, Unified KKK, the Confederate
Hammerskins, the First Strike Skinheads, the U.S. Klan Knights
of the KKK. All of these are organizations that, according to a report done by Library of Congress, that there is a question about do
these organizations present a national security threat. There are,
indeed, those who feel very strongly that these types of organizations indeed are a national security threat.
Could you tell me your feelings on that militia, the Klan, the national threat type of thing that you were talking about in your citing in your remarks?
Mr. BARRS. I suppose, Mr. Payne, if there were a foreign power
that for one reason or another sought to use those organizations as
a vehicle through which to influence our elections, the same as
seems to be the case here, then I think that these same laws would
and should be used to apply equally against them.
Mr. PAYNE. Well, you know these groups talk about, for example,
an Aryan nation. Now, that is a nation within a nation. That is
sort of, to me, to be not listening or not following this Nation's rule
because we have the United States of America. They talk about the
Aryan nation and the neo-Nazis which Nazis, of course, are a group
from outside the country at one time.
So my concern is that there are many things going on that I
think ought to be looked at.

Now, I think that this John Howard has a first amendment
right. He says he is going to open up a chain of Klan museums all
over Georgia and all over. lie has a right to do it. That is his first
amendment right. I deplore it. I think it is bigotry. I think it is terrible. But under our Constitution he. has the right to do it.
But the concern that I have is, for example, since April 1993, because of activities of this kind, there have been 26 black churches
burned down since 1993.
There have been-Reverend Alan Anderson of Friendship M.issionary Baptist Church Congregation, it was just burned down recently.
Now, we had the ATF, the good-old-boys network. This is the ,'eport about how they came together to talk about having Dr. viartin
Luther King in the middle of the target. They would all shoot that,
members of our Federal Government, the ATF, the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Bureau. And a report just came out about the
involvement there.
I am concerned about the men from the A yan nation that left
Fort Bragg, three soldiers that found two black people walking
down the street, and they were shot down in cold blood.
What I am saying is that I support this hearing. I have no problem with it. But I would like to see some hearings about some of
these things that are happening in our country because they are
as deplorable as anything else.
That is my only point, that I don't see the attention-we have
not had a hearing on any one of these issues since the new Congress took over. T hat is not right.
I will just leave it at that. I appreciate your testimony. I certainly have been brought up to (late on some of these legal issues.
But, by the same token, people who continually hammer about this
situation, I would like the same person to stand up and start talking about these things that affect my community just as much as
any; and that is people on both sides of the aisle. I am getting sick
and tired of it.
That, is all. I have no questions.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Payne.
Just let me be very clear-again, I think a careful review of what
this subcommittee has done, as the gentleman knows so well,
would reveal that we have explored human rights abuses everywhere and anywhere, that we have had evidence and hearings.
Let there be order.
We had a hearing 'just recently, I would say to my good friend
from New Jersey, at which we probed the skinheads and talked
about that issue vigorously. We have had multi-hour hearings on
that issue on anti-Semitism, anti-Christianity, and a whole host of
other issues as they relate to human rights. So this subcommittee
takes second place to no one in trying to be fair.
Hate is a crime. I get upset when people say that it is futile to
look at human rights abuses. Human rights abuses are indivisible.
If anyone's rights are diminished, your rights and my rights are dirninished.
So we will continue in this subcommittee to speak out anywhere
in the world where those abuses occur. We have done it, and our
record is very clear.

Mr. Lantos previously and Mr. Yatron, who ran the Subcommittee on Human Rights while the Democrats had control, focused on
these things as well. I remember when we had a day-long hearing
looking at the kinds of things that the neo-Nazis and the skinheads
do throughout the world, including in this country. So Mr. Lantos
and I have spoken out on these issues frequently.
Mr. PAYNE. OK. I would just like to ask then if we could have
a hearing dealing with the 26 black churches that have been
burned down in the past year or two, and we should bring the
same kind of thing forward. That is all I am saying. I would hope
that the gentleman, who I really have a great deal of respect for,
I wish that the gentleman would consider that as an agenda item
for our committee in the future.
Mr. SMIrH. Thank you.
Mr. LANTOS. May I make an observation on Congressman
Payne's points? I think he deserves a great deal of credit for pointing out the outrageous and preposterous ongoing instances of bigotry and racism directed at our African-American citizens. I could
not agree with him more.
I think the essence of this society is that it be a society tolerant
of all religions, ethic groups, races; that it should be respectful of
rights of men and women on an equal basis; and I think it is absolutely critical that the Congress and its appropriate committees
deal with all aspects of discrimination, bigotry, racism, persecution
in whatever ugly form they manifest themselves.
I need not point out to my good friend from New Jersey, because
we were in that fight together, that it was the Foreign Affairs Committee which held hearing after hearing and passed most effective
legislation against the sickening apartheid policy of the government of South Africa during an earlier regime. So I think your
point is extremely well taken.
Our commitment to fight against racism and bigotry in all its
forms is undiminished. In this instance, we are dealing with a series of acts involving prominent leaders of blood-soaked totalitarian
regimes who have publicly proclaimed their hatred of the United
States and their determination, to use their own words, to destroy
the Great Satan. We are concerned that no American citizen should
get away with impunity in identifying himself with those statements. But I fully agree with the views expressed by you, and I
strongly support the actions you have called for.
Mr. KING. Mr. Chairman, can I make one comment, please?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. KING. I would like to say in reference to Mr. Payne and also
Ms. McKinney, for that matter, that I have found them extremely
supportive of any human rights issue without regard to race, religion or ethnic background. I know that they are two of the first
that I go to whenever I feel there is a particular injustice to be addressed.
I think that should be put on the record, that all of us try to
work together without regard to one's race or religion; and I just
want to make that absolutely clear in the record.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. King.
Mr. Barr, thank you very much for your expert testimony.
Mr. BARiu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SMITH. I would like to invite the second panel to our hearing
this afternoon.
Daniel Pipes is a senior lecturer at the University of Pennsylvania and editor of the Middle East Quarterly. He has served in the
Departments of State and Defense and directed the Foreign Policy
Research Institute for 7 years from 1986 to 1993. In addition to his
nine books on the Middle East, Mr. Pipes has published articles in
major magazines and newspapers across the United States; and his
writings have been translated into 15 languages.
Michael Ledeen has been a consultant for several departments of
the executive branch, a special advisor to the Secretary of State
f,'om 1981 to 1982, and a senior fellow at the Center for St1rategic
and International Studies. lie has written or co-written 11 books
on foreign policy. Mr. Ledeen is a resident scholar at the American
Enterprise Institute in Washington.
James A. Phillips is a veteran foreign policy specialist who has
written extensively on Middle Eastern affairs since 1978. Ile is a
former research fellow at the Co',gressional Research Service of the
Library of Congress and a former Joint Doctoral Research Fellow
at the East-West Center. Mr. Phillips is currently a Senior Policy
Analyst for Middle Eastern Affairs with The Heritage Foundation.
Mr. SMITH. I would like to ask Mr. Pipes ASyou would begin your
testimony at this time.

STATEMENT OF DANIEL PIPES, EDITOR, MII)DLE EAST
QUARTERLY
Mr. PIPEs. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman.
I am a Middle East specialist, and so I will talk about the Middle
East. I will argue that the Middle Eastern rogue states are trying
to do far more than to influence U.S. policies. They seek to change
the very nature of our government.
Mr. SMITH. Would you just bring the microphone a little bit closer, please?
Mr. PIPEs. Toward this end, they rely on a variety of means, both
illegal and legal.
I hope you will not consider this effort to be hopelessly quixotic.
Obviously, I don't think they are going to succeed; but I do think,
at the same time, it is serious.
Let me point to the fact that just a few months ago a jury in New
York convicted Sheik Omar Abdel Rahman of seditious conspiracy-in other words, of trying to overthrow the government of the
United States. However remote he may have been from achieving
it, he was close to killing many people; and, therefore, we must
take him and others seriously.
Which are the rogue states? In the Middle East, they are Iraq,
Iran, Libya, also Syria and Sudan; and others are on the watch list.
In addition to these states, many movements in the region qualify as rogues. Some are well-known, others not, some work with regimes, others not. All of them, without exception, harbor a very
strong antagonism toward the government of the United States.
Nor are they shy about announcing their hatred of this country and
particularly its government.

I would like, by the by, to quote some of their statements. Some
of them hate every American. ")eath to America", the Iranian slogan, is an example of that.
Likewise the sheik in New York has said that the United States
is "the enemy of Islam". I-asan at-Turabi, the effective ruler of the
Sudan, says "The enemy is America."
Others-say that it is only the government of the United States,
that the people are all right. But, in all cases, they agree that they
should declare a unilateral war on the United States. Khomeini
said that "Iran is a country effectively at war with America." AtTurabi says that the Sudan is engaged in a war with us. They say
so often.
Now, we are inclined not to take this very seriously. Looking at
these speakers, then looking at ourselves, we ask, how can they engage in war against us? But they do. And they think they can engage in war against us because they don't take American power
very seriously.
We saw an example of this in 1991 when Saddam Hussein went
to war with us; right through the war he thought he would win.
Why? Because he said that we are a Nation of "highway robbers,
criminals and unwanted people". ie saw us as a kind of mongrel
race that lacks the history of Iraq, that lacks the fervor, the blood
lines of Iraq and therefore could not defeat Iraq.
Also, many of the rogue leaders say repeatedly that the United
States is a country without faith, that we have lost our purpose.
They draw a caricature of Western self-indulgence and rot. "AIDS,
drugs, venereal diseases, alcohol, and tobacco abuse" are plagues of
modern America, and they dismiss us as a not serious competitor.
Some of their statements are quite evocative One leading apologist for the Iranians has said, "Gl's clutching photos of their
girlfriends would be no match for the soldiers of 'slam clutching
copies of the Koran." This sort of sentiment is widespread and explains how small regimes and weak movements think that they can
take on the United States of America.
There is also, in addition to the military dimension, a cultural
one. As one fundamentalist leader in Egypt has said, it is a struggle of cultures, not one between strong countries and weak countries: "We are sure that the Islamic culture will triumph," or, in the
more colorful language of the effective ruler of Sudan, "The supremacy of the U.S. oca-Cola culture will soon come to an end."
In an effort to fight the United States, rogue regimes and movements engage both in illegal and legal activities. On the illegal
side, you know about terrorism, hostage taking, counterfeiting, and
drug smuggling.
I wish to point out to Representative McKinney who asks what
importance this all has, that hostage taking has had particular importance. Terrorism has not had all that much importance over the
last three decades. Drug trafficking and counterfeiting might have
importance some day in the future, but hostage taking has on two
occasions demonstrably had an effect on American policy: First, the
Iranian seizure of American hostages from 1979 to 1981 had a
major impact on the Presidential campaign of 1980; and then the
holding of American hostages in Lebanon between 1982 and 1992
had a demonstrable impact upon the Reagan administration, lead-

-ing to Iran-contra and other efforts. I won't go into detail on this,
for it is well known to all of us.
Rather, I would like to emphasize the other side, the political dimension of rogue State influence. This is less noted because it is
less obviously aggressive, but I believe it may in the long run be
more important than blowing up buildings, taking hostages, or running drugs.
Rogue states and movements are building up a network of agents
and allies within the United States. They dispatch their people to
conferences with very large attendance, 5,000 or more in hotel
rooms in States like New Jersey, Oklahoma, Michigan, and Illinois.
They help build elaborate political, financial, and in some cases
even operational infrastructures.
Let me give an example of two such rogue regimes, Libya of Qadhafi and the Iranian regime of the Islam Republic. Qadhafi began
in the 1970's by supporting a whole range of institutions, including
Georgetown University, radical American Indian groups, the Black
Panthers, and Jimmy Carter's brother, Billy. But fairly soon he focused in on the Nation of Islam, which for years has been his main
access to American society. Ile gave money to NOI in the 1970's
and 1980's, yet this relationship only blossomed in the last halfyear. I would like to give you a chronology of what happened, perhaps you may not be aware of all the steps.
On September 1 of each year Qadhafi commemorates his coming
to power in 1969 with a major speech; in September 1995, he mentioned his readiness to donate "$100 million or even a billion dol-lars" to the Nation of Islam to organize American Muslims and get
them "to cast their votes to the candidate who serves the Arabs".
The Million Man March in October 1995 so impressed Mr. Qadhafi that he immediately called Louis Farrakhan and told him, as
Mr. Farrakhan quotes him, "Brother, the wealth of Libya I will put
behind the Nation of Islam."
In December Qadhafi further promised "unlimited" support to
the Nation of Islam.
In January 1996, when Mr. Farrakhan visited Libya, the Libyan
leader was reminded of this promise, and, as you know, reiterated
his offer of $1 billion. When this was noted by Representative King
and others, the Libyans promptly backtracked and unequivocally
denied any financial offer. But Mr. Farrakhan, at the end of February, said that he had been promised "more than a billion. And
I'm gonna accept it."
In the case of Iran, the networks are somewhat different. The
Iranian Government has a substantial foundation located in New
York, whose 990-PF.tax forms indicate they have close to $100 million in assets in this country, with an income stream of some $10
or $15 million a year, money which they use to promote their brand
of Islam.
In addition, from time to time it .Pppears that Iranian money
goes directly from Iran to the United States. In a letter earlier this
month, per example, Representative King wrote to Attorney General Reno saying he had information from an "unimpeachable foreign diplomatic source" that Mr. Farrakhan had received $5 million
from Tehran.

The Iranians have developed, in addition, a substantial network
of Muslim organizations, publications, and spokesmen who make
their arguments in the United States.
From time to time their allies in this country track their own
statements word for word. When the Ayatollah Ahmad Jannati
said that "the British today are on their deathbed. Other Western
countries too are in a similar state," he was echoed by Mr.
Farrakhan who said that "America lies on its deathbed." There is
a congruity of views.
I believe this outlook is important because it is trickling out to
the wider public. An increasing number of American citizens are
learning this anti-American hatred from the Middle East.
As an example, let me close by mentioning an event ',hat took
place a week ago, when a basketball player, a 27-year-old convert
to Islam, Mohmud Abdul-Rauf, indicated he would not stand for
the national anthem and would not pay homage to the American
flag. Ie quickly backtracked when all Muslims questioned on this
matter said there is nothing in Islam that suggests he couldn't pay
homage to the Americani flag.
But Mr. Abdul Raufs statements about the American flag being
I'
symbol of oppression stand, and, to me, they are very striking:
when an otherwise sensible young man earning $2.8 million a year
starts talking like an ayatollah, something is afoot.
Though brief-lived, Mr. Abdul Raufs demonstration of antiAmericanism is significant. It reveals how far the rot of anti-Americanism has traveled; also, such views by an admired basketball
star do much to make his kind of outlook socially acceptable. He
was the first professional sports player ever punished for refusing
to stand for the American national anthem. He is unlikely to be the
last.
My recommendations to Congress are to focus on the legal side,
not the illegal side, of anti-Americanism: not so much the terrorism
and counterfeiting, but the consciousness raising, the turning of
Americans into anti-Americans.
In part, this is a government problem. You who are in public life
must use the bully pulpit, as you are indeed doing today. It is also
something for public institutions-schools, the armed forces, jailsto keep an eye on.
Most of all, it is incumbent on private institutions, for these have
means that the Government does not. For example, the National
Basketball Association could force Mr. Abdul-Rauf to stand. The
Government could not have done that. Private institutions can use
their influence to remind people that the rogue states of the Middle
East and elsewhere are awful places and have very unpleasant aspirations for ourselves. Business executives, union leaders, Hollywood producers, journalists, teachers, and religious figures should
argue against the rogues and to teach what it means to be an
American. What is obvious to me-that life in this country is immeasurably preferable to that in Iraq or Libya--clearly is not obvious to everyone. Those of us who understand this simple truth
must explain it to our fellow citizens.
Thank you.
IThe prepared statement of Mr. Pipes appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Pipes. Mr. Ledeen.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL A. LEDEEN, RESIDENT SCHOLAR,
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE
Mr. LEDEEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am grateful for the invitation to testify before this subcommittee on the important subject of efforts of rogue regimes to influence
American domestic and foreign policy.
My credentials in this field are perhaps of some interest to members. In the mid-1970's I was Rome correspondent for The New Republic and consequently spent a good deal of time covering the
spread of terrorism in Western Europe, with particular emphasis
on the activities of Libya which was then embarking upon a major
campaign to influence Italian policy. I wrote at some length about
the considerable financial investments by the Qadhafi regime in
Italian industry, media, and even restaurants and real estate, as
well as the celebrated financial, logistic, and military support given
to Italian, European, and Middle Eastern terrorists and self-proclaimed national liberation organizations, including the Red Brigades and the IRA.
When I moved to Washington in 1977, I continued to write on
the subject as well as a long investigative article in 1980 on the
efforts of the Libyans to use President Carter's brother Billy to influence American policy.
While special advisor to the Secretary of State in 1981 and 1982,
I worked on efforts to convince our NATO allies to join with us in
the quarantine of Libya, and I continued to follow these matters as
a consultant to the Pentagon and the National Security Council
through 1985.
As a scholar of European affairs, I have been fascinated by the
highly successful campaign of Saddam Hussein of Iraq to convince
some of the most distinguished European intellectuals, journalists,
politicians, and businessmen, that he represents a moderate and
modern leadership in the Middle East and I have written extensively about the amazing support for the Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution here and in Europe, as well as the armies of apologists for
the preeminent rogue regime of our time, the Soviet Union.
Recently I have expressed concern about the successful co-option
of some American Government officials and business leaders by the
People's Republic of China, which I hope will cheer Mr. Payne.
So my testimony today is not just a response to current events
but, rather, part of a long-standing concern and interest both in the
phenomenon itself and the policy issues that grow out of it.
All foreign governments, friends and foe alike, and many foreign
organizations attempt to influence American policy to their own advantage. Depending on their resources and the history of relations
between themselves and the United States, they can draw upon
long-standing friendships, immigrant communities here, sympathetic Americans in politics, business, academia, media, and sport,
or paid advisors and lobbyists. We accept these activities as a legitimate part of our political debate, asking only that those who are
paid to advocate the views of foreign entities will honestly and
openly acknowledge their working relationships, the better to understand their motives and evaluate their objectivity.

For the most part, this is a political issue. We want to know the
difference between a person who speaks out of conviction and a
paid lobbyist, not that the two categories are totally distinct.
When we decide that foreign governments threaten the national
security of the United States, we sometimes forbid Americans to
accept payment from them for professional services, just as we
sometimes forbid American corporations to do business with them
or forbid certain kinds of commerce, especially in areas that help
build their military power. There are even some cases in which
travel to such countries is forbidden. In these cases-the rogue regimes which interest this subcommittee today-Americans who advocate their causes may be prosecuted for violation of criminal statutes. But these cases are rare and are generally handled effectively
by those agencies of the executive branch charged with the enforcement of the laws. So I will devote my limited time today to the political issue.
I believe that the overwhehning majority of Americans are quite
capable of distinguishing between friends and enemies of the United States and they will reject those who plead the cause of our enemies, provided that the facts are known.
The Soviet Union mounted an enormous campaign of
disinformation in this country, trying desperately to convince our
political, business, and intellectual elites, that the U.S.S.R. was a
peace-loving society and that we should treat it like any other "normal" country. The Soviets succeeded in fooling many Americans,
even to the point where some of their apologists argued that we,
the United States, were the root cause of the East-West conflict,
case
but it was a very limited triumph. With rare exceptions-the
of the neutron bomb is exemplhry-American public opinion remained hostile to the Soviet Union and whenever the American
Government presented the facts to the American people, the policy
of containing Soviet power and influence got the support that it deserved.
In like manner, the efforts of rogue regimes like Syria, Iran,
Libya, Iraq, and Sudan to achieve good relations with the United
States have generally failed, because American political leaders
and the Ameiican people know such countries are hostile to our
values and to our interests.
To be sure, there have been moments of confusion, and rogue regimes have had some success in influencing our policies.
In the late 1970's, many American politicians, journalists, and intellectuals, driven by revulsion at the human rights violations of
the Shah's regime, and carried away by a long-standing romanticism about Third World "national liberation" movements, were
convinced, or managed to convince themselves, that the fanatical
Islamic fundamentalists around the Ayatollah Khomeini were more
attractive than the Shah. These people supported the bloody, reactionary revolution that came to power in 1979.
Our Ambassador to the United Nations referred to Khomeini as
"a religious man", and spokesmen for the State Department and
the intelligence community insisted that Khomeini's own writings,
replete with violent diatribes against Christianity, Judaism, and
the core values of Western Civilization, were forgeries. This moment of delusion was actively supported by supporters of Khomeini,

some of them paid, others, the vast majority, quite convinced of the
rightness of their cause.
The American Government convinced itself that we could work
well with Khomeini's regime, and it was not until American diplomats were taken hostage that the terrible truth was finally manifest to all.
The failure to recognize the true nature of Khomeiniism led to
a foreign policy debacle of enormous magnitude, and we are still
paying for it today. Not only do tha people of Iran suffer at the
ands of a murderous and intolerant regime, but its venomous hatred of the West is directed against innocent victims both here
(where opponents have been murdered on American streets) and in
allied and friendly countries. Iranian-sponsored t' rrorism has
taken many American lives, most recently in Israel, wiieie Iran's
friends andclients in Hlamas have murdered scores of soldiers and
civilians. But over the course of time, the facts have become known,
and the apologists and advocates of Khomeiniism have been discredited.
The other great supporter of Ilamas, Syria, has had somewhat
greater success, but this is more the consequence of Syria's strategic importance and power than of any American sympathy for the
Assad regime. Syria, quite properly, remains on the list of terrorist
sponsors. Nevertheless, it is disconcerting, to put it mildly, to see
Syria invited to a world forum on antiterrorism, which, as I have
written elsewhere, is rather like inviting Al Capone to an FBI session on anti-Mafia policy.
But Syria has very little following in the United States. One
hears very few Americans suggest publicly that we should alter our
policy and improve our relations with Syria. The invitation to
Assad was made in tribute to his power. We know that there can
be no meaningful Middle East peace settlement if Assad does not
support it, and so our diplomats are striving mightily to find a way
to bring him to the table.
Of the current crowd of rogue regimes, Libya has exerted the
greatest effort to manipulate our policy. The Libyans spent a lot of
money on Billy Carter in the last 2 years of the Carter administration, but it does not seem to have paid off. Qadhafi has tried very
hard for the past few years to improve its relationship with the
United States, hiring distinguished Washington lawyers to attempt
some kind of rapprochement, and inviting scores of academics and
businessmen to meet with Libyan leaders in North Africa, trying
to convince them that better relations are in the interests of both
countries. I myself was invited to Cairo early in 1995 to meet with
one of the ranking officials of the regime, and he spent half a day
trying to convince me that Libya genuinely wanted a warmer relationship and asked my advice for ways to achieve this. When I told
him that his government must deal directly with the United States
and Great Britain on the matter of Libyan responsibility for the
murder of hundreds of passengers on Pan Am 103, there was no
further dialog, nor have I seen any indication that Libyan efforts
to recruit other supporters have met with great success, with the
one notable exception of the Reverend Louis Farrakhan.
Reverend Farrakhan has distinguished himself by embracing a
number of Arab rogue regimes. He has deplored our policy toward

Iraq as "wicked" and "mass murder of the Iraqi people". lie has apparently agreed to help Qadhafi achieve a better image in the United States, and he has embraced Khomeini's vision of an Islamic revolt against America, which he has characterized as 'The Great
Satan", Khomeini's favorite one-liner. Ile has been an apologist for
the states of Sudan and Mauritania, countries that subject tens of
thousands of black Africans to harsh chattel slavery. In so doing,
he has not only pleaded on behalf of enemies of the United States
but has attempted to legitimize regimes whose enslavement of Africans violates the most fundamental principles of human equality.
I do not believe that Reverend Farrakhan will have much of an
effect on American policy.
Mr. SMITH. The gentleman will suspend.
I have asked everyone here to show respect for the witnesses.
The rules of this subcommittee, the full committee, and the House
of Representatives are that audience participation is not allowed.
These gentlemen are witnesses.
I will keep the hearing record open at the end. If you would like
to make a submission, we will be more than happy to let you do
it.
Mr. LEDEEN. I do not believe that Reverend Farrakhan will have
much of an effect on American policy provided that our political
leaders present the facts to the American people. That is one reason why hearings like these today are so important.
However, I would be remiss if I did not say that it is discouraging that there are no Administration spokesmen here, as it was terribly disappointing to hear President Clinton on the occasion of the
Million Man March call on the American people to focus not on the
rhetorical excesses of the leader but "on the faces of the people".
This is a profound error, both because words are very important
and because the kind of zealousness that Farrakhan seeks to inspire has been dangerous throughout human history. The question
is not one of conviction or hypocrisy but, rather, good or evil.
Farrakhan has embraced evil, and this must be exposed and condemned.
There will always be Americans willing to embrace the causes of
our enemies, either because of misplaced idealism, corruption for
the sake of personal gain, or outright necessity. Those who have
families in the rogue nations can be threatened with reprisals
against their relatives if they fail to obey.
Thomas Jefferson laid down our proper response nearly 2 centuries ago. "If there be any among us who oppose this government
or its republican forms", he said, "let them stand undisturbed as
a monument to that society where error of opinion may be tolerated, where the force of reason is left free to combat it."
. The historical record suggests that we need not greatly fear the
efforts of our enemies to manipulate our policies so long as our own
leaders are brave enough to confront lies with the power of truth
and reason.
The greatest threat to our policies comes from leaders in governments and out who permit themselves to be duped or intimidated,
rationalizing their silence or acts of complicity with evil with misguided appeals to tactical reasons of state.

Of these, the most dangerous is the long-standing delusion that
one can lure our enemies into our embrace by giving them favored
access to our markets, our wealth, and our technological genius.
The American people will not be converted to affection for Qadhafi, Assad, Saddam Hussein, or Sudan's General Bashir, but
there is an ongoing danger that leaders of the American Government will convince themselves, as they have so often in the past,
that if we only enrich these people and their nations, they will
moderate their behavior and become fat and happy citizens of the
civilized world.
These policies will not make our fanatical enemies more moderate, they will only make our enemies more powerful.
Today rogue re gmes in Libya, Iran, and North Korea are growing more powerful because this Administration has dismantled our
precious international system of export controls, and so the rogue
regimes are now able to obtain murderous technology that would
and should have been denied them in the past.
Mr. SMITH. The lady will suspend immediately or I will ask for
her to be removed.
We are in recess.
IRecess. I
Mr. SMITH. The subcommittee will resume its hearing.
Mr. Ledeen, please proceed.
Mr. LEI,N, Today, rogue regimes in Libya, Iran, and North
Korea are growing more powerful because this Administration has
dismantled our precious international system of export controls,
and so the rogue regimes are now able to obtain murderous technology that would and should have been denied them in the past.
Just as we at home must struggle relentlessly against the false
images put forward by the policies of evil foreign ;'egimes, so our
Government must struggle to keep the evil regimes weak and isolated.
The forces of reason will surely prevail in the domestic debate.
There is, nonetheless, considerable danger that the forces of evil
may yet prevail in many areas of the world.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Ledeen appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. The Chair would recognize the distinguished chairman of the full Committee on International Relations, the gentleman from New York, Mr. Gilman.
Mr. GILMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to commend you and Mr.
King for focusing congressional attention on attempts by rogue regimes to influence our foreign policy.
The purpose of this hearing is to review the legal and policy implications of attempts by rogue regimes, countries which promote
terrorism and similar activities aid put them outside the communities of civilized nations, to influence U.S. policy.
Although any particular instance of an attempt to allege use by
a foreign power to influence U.S. policy is a legitimate subject for
inquiry at the hearing, I notice that our committee has not invited
any witnesses from organizations which promote or oppose any
particular agenda.
Congress does need to know, however, what the Administration
is doing about terrorist regimes like Libya, like Iran, which would
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seek to use others to influence our own foreign policy. The Congress needs to know if the Administration does have the necessary
tools to prevent such activity, clearly mindful of our constitutional
amendments.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Gilman.
I would like to now recognize Mr. Phillips.
STATEMENT OF JAME,*S PHILLIPS, SENIOR POLICY ANALYST,
MIDDLE EASTERN AFFAIRS, THE HERITAGE FOUNDATION
Mr. PHILIPS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am grateful for the
opportunity to appear before the subcommittee.
I would like to focus on the foreign activities of Iran, which I
think pose the greatest dangers of all the countries that Mr.
Farrak han visited. I would particularly like to focus on Iran's terrorist activities.
The United States and Iran have repeatedly clashed over a wide
variety of issues since Iran's 1979 revolution, which brought the
power of a radical, fundamentalist regime, inspired and led by Ayatollah Khomeini.
Bilateral tensions initially flared after the November 4, 1979 seizure of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran by Iranian militants and the
subsequent holding of American hostages for 444 days. Iran-U.S.
tensions continue to simmer due to Iran's persistent efforts to export its revolution, Iranian support of terrorism, Iranian ideological
hostility to the United States, Iran's military buildup, and its opposition to the U.S.-sponsored Arab-Israeli peace process. I will summarize my remarks and not focus so much on the military aspects
as on the terrorist aspects.
I believe in the short run Iran is more of an ideological, subversive, and terrorist threat rather than a military threat. Today, Iran
looms large as the chief threat to American interests in the Middle
East. The political collapse of the Soviet Union, and the niilitary
defeat and diplomatic isolation of Iraq, Iran's traditional archriva,
has given Iran the opportunity to expand its influence not only in
the Persian Gulf/Middle East area but into former Soviet Central
Asia.
Although Tehran has toned down its revolutionary rhetoric since
the death of Ayatollah Khomeini in 1989, Iran remains a volatile
revolutionary State and one that I think that needs to be watched
closely. Tehran continues to denounce the United States as "the
global arrogance", calls for the expulsion of American influence
from the Middle East and seeks to discredit and overthrow regimes
aligned with the United States; it advocates the destruction of Israel and adamantly opposes the U.S.-sponsored Arab-Israeli peace
negotiations.
Since 1979, Iran has increased its financial, political and military
support for radical Islamic fundamentalist movements throughout
the Middle East and Southwest Asia.
It has developed close ties with Sudan. which it uses as a training ground and staging area for subversion, primarily of North Afuslin world,
rican states. Tehran sees itself as the leader of the
and it has, sought to export its revolutionary brand of Islam and
to radicalize Muslims everywhere.

United States, which Khomeini referred to as the "Great
Satan", is hated for its support of the Iranian regime of Shah Reza
Pahlavi, for its support of Israel, which Iranian radicals seek to destroy, and for its support of modern Arab regimes such as those in
Egypt and Saudi Arabia.
But regardless of its policies, the United States is hated for its
values and the powerful influence of its culture which Iranian revolutionaries believe seduces Muslims and undermines their pure
version of Islam. This ideological motivation explains why Iraniansupported terrorists in Lebanon in the 1980's attacked targets affiliated with the American University of Beirut, which is an educational institution, as well as Christian churches, in addition to
the U.S. Marines serving in a multinational peacekeeping force.
Since 1979, Tehran has enjoyed only limited success in fomenting
revolution, for a number of reasons. Its gr(,atest success has come
in war-torn Lebanon, which it helped to create, finance, arm and
train the radical Shiite Hezbollah, the Party of God movement.
Several hundred Iranian revolutionary guards, the militant shock
troops of the Iranian revolution, work closely in support of
Hezbollah in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley. Tehran also supports less
powerful Shiite fundamentalist groups in Iraq, Bahrain, and Afghanistan. But Shiite revolutionaries have seized power nowhere
outside Iran. In fact, Shiite rebellions have been crushed in Iraq in
1991, in Saudi Arabia in 1979, and an Iranian-backed coup attempt
was quashed in Bahrain in 1981.
Iranian-supported Islamic revolutions, however, now have better
prospects for success in part because of the dissolution of the Soviet
Union which has opened up Soviet Central Asia to Iranian influence. This also has deprived secular Arab regimes such as Syria,
Iraq, and Libya, of a source of political, military, and economic support.
The failure of Arab socialism in Algeria and .Egypt has left them
with weak economies unable to absorb the huge number of youths
who are entering the work force. Faced with a bleak economic future, young Arabs are turning to radical fundamentalist movements to find hope and meaning in their lives.
Iran has established good working relations with several Sunni
fundamentalist groups since 1990, including Hamas, the Palestinian Islamic resistance movement, Islamic Jihad for the Liberation
of Palestine, the Islamic Group of Egypt, and similar groups in Algeria, Jordan, and Tunisia.
Iran's efforts to reach out to Sunni fundamentalists have been facilitated by Iran's closest ally, Sudan, which is ruled by the only
radical fundamentalist regim-' in the Arab world. Sudan, which is
Africa's largesf- state, offers Iran a strategic foothold to outflank
conservative Saudi Arabia and extend its revolutionary influence
throughout North Africa and the Horn of Africa.
Hundreds of Iranian military advisors and revolutionary guards
were dispatched to the Sudan to help train the Sudanese Army and
internal security forces. Revolutionary guards are also training Islamic fundamentalist revolutionaries there and terrorists, primarily from Algeria, Egypt, and Tunisia.
Sudan has, in effect, become the new Lebanon. Under Iranian tutelage Sudan has emerged as a leading sponsor of international ter-The

rorism and has given sanctuary to a wide spectrum of terrorist
groups, including many Arab militants who have participated in
the fundamentalist Jihad, or holy war, in Afghanistan.
Sudan's escalating involvement in international terrorism led
Washington in August 1993 to put Sudan on the list of states that
support terrorism.
In the brief time remaining to me, I would like to focus on Iran's
direct involvement in terrorism. Iran is the world's most active
sponsor of international terrorism and continues to be directly involved in planning and executing terrorist acts, according to the
State Department's most recent annual report on terrorism, The
Patterns of Global Terrorism.
Iranian intelligence agencies support terrorism (either directly or
through extremist groups) primarily aimed against Iranian opposition movements, against Israel, or against moderate Arab regimes.
Tehran has established over 20 ideological and military training
camps in Iran, Lebanon, and Sudan staffed by Arabic-speaking revolutionary guards.
Hezbol ah, Tran's most important surrogate, has become the
world's principal terrorist organization, according to then CIA Director James Woolsey, who testified before this committee in July
1993. This Lebanon-based organization has established groups of
supporters as far away as Australia, Canada, India, Indonesia, and
South America.
Hezbollah's long list of terrorist atrocities include the 1983 bombing of the U.S. Embassy in Beirut, the 1983 bombing of the U.S.
Marine Barracks at Beirut Airport, and the kidnapping of most of
the 15 American hostages that were held in Lebanon between 1984
and 1991.
The last American hostages held in Lebanon were released by
Htezbollah at Iran's direction in late 1991, after Tehran concluded
that continued terrorism would gain it little.
More than a dozen Iranian dissidents have been assassinated in
European cities since 1987, including the August 1991 murder of
former Iranian Prime Minister Bakhtiar in Paris and the September 1992 murders of four Kurdish opposition leaders in Berlin.
Iran's terrorist campaign against exiled opposition activists appears to be growing in intensity in recent months. Last month, two
Iranian exiles were assassinated in Turkey. On March 2, two Sunni
Iranian clerics were assassinated in Pakistan. On March 7, another
Iranian opposition activist was assassinated in Baghdad. This is
the sixth Iranian opposition activist killed in that country in the
last year.
Iran's assassins also have struck inside United States. Iranian
political activist Ali Akbar Tabatabai, the founder of the Iran Freedom Foundation, was murdered at his home in Bethesda, Mary-land, on July 22, 1980.
Although Iranians recently have not been caught launching terrorist attacks on American targets, Iran furnishes substantial financial aid, logistical support, arms, and training to terrorist
groups that continue to target Ar 3ricans. For example, Tehran
provided financial support, at minimum, for some of the Islamic
militants arrested for the February 1993 bombing that killed 6 people at the World Trade Center in.New York. Sheik Abdul Rahman,

the radical Egyptian cleric who inspired and guided the bombers,
long has been funded by Iran's intelligence service, according to
Vincent Cannistraro, the former head of CIA counterterrorism operations. Sheik Omar reportedly was regularly given large sums of
money by Iran's delegation to the Unite d Nations.
Although there was no direct Iranian participation that has been
established in the World Trade Center bombing, senior U.S. officials warned in March 1993 that Iranian-backed terrorist groups
appeared to be becoming more aggressive.
Iran has branched out and has begun cooperating with nonfundamentalist terrorist groups such as the Abu Nidal organization, the renegade Palestinian terrorist group that has launched
some of the bloodiest and most indiscriminate terrorist attacks in
history, such as the December 1985 massacres at the Rome and Vienna airports.
Iran also financially supports the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine General Command, a pro-Syrian group that has
launched numerous terrorist attacks against Israel and western
countries.
Iranian-supported terrorists have been active particularly in Turkey. The Turkish Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility in 1992 for
the murder of an Israeli diplomat and the bombing of an Istanbul
synagogue. It is also believed to be responsible for a series of murders of Turkish journalists.
But in recent years it has been Israel that has borne the brunt
of Iran's terror campaign. Iran was involved in the March 1992
bombing of the Israeli embassy in Buenos Aires which killed 29
people. in March 1994 three Iranian agents were arrested in Thailand in ar abortive attempt to bomb the Israeli Embassy in Bangkok.
Iranian involvement is also suspected in the July 1994 bombing
of the Jewish Community Center in Buenos Aires, Argentina,
which killed 96 people. Most recently, Tehran has welcomed the
terrorist offensive which llamas has launched against Israel in the
last month that has killed 62 people in four suicide bombing attacks. The State-run Iranian news service initially called the bombings "God's retribution" and although Iran subsequently has
backpeddled away from this statement in a halfhearted damage
control effort, it is still clear that Iran remains one of llamas' foremost foreign backers.
Iran supports llamas with terrorist training and financial support, and Israeli intelligence officials estimate that Iran now provides 10 to 20 percent of the roughly $70 million in donations that
llamas annually receives from its supporters around the world.
In conclusion, given Iran's repeated use of terrorism as an instrument of foreign policy, I believe it is important to maintain a concerted international effort to economically and diplomatically isolate Iran until it can be convinced to halt its efforts to export revolution and terrorism.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Phillips appears in the appendix.]
Mr. SMITH. Thank you for your testimony.

I will begin the questioning and then yield to our distinguished
chairman for any questions he might have.
No one is above the law. As a matter of fact, one of the most hallowed principles of U.S. jurisprudence is that everyone ought to be
and should be and must be treated equally under the law, much
to the chagrin of President Nixon, who discovered that. Congressmen and Senators routinely discover that when they fail to properly fill out their financial disclosure forms or have a conflict of interest, the next thing you know, there is either an ethics or an even
worse complaint filed against them sometimes leading to action
against them in court.
Congressman Barr testified earlier that the laws on the books
are adequate to the task for the subject of today's hearing. My
question is, in your view, is the Administration faithfully enforcing
those laws based on what you know?
Mr. Pipes.
Mr. PIPES. I would like to focus on an issue that is normally not
talked about much, that of counterfeiting.
In a few weeks we are getting a new $100 bill. It has come into
existence because the Syrians and Iranians have produced a counterfeit of the existing $100 bill that is so fine that almost no one
can recognize it.
The problem is, the Secret Service and the Treasury Department
look at this problem as merely routine counterfeiting, that is to
say, a case of counterfeiting to make money on the cheap. It appears to be more than that. Rogue regimes appear to be producing
these bills also in an effort to undermine confidence in our currency. This is an issue which the Administration should become
aware of-in other words, not just the criminal activity, but the political aim to damage this country. I don't see enough political understanding of this new problem.
Mr. SMInl. Mr. Gilman.
Mr. GILMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I ask this of all the panelists. Has our Government responded effectively to the prior reports of this kind of activity? Do you feel
we are responding in an effective manner?
Mr. PiinEs. To which reports?
Mr. GILMAN. To the reports of this kind of support from rogue
regimes to people within the United States to affect our foreign policy.
Mr. PIPES. No, it is not taken seriously. It is seen as something
so outlandish, so preposterous, so unlikely to succeed, that it is not
given the attention it deserves.
I am not here to say that our Government is about to fall, but
there is a systematic effort by the Iranians, Libyans, and others to
find agents and allies within the country to turn against the Government and against the institutions of the country, and that is not
being recognized in the way it should be.
Mr. JLEDEEN. Mr. Chairman, my own belief is that I am not terribly concerned about the efforts by these countries to manipulate
American politics or policy, since they have almost always failed in
the past. What I am concerned with is the political dimension of
it within the United States, but more particularly, and since this
is the International Affairs Committee, a legitimate issue for you,

failure to take the necessary steps in real policy terms to weaken
the rogue nations themselves.
I am much less concerned about people advocating the cause of
Qadhafi or Assad or General Bashir or whoever in this country. I
don't think they are going to succeed. I am alarmed that it is becoming easier and easier for such regimes to lay their hands on advanced murderous technology and a good deal of that is due to the
fact that we have abandoned any serious efforts to control the flow
of these technologies around the world.
I recently addressed this in the case of China, which provides
some of this technology to rogue nations, and some of that technology is coming from the United States. These are clear cases
where we are fail in to do our job.
Mr. Pi-iiuis. I th ink the laws on the books are adequate, and
what is missing is the political will to enforce them.
I think that there is a case that can be made that what Minister
Farrakhan is doing is against American interests, but that is not
really a case that can be tried in court, just being against American
foreign policy. Many people have spoken out against American foreign policy in the past. I am more concerned about aspects such as
support of terrorism, which I don't believe he has undertaken, or
violations of passport laws or economic sanctions regulations.
In the long run, I am more concerned about the flow of weapons
of mass destruction technologies to Iran. The Chinese and the Russians are supplying these kinds of' technologies, and that is something that could be the ultimate terrorist weapon.
Mr. GILMAN. Do we know anything about sponsorship of political
activity in our country by other Communist governments such as
North Korea, Cuba, China, Vietnam? Are any of our panelists
aware of those kinds of activities?
Mr. LEI)EEN. There is a huge record about Cuban support for
various kinds of political activities in the United States. That has
been documented by this and the intelligence committees over the
years, Mr. Chairman; yes, indeed.
Mr. GIIMAN. Does anyone else want to comment?
Mr. PHILLI~u)s. I think that the Soviets have one of the most extensive and successful efforts at disinformation and influencing our
foreign policy elites, our media. I think a lot of that has come to
light. The Iranian effort, to me, is much less sophisticated, much
less extensive. They target more narrow audiences. It is something
that concerns me, but on a scale relative to the Soviet
disinformation effort, it is not quite the same.
Mr. PIPES. I disagree somewhat. The Iranians are the bearers of
a very live ideology. Marxist-Leninism is defunct in this country as
an ideology, but fundamentalist Islam is alive. Now to create a better man and a better society, you look not to communism but to
a radical, ideological version of Islam. I wish to stress that this ideology is not traditional Islam. It is a 20th century ideological version of Islam. While the Iranians are the primary purveyors of this
ideology in the world today, they are not the only ones. Increasing
numbers of Americans are adhering to this ideology. Implicit to it
is a hatred of the United States, whether the individual be Iranian
or American. There are growing numbers of Americans, such as the
basketball player who came to prominence last week, who hate this

country, who want the world to know that they hate this country.
That is legal, but it is a real problem when well-formed organizations spew forth such anti-American hatred. They are making these
ideas available, which are being picked up. This is something new
and worthy of the attention of leading private institutions in this
country.
Mr. GILMAN. One last question. Is there any evidence that legitimate political or charitable activities funded by sponsors of international terrorism serve as recruiting agencies or hiring halls for
illegal activities? Have you come on any information of that sort?
Mr. PIPES. You are speaking of money going from the United
States to the outside world?
Mr. GILMAN. Yes.
Mr. PIPES. There is considerable evidence over the last 3 to 4
years, as the chairman indicated, that fund-raising efforts in this
country to fund ostensibly praiseworthy institutions in the Middle
East are, in fact, also going to support terrorism. There have been
arrests both here and abroad. I don't know that there are any convictions yet, but the evidence is quite solid, and it shows that the
United States has become a favorite place for fund-raising and for
strategic thinking about terrorism in the Middle East.
That's not surprising: we have freedom of speech here, fine communications and transportation networks, and a lot of money in
this country. As a result, you find increasingly that money is raised
here for operations carried out in the Middle East.
Mr. GILMAN. Do .other panelists wish to comment?
If not, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Lantos.
Mr. LANTOS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
First let me commend our three witnesses for extremely substantive and valuable testimony.
One cannot help but begin by commenting on how little attention
is being paid by the media to the threat that rogue regimes represent to the United States compared, say, to the O.J. Simpson
trial. I mean, the volume of attention devoted to basically a single
criminal act compared to a series of countries filled with hatred for
the United States and engaging in all of the activities you have
outlined, from drug trafficking, terrorism, hostage taking, counterfeiting, and perhaps most significantly, influercing thinking and
action in the United States by American citizens.
It seems to me-and I would like all three of you to commentthat one of the reasons for this lackadaisical attitude stems from
the fact that, since the collapse of the Soviet Union when the danger was so highly visible and so highly concentrated, there has
been such a profound diffusion of these threats, from North Korea
to Iran to Iraq to Libya to Sudan to, you name it, that the overwhelming bulk of our citizens haven't got a clue as to what these
regimes do, who their leaders are, what their purposes are, what
their stated objectives are vis-a-vis the United States.
When we had a concentrated enemy called Joe Stalin, and the
Soviet Union, notions such as Joe Stalin giving a billion dollars to
an American citizen to influence the United States has been the
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No. l1topic of the media for a long time. Now this is diffused, not
followed, not reported, not dealt with.
. 11am wondering if any of you have any pragmatic suggestions for
refocusing the attention of our people on this danger from rogue regimes, because I fully agree with you that the rogue regimes, with
their determination to gain weapons of mass destruction and refine
methods of terrorism, represent a far greater degree of menace
than misguided Americans who praise them.
Mr. Pipes.
Mr. PIPES. Congressman Lantos, you point to a very real problem, which is a dramatic loss of interest by the American people
in the outside world after the collapse of the Soviet bloc.
I don't know that there is much to be done about this except for
those of us who maintain an interest to keep our eye on the outside
world and to do our best to keep the American people alert to ominous developments-or opportunities.
I have no dramatic suggestion to make. We specialists must simply continue to keep our eyes open.
Mr. LEDEEN. Thank you for your observations, which I think are
right on.
I would make two points. First, it is part of our national DNA;
the American people are not interested in foreign policy; foreign
policy does not sell newspapers, does not sell advertising space on
the evening news. Our founding fathers warned us not to get involved with those corrupt things outside our shores, so it is a longstanding tradition. It is very hard to get America's attention on foreign policy. We always answer crises late.
We were bombed into World War II; our ships were sunk on the
North Atlantic to get us to World War I; we were in the process
of demobilizing when Stalin yanked us back into the cold war, et
cetera.
So most of the time we are saved by our enemies. They do crazy
and wild things to get our attention. We would have dismantled everything long before the Gulf War if Saddam Hussein hadn't invaded Kuwait. If he had waited a couple of years, we would not
have had that military power to go after him. So it is part of an
American tradition. I doubt that we can do too much to reverse
that. It is what we are.
As far as there is a remedy, it can only come from political and
intellectual leadership. That means, above all in the field of foreign
policy, the executive branch. The executive branch has to take leadership. The President has to address the country, the Secretary of
State; this Administration, has not done a very good job of that.
Mr. PHILIPS. I agree and I would add that, as Americans, we
tend to be crisis-oriented and crisis-calloused. It takes a lot to wake
people up. In order to keep a margin of error, I think we need to
deploy missile defenses and strong military forces to back up our
foreign policy.
But also I think we should be doing more in the field of
antiterrorism, that we should be putting more pressure on our allies to help isolate these rogue states.
Presently the Europeans are succumbing to short-term economic
and commercial interests and jeopardizing long-term interests in
security not only vis-a-vis Iran but Libya, Sudan, and other coun-

tries. And we should be putting more pressure on them to join us
in putting economic pressure on the rogue regimes to show there
is a price to pay for terrorism and it is not just a "business as
usual" relationship.
Mr. LANTOS. When we had our first hearing on this same subject
3 years ago on the subject of the rogue regimes, our hearing was
minimally attended because it had no domestic components.
It is an intriguing commentary that this high degree of attention
has been attained not by virtue of the increasing danger that rogue
regimes pose but the tangential relationship of rogue regimes to a
domestic component. Maybe we need to find a domestic component
every time if we wish to focus attention on the very serious problem of rogue regimes.
Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Mr. King.
Mr. KING. I would like to thank each of the three witnesses for
their testimony.
Time is short. There may be votes coming up. 1 will just ask one
question to Mr. Pipes. Maybe he could expand on what he said in
his testimony.
On page 9 you say, the relationship between Qadhafi and
Farrakhan truly blossomed only during the past half-year. I know
why you say it blossomed, but why do you think it has blossomed?
Mr. PIPES. I think that it reached a new level not so much because of any change of views in Libya but because Mr. Farrakhan
has attained a much higher level of visibility in this country.
When Libyan interest in Mr. Farrakhan began 20-odd years ago,
he was a minor and obscure figure. Today a much better known
and more important figure, this gives the ruler of Libya the feeling
that he has real access to American society in a way that he didn't
before.
Mr. KING. Do you have any thoughts or any speculation as to
where this relationship could lead?
Mr. PIPIES. I doubt v.iy much the possibility of a substantial
transfer of funds.
Mr. SMITH. I ask that there be order again in the committee
room, please.
Mr. PIPES. The Libyans are poor. As with the other oil-proX..'. 1g
states, they had great fortunes in the 1973's; their standard of living increased apace. Then their income declined, and they lacked
resources. Libya is now a quite poor country. Qadhafi doesn't have
a billion dollars to give away, or even a fraction of that, so his
promise is rhetorical, not more.
At the same time, his declaring that there's a breach in the fortress should be taken seriously. It indicates that he has made a
real effort to find an agent in the United States who will forward
Libyan ideas. It could have been a professor at Georgetown University or Billy Carter, but I think Mr. Farrakhan is the one who is
most suitable to Mr. Qadhafi, and he will give money to the best
of his ability, but he doesn't have an awful lot.
Mr. KING. Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for the hearing, the quality of witnesses, and the testimony. It was very compelling, as were some of the reactions from the audience.

I think that especially Congressman Lantos, his statement combined with the testimony made a veiy, very strong case for the resolution which we have introduced condemning Mr. Farrakhan for
his statements and for his actions on his terror tour of Africa. I believe we should watch as to exactly what actions are taken by the
Treasury Department, the Justice Department and the State Department to officially investigate what transpired on the tour.
I want to thank the bipartisan leadership, which was on television this past Sunday on Meet the Press, Congressman Armey,
Congressman Gephardt, Senator Daschle and Senator Lott, all of
whom said that investigations of Farrakhan should proceed in the
Congress. I think it was very courageous on their part and a guide
to us as to how we should be conducting ourselves in the Congress.
Certainly I think all of us should monitor this issue very carefully, and if subsequent hearings are necessary, we should have
them. This is a key and vital issue which as Congressman Lantos
has said, unfortunately, too many Americans do not realize the
true enormity of it. But I think it is our job as public officials to
make sure they do know just how dangerous this issue is, just how
dangerous Mr. Farrakhan is and just how dangerous his relationship and alliance with tyrants and despots such as Muammar Qadhafi could be to this Nation. So with that, I certainly intend to
speak out and do all I can and I know I will have the support of
good people in this Congress.
In reference to what Mr. Payne said, I want to say on the record
to Mr. Payne that I stand ready to work with him to combat the
militia movement in this country. I think it is something that has
not been insitutionally addressed by this Congress, and I will work
with him on that. Thank you.
Mr. SMITH. Order in the subcommittee.
The Chair would recognize the gentlelady from Georgia, Ms.
McKinney.
Ms. MCKINNEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, want to join in commending the panelists for their presentation today.
Mr. Pipes, you mentioned something that struck me as being
very interesting. You said we need to teach what it means to be
an American. I would like for you to know that I represent 600,000
Americans with hopes and aspirations, and teaching Americans
what it means to be Americans means allowing Americans-and
that is all Americans-to participate in the dream of America.
Perhaps what America needs now, more than ever, is to call a
recess to the blood sport and to do some serious introspection. I
would hope that at the end of this day we would ask ourselves,
have we taught America what it means to be America?
It appear,, to me that perhaps the most obvious lesson of today
is that we have some healing to do, some healing to d'o as a Nation.
I intend to rededicate myself to that healing so that under no circumstances would any firm ground be found by anybody who might
want to subvert our Government.
Mr. Chairman, I do commend you for your dedication and commitment to human rights. Congressman Lantos and Congressman
Payne have reminded us of our own social crisis. That social crisis,

unresolved, can be a serious threat to our personal and national secu-'ity.
With that, I would just say thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Ms. McKinney, for your very eloquent remarks, and for standing up on behalf of human rights around the
world, as you do so faithfully on this panel.
I would like to recognize Mr. Payne.
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
I would also like to commend the chairman for calling this hearing' and let me say that I think that a number of issues have been
brought out. I just want to comment on a few things that have
been said.
I heard Mr. Ledeen talk about the failed policy-foreign policy of
this Administration. I would probably ask him to-it might be his
point of view. That is why we have the First Amendment, because
everyone can have their own point of view, even if it is flawed.
We have a success in Haiti where, for the first time, a democratic
government has transformed and turned a government over to another democratic leader. We have seen a coming together in Northern Ireland of the various groups, although there has been a temporary breakdown. I think that there will once again be a peace accord where discussions, for the first time in centuries, organizations have talked about peace. I have seen Bosnia, where we have
peace being enforced, where the other Administrations looked the
other way. I see a standdown out in North Korea, where they are
not building nuclear reactors anymore. I can't see where you call
this a failedpolicy.
I see that the Administration will strengthen sanctions on Nigeria, which I strongly support for a government that has taken
human rights from the Ogoni people. And so I have a different
view as to foreign policy and its failures and its successes.
I also would like to mention that I personally think that people
should stand up when the flag is risen. I think that I always did,
and I guess I am somewhat a little old fashioned, so I have a feeling about the flag.
But let me say this, that I can't see where this tremendous
amount-this whole question of being disloyal is raised so much
when the great State of Georgia, where our former witness is from,
has as its State flog the flag of the Confederacy, which is opposed
to the U.S. Government. That is their flag that people stand toward, and they pledge their allegiance to the Confederacy, which
was opposed to our Government, our American flag. And then the
same thing in the State of Mississippi, where a Confederate flag is
the flag that is put up highest in the land, and I think that that
is wrong, because I think everyone should have their allegiance to
the American flag, not the flag of the Confederacy that pulled away
from our Government.
So if we are going to criticize a basketball player from the Denver Nuggets-and, ike I said, I think he should stand and he is
standing-I still say that we should look at what is happening in
the State capitols in those cities. So we can't have one without the
other. I think that we have to have balance and that is all we ask
for, fairness.

Equal justice is absolutely right. I would like to say that when,
in your, once again, lack of wisdom, you said that the occasion of
the Million Man March, calling on people not to focus on rhetoric
excessively but the face of America, you criticized President Clinton, I guess you also probably criticized me, maybe because I was
a very strong supporter of the Million Man March.
Let me tell you something about marches. You know, it was the
fact that in the 1880's there was a march because women didn't
have the right to vote and they marched-nothing really new. They
had a big march for women's suffrage.
In 1932, World War I veterans sought fair compensation from
our Government, and they came and they marched on Washington.
In 1963, there was a great march on Washington. Dr. Martin Luther King and many others-A. Phillip Randolph, John Lewis,
many other people-participated.
And October 16th of 1995, there was another march because it
was time to march. It was time to march because in our communities we see drug abuse, we see school dropouts, we see broken
families, we see the fact that people cannot be gainfully employed
in our communities. We have seen Headstart turned back, Section
8 eliminated, student loans cut down, job training turned around,
Medicare and Medicaid turned about. But we see $2 billion spent
on a B-2 bomber, and we see a $245 billion tax cut. So it was time
to march.
I take offense when you tell me why I marched. I marched because my community needed to come together in unity. I marched
because I want to see a better day. I marched because 1 want to
see hope for young people in the future.
And I take offense for you to tell me why I came down with AME
ministers, with Baptist ministers, with community leaders. I came
down because I had a purpose to come down. A million men came
down for probably a million different reasons. And don't ever tell
me that I came down because of a charismatic leader that had to
bring me around.
Mr. Farrakhan probably disagrees with me as much as I disagree
with him, and that is fine. We are both grown. I don't defend him,
and he doesn't defend me. We are two grown individuals, aging
people.
All I am saying is that I take offense for all of those people who
participated for you to feel you have the right to tell me why I participated.
I have no other questions.
Mr. SMITH. Thank you very much, Mr. Payne.
Mr. Ledeen.
Mr. LEDEEN. If you will permit me, I take offense too, Mr. Payne,
for you to suggest that I said any such thing, which I certainly did
not.
[Disruption of audience.]
Mr. SMITH. Order in the hearing room, please.
Mr. LEDEEN. I criticized the words that Minister Farrakhan pronounced on the occasion of that march, just as you expressed your
opposition to many of his words. We all quite agree. There are lots
of great marches in American and world history, and there are lots
of terrifying marches in American and world history. They are not

all the same. And it is far from my intention, nor would I ever
imagine, to put words in your mouth, and I would simply be grateful to you to do the same for me.
What I criticized was when President Clinton said that the Million Man March should not be judged by the words that Minister
Farrakhan pronounced but by the expression on the faces of the
people, and I criticized that because I insist, as you insist, that
words are important. We have to pay attention to words. It is not
just a matter of inspiring a crowd of people.
I agree with all the sentiments that you expressed about the importance of your community to come together and to defend family
traditions and the integrity of the people involved and advancing
the interests of that community.
What I don't accept and which I will criticize always is, people
use language of mass fanaticism and group hatred from that or any
other platform, and I know that you agree with that.
So I was pained by your remarks, Mr. Payne, and I hope that
you will accept my explanation. I certainly have no intention of
putting words in your mouth.
Mr. PAYNE. Let me just say this. Could you tell me the words
that were said that day, on October 16, that you found so offensive?
I suppose we don't have time for that.
[Disruption from audience.]
Mr. SMITH. Mr. Payne has got the floor. Let him speak, please.
Mr. PAYNE. I am following what you said, and I just wondered
what words that you heard that day, and that is what we are talking about, that day. You criticized people because to you, I guess,
the faces of the people-and it is written in your testimony-were
unimportant.
Mr. LEDEEN. No, sir. My view of the faces of people is that people
have been inspired for good causes and evil causes and that simply
to see people inspired isn't good enough. The content of the cause
is important, and the mission for which they are mobilized is important, and so the words matter.
Mr. PAYNE. Well, you know what? You don't even have a clue.
You missed the whole thing. You missed the whole boat. People
were inspired because of the unity of purpose, because of the feeling of coming together, because people came to talk about a better
day in their community. That is why the faces of people showed
hope. You missed the boat.
I have no other questions.
Mr. SMITH. Without further ado, the hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 5:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, to
reconvene subject to the call of the Chair. I
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I WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE CHAIRMAN AND THIS SUBCOMMITTEE FOR
ALLOWING ME TO TESTIFY TODAY ON THE VITAL SUBJECT OF ROGUE REGIMES
INFLUENCING OUR NATION'S DOMESTIC AND INTERNATIONAL POLICY. DURING
MY TENURE AS THE U. S. ATTORNEY FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF
GEORGIA, I DEALT WITH MANY OF THE LAvIS WHICH PERTAIN TO FOREIGN
ENTITIES AND THEIR ATTEMPTS TO INFLUENCE OTIP NATION'S GOVERNMENT,
EXPENDITURES BY FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS TO INDIVIDT.lLS OR ORGANIZATIONS
WITHIN THE U.S., AS WELL AS PASSPORT TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS.
WITH THE EVER-CHANGING DYNAMICS OF OUR GLOBAL SITUATION, IT BECOMES
MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER FOR OUR NATION TO SUSTAIN ITS LONG
STANDING ABILITY TO PRE-EMPT BOTH OVERT AND COVERT ATTACKS AGAINST
OUR COUNTRY AND ITS CITIZENS.
IT IS TRULY A QUESTION OF NATIONAL
SECURITY.
WE MUST REMEMBER THAT NATIONAL SECURITY INTERESTS ARE
NON-NEGOTIABLE, AND THE ONE AREA OF INTEREST IN WHICH WE ALL MUST
COME TOGETHER IN A COMMON GOAL.
FOR THE SAKE OF OUR NATION'S SECURITY AND THE SECURITY OF OUR
CITIZENS OUR GOVERNMENT HAS INSTITUTED SEVERAL LAWS TO PROVIDE THE
CAREFUL BALANCE OF FREEDOM AND ENFORCEMENT THAT OUR CONSTITUTION
DEMANDS.
A RECENT CRS REPORT OUTLINED SOME BASIC LAWS THAT HAVE
RELEVANCE IN THIS AREA. WITH THE COMMITTEE'S INDULGENCE, I WOULD
LIKE TO SHARE THE THOUGHTS OF THAT REPORT.
THE FOREIGN AGENTS
REGISTRATION ACT (22 USCA 611 ET SEQ., 28 CFR PART 5).
THE FOREIGN
AGENTS REGISTRATION ACT REQUIRES ALL PERSONS WHO ACT AS AGENTS OF
A FOREIGN PRINCIPAL TO REGISTER WITH THE ATTORNEY GENERAL.
THE
REGISTRATION MUST INCLUDE DETAILED INFORMATION ABOUT THE PRINCIPAL
AND THE AGENT,
THE NATURE AND AMOUNT OF FINANCIAL TIES, AND THE
ACTIVITIES WHICH THE REGISTRANT HAS PERFORMED AND INTENDS TO
PERFORM FOR THE PRINCIPAL. THE REGISTRATION MUST BE UPDATED EVERY
SIX MONTHS.
THE ACT DEFINES "AGENT OF A FOREIGN PRINCIPAL" IN
PERTINENT PART AS
(1) ANY PERSON WHO ACTS AS AN AGENT, REPRESENTATIVE, EMPLOYEE,
OR SERVANT, OR ANY PERSON WHO ACTS IN ANY OTHER CAPACITY AT
THE ORDER, REQUEST OR UNDER THE DIRECTION OR CONTROL, OF A
FOREIGN PRINCIPAL OR Ow A PERSON ANY WHOSE ACTIVITIES ARE
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY SUPERVISED, DIRECTED, CONTROLLED,
FINANCED, OR SUBSIDIZED IN WHOLE OR IN MAJOR PART BY A FOREIGN
PRINCIPAL, AND WHO DIRECTLY OR THROUGH ANY OTHER PERSON -(i)
ENGAGES WITHIN THE
UNITED STATES
IN
POLITICAL
ACTIVITIES FOR OR IN THE INTERESTS OF SUCH FOREIGN
PRINCIPAL
22 USCA 611(c)
ALSO IN 18 USCA 951 IT IS STATED
WHOEVER, OTHER THAN A DIPLOMATIC OR CONSULAR OFFICER OR
ATTACHE, ACTS IN THE UNITED STATES AS AN AGENT OF A FOREIGN
GOVERNMENT WITHOUT PRIOR NOTIFICATION TO THE SECRETARY OF

STATE, SHALL BE FINED NOT MORE THAN $5,000
MORE THAN TEN YEARS, OR BOTH.
18 USCA 951

OR IMPRISONED NOT

OTHER PERTINENT PROVISIONS OF CURRENT LAW tRE RESTRICTIONS ON
CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTIONS AND EXPENDITURES BY FOREIGN NATIONALS (2
7JSCA
441e,
II
CFR 110.4 (a, .
THESE PROVISIONS OF THE FEDERAL
ELECTION CAMPAIGN ACT (FECA)
PROHIBITS
FOREIGN NATIONALS
FROM
.MAKING ANY CONTRIBUTION OR EXPENDITURE,
DIRECTLY OR THROUGH ANOTHER
PERSON, OF MONEY OR OTHER THING OF VALUE IN CONNECTION WITH ANY
LOCAL, STATE, OR FEDERAL ELECTION. CONVENTION, OR CAUCUS.
THESE
PROHIBITIONS EXTEND TO ANY
PROMISE, MADE EITHER EXPRESSLY OR
IMPLIEDLY, TO MAKE SUCH A CONTRIBUTION OR EXPENDITURE.
THESE
PROVISIONS FURTHER PROHIBIT ANY PERSON FROM SOLICITING, ACCEPTING,
OR RECEIVING A CONTRIBUTION OR EXPENDITURE FORM A FOREIGN NATIONAL.
THE FECA REGULATIONS PROHIBIT FOREIGN NATIONALS FORM DIRECTING,
DICTATING. CONTROLLING, OR DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY PARTICIPATING IN
THE DECISION-MAKING PROCESS 'IF ANY PERSON OR ENTITY ENGAGING IN
ELECTION-RELATED
ACTIVITIES.
FOR
EXAMPLE,
UNDER
THE
FECA
REGULATIONS, A FOREIGN NATIONAL WOULD BE PROHIBITED FROM DIRECTING
THE CONTRIBUTIONS
OR EXPENDITURES OF A POLITICAL COMMITTEE
IN
CONNECTION WITH ANY ELECTION.
THE ACT DEFINES THE TERM "FOREIGN NATIONAL" AS
(iP A FOREIGN PRINCIPAL, AS SUCH TERM IS DEFINED BY SECTION
611(b) OF TITLE 22, EXCEPT THAT THE TERM "FOREIGN NATIONAL"
SHALl
NOI INCLUDE ANY INDIVIDUAL WHO IS
A CITIZEN OF THE
UNITED STATES; OR
2) AN INDIVIDUAL WHO IS NOT A CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES
AND WHO IS NOT LAWFULLY ADMITTED FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCE, AS
DEFINED BY SECTION 110!
a, (20) OF TITLE 8
2 USCA 441eW()
ACCORDINGLY, SECTION 611 (b! OF TITLE 22 DEFINES THE TERM "FOREIGN
PRINCIPAL" IN PERTINENT PART TC INCLUDE
(1] A GOVERNMENT OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY AND A FOREIGN POLITICAL
PzRTY;
12 A PERSON OUTSIDE OF' THE UNITED STATES,
UNLESS IT
IS
ESTABLISHED THAT SUCH PERSON IS AN INDIVIDUAL AND A CITIZEN OF
AND DOMICILED WITHIN THE UNITED STATES...
22 TJSCA 611 (b) (1 , (2)
rHE LOGAN ACT IMPOSES RESTRICTIONS ON THE INVOLVEMENT OF PRIVATE
PERSONS IN TH4E NATION'S FOREIGN AFFAIRS,
AS FOLLOWS:
ANY CITIZEN OF THE UNITED STATES, WHEREVER HE MAY BE,
WHO,
WITHOUT AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY
COMMENCES OR CARRIES ON ANY CORRESPONDENCE OR INTERCOURSE WITH
ANY FOREIGN GOVERNMENT OR ANY OFFICER OR AGENT THEREOF, WITH
INTENT TO INFLUENCE THE MEASURES OR CONDUCT OF ANY FOREIGN
GOVERNMENT OR ANY OFFICER OR AGENT THEREOF,
IN RELATION TO ANY
DISPUTES OR CONTROVERSIES WITH THE UNITED STATES, OR TO DEFEAT
THE MEASURES OF THE UNITED STATES, SHALL BE FINED NOT MORE
THAN $5000 OR IMPRISONED NOT MORE THAN THREE YEARS, OR BOTH
18 USCA 953

THE ACT WAS FIRST ADOPTED IN 1798 BUT HAS BEEN LITTLE USED AS A
PROSECUTORIAL TOOL.
AS NOTED, THE ACT PROVIDES FOR FINES OF NOT
MORE THAN $5000 AND IMPRISONMENT FOR NOT MORE THAN THREE YEARS, OR
BOTH, FOR VIOLATIONS.
THE INCLUSION OF AN ENFORCEMENT MECHANISM,
WOULD MAKE IT INCUMBENT ON US T2O DO JUST THAT ENFORCE THE LAW.
THERE ARE OTHER AREAS OF LAW WHICH WORK IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
ABOVE MENTIONED STATUTES IN DISCOURAGING INTERACTIONS BETWEEN OUR
CITIZENS AND FOREIGN ENTITIES THAT UNDERMINE NATIONAL SECURITY.
THE INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC EMERGENCY POWERS ACT (IEEPA) (50 USCA
1701 et seq) WHICH CONFERS EXTENSIVE DISCRETIONARY POWER OVER
FOREIGN ECONOMIC TRANSACTIONS ON THE PRESIDENT "TO DEAL WITH ANY
SUBSTANTIAL PART OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES, TO THE NATIONAL
SECURITY, FOREIGN POLICY, OR ECONOMY OF THE UNITED STATES, IF THE
PRESIDENT DECLARES A NATIONAL EMERGENCY WITH RESPECT TO SUCH A
THREAT." (Id., sec. 1701ta))
THE ACT OF JULY 3, 1926, PASSPORT TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS
(22 CFR
51 73,
18 USCA 1544)
CONFERS ON THE
SECRETARY OF STATE THE
AUTHORITY TO GRANT AND ISSUE PASSPORTS (22 USCA 211a).
PRIOR TO
1978 THE SECRETARY IMPOSED TRAVEL RESTRICTIONS FROM TIME TO.TIME
WITHOUT ANY STATUTORY GUIDANCE.
BUT IN THAT YEAR AMENDMENTS WERE
ADDED RESTRICTING HIS AUTHORITY TO IMPOSE AREA RESTRICTIONS ON
PASSPORTS TO THOSE COUNTRIES "WITH WHICH THE UNITED STATES IS AT
WAR, WHERE ARMED HOSTILITIES ARE IN PROGRESS, OR WHERE THERE IS
IMMINENT DANGER TO THE PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY OF UNITED STATES
TRAVELERS
(22 USCA 211a) .
REGULATIONS ISSUED BY THE
STATE
DEPARTMENT REPLICATE THIS AUTHORITY AND PROVIDE THAT PASSPORTS ARE
NOT VALID FOR TRAVEL INTO OR THROUGH COUNTIES THE SECRETARY
DETERMINES POSE ONE
OR MORE OF THESE RISKS,
ABSENT SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATION
(22 CFR
51.73) .
IN
CONJUNCTION WITH PASSPORT
RESTRICTIONS
ENUMERATED
ABOVE,
IT
IS
ILLEGAL
TO MAKE
FALSE
STATEMENTS IN APPLICATION AND USE OF A PASSPORT.
WHOEVER WILLFULLY AND KNOWINGLY MAKES ANY FALSE STATEMENT IN
AN APPLICATION FOR PASSPORT WITH INTENT TO INDUCE OR SECURE
THE
ISSUANCE UNDER THE AUTHORITY OF THE UNITED STATES, EITHER
FOR
HIS OWN USE OR THE USE OF ANOTHER, CONTRARY TO THE LAWS
REGULATING THE ISSUANCE OF PASSPORTS OR THE RULES PRESCRIBED
PURSUANT TO SUCH LAWS; OR
WHOEVER WILLFULLY AND KNOWINGLY USES OR ATTEMPTS TO USE, OR
FURNISHES TO ANOTHER FOR USE ANY PASSPORT THE ISSUE OF WHICH
WAS SECURED IN ANY WAY BY REASON OF ANY FALSE STATEMENTSHALL BE FINED NOT MORE THAN $2,000 OR IMPRISONED NOT MORE
THAN FIVE YEARS, OR BOTH.
(18 USCA 1542)
IT SHOULD ALSO BE NOTED THAT ANY FALSE STATEMENTS OR
ENTRIES
GENERALLY MADE KNOWINGLY AND WILLFULLY TO ANY DEPARTMENT OR AGENCY
OF THE UNITED STATES IS IN VIOLATION OF 18 USCA 1001.
I WOULD LIKE TO STATE AT THE OUTSET, PRIOR TO ANSWERING QUESTIONS,
THAT WE DO NOT NEED EXPANDED FEDERAL POWERS TO SUSTAIN OUR NATION'S
DEFENSES AGAINST FOREIGN INFLUENCE, NOR SHOULD WE ADVOCATE THE
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REVOCATION OF OUR CITIZENS RIGHTS TO FREE SPEECH,
PRIVACY,
AND
TRAVEL.
OUR GOVERNMENT SHOULD SIMPLY AND STRAIGHTFORWARDLY ENFORCE
THE LAWS CURRENTLY ON THE BOOKS.
THROUGH THE ENFORCEMENT OF
CURRENT LAWS, OUR NATION WILL BE IN TOE POSITION OF KNOWING CLEARLY
WHO IS AN ADVOCATE OF A FOREIGN GOVERNMENT, WHETHER THE ACTION OF
AN INDIVIDUAL OR AN ORGANIZATION IS FUNDED BY A FOREIGN ENTITY, AND
WHETHER AN INDIVIDUAL OR ORGANIZATION IS TRULY AIMING TO SUBVERT
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT.
ONCE THESE QUESTIONS ARE ANSWERED
OUR
GOVERNMENT
IS
ALSO
ENTRUSTED
WITH ADEQUATE
ENFORCEMENT
MECHANISMS TO SUSTAIN THE SECURITY AN) PEACE OF OUR NATION AND ITS
CITIZENS.
IT IS CRYSTAL CLEAR THE ISSUES OF THIS HEARING ARE OF CRITICAL
IMPORTANCE WHEN A FOREIGN LEADER PLEDGES $1 BILLION TO A U.S.
CITIZEN TO "MOBILIZE" AN EFFORT WITHIN THE UNITED STATES STATING,
"TODAY WE HAVE FOUND A LOOPHOLE TO ENTER THE [U.S.] FORTRESS AND
CONFRONT IT FROM WITHIN."
IN RESPONSE ONE OF OUR OWN CITIZENS IS
QUOTED AS SAYING, "I AM HAPPY WITH THE RESULTS OF THIS MEETING IN
ORDER TO... PLAY A STRONG ROLE NOT ONLY IN THE AMERICAN ELECTIONS
BUT ALSO IN U.S. FOREIGN POLICY."
IT BECOMES OUR RESPONSIBILITY AS
CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY TO GUARANTEE THAT THE RIGHTS OF OUR FELLOW
CITIZENS ARE PROTECTED FROM GOVERNMENT INTRUSION, BUT IT IS ALSO
OUR RESPONSIBILITY TO ENSURE THE LAWS OF OUR NATION ARE ENFORCED
FAIRLY WITHOUT REGARD TO ANY CONSIDERATION OTHER THAN GUILT AND
INNOCENCE.
LET ME RESTATE THAT, OUR JUSTICE MUST BE BLIND TO
EVERYTHING EXCEPT GUILT AND INNOCENCE.
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With your permission, I would like to address only the issue of activities by
Middle Eastern rogue regimes, and not deal with North Korea or Cuba. To make
up for this more narrow focus, I shall also deal with non-state movements, and not
just regimes.
My testimony argues that the Middle Eastern rogues are trying to do far
more than influence U.S. policy; rather, they seek to change the very nature of our
government, so that it will itself be a rogue regime. Toward this end, they rely on
a variety of means both illegal (terrorism, drug-trafficking, counterfeit currency)
and political (proselytizing, sponsoring groups, creating networks of influence). I
will also argue that while spectacular acts of terror receive the most attention, in
the long-term these may prove to be less consequential than quiet efforts at
political change.
Please do not let the rogues' overblown ambitions make vou dismiss their
efforts as meaninglessly quixotic, for these do deserve your careful consideration.
In this regard, I should like to remind vou that, in the second New York bombing
plot. a Federal jury found Omar Abdel Rahman and his assistants guilty of
seditious conspiracy -- in plain English, of planning to overthrow the government
of the United States. However remote the sheikh may have been from achieving
his goal, his followers had planned out a series of deadly attacks that, if not foiled,
could have killed many New Yorkers. The topic at hand, in short, is serious
business.
I shall assess rogue influence in the United States by addressing four
topics: who the Middle Eastern rogues are: their attitudes toward the United
States; and their illegal and political efforts to gain influence here. Finally, I will
outline some policy recommendations.
The Middle Eastern Rogues
Rogue states and movements are those that severely oppress their own
Some rogues,
people and repeatedly engage in aggression against others.
especially the fundamentalist Muslims among them, have grandiose visions of
remaking society. Others, especially those run by strongmen, merely seek to hold
on to personal or familial power.
Who are the rogues? Two years ago, Anthony Lake, President Clinton's
national security advisor, identified five "backlash" states, three of them in the
Middle East:
the Islamic Republic of Iran, Saddam Husayn's Iraq, and
Mu'ammar al-Qadhdhafi's Libya.' But Lake left off two other undoubted rogue
states: Hafiz al-Asad's Syria and Hasan at-Turabi's Sudan. In addition, we should
look at the Afghan and Yiemeni governments as candidate members. And Yasir
L

Anthony Lake. "Confronting Backlash States.Foretgn Affairs, MatchlAprtl 1994.p 45 The other twoareNonh
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Arafat's Palestinian Authority must also be kept on the watch list.2
In addition, the Middle East hosts many rogue movements and
organizations. Some (the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine. Hizbullah,
and Hamas) have achieved fame. Others are lesser known but no less deadly,
including the Worker's Party of Kurdistan (PKK) and Islamic Jihad. A few
organizations have been in existence for decades (the Palestinian Peoples' Party
dates to the 1920s), others disappear after a single operation. Some groups now
foment trouble only in their own countries but, were they to achieve power,
would likely expand to a broader canvas: the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) and
its affiliates in Algeria is one example of a group in waiting.
Rogue organizations frequently do the bidding of rogue regimes, binding
the two further together. The Syrian Social Nationalist Party (SSNP) had real
independence for decades after its founding in 1932, but now serves as an adjunct
3
The Popular
of the Syrian regime -- sometimes striking against Americans.
Front for the Liberation of Palestine-General Command, headed by Ahmad Jibril,
works variously for the Syrian, Iranian, and Libyan authorities.
Attitudes toward the United States
Without exception, all the rogues harbor strong antagonism to the
government of the United States, which they see as a principle impediment to
reaching their goals.
In rogue rhetoric, Americans are racist, crude, and aggressive. "They
"they consider us simpleminded,
think the Arab nation is stupid," says Qadhdhafi.
4
consider us shepherds, stupid, ignorant." Mohammad Javad Larjani, an Iranian
official, describes the Europeans and ourselves as stuck in a primitive mire: "the
West's political mentality has not grown beyond the medieval ages; Europe and
America can only be described as the manifestations of barbarianism using
modern weapons.'"5
Rogues often portray themselves as targeted by the United States.
Khomeini insisted his country lived under an American siege: "The danger that
oversight, you will be
America poses is so great that if you commit the smallest
6
destroyed .... America plans to destroy us, all of us." But it's not just American
weapons that threaten the rogues; it's also American culture, which they claim is
destroying the Islamic identity. Thus, the secretary general of Hizbullah in
Lebanon asserts that "We [Muslims) have almost forgotten our culture! because of
7
the West's brutal interference. " The leading Shi'i figure in Lebanon. Muhammad
Husayn Fadlallah, holds that the Crusades never ended, indeed, they "are now

2

3
4
5
6
7

toleration of Haxnasand Islamic Jihad. itbears
The P cstine Liberation Organization. in addition to it,current
noting, has madeno gesture of apology foritsmurderof U.S tuitonals in years past, including the March 1973
assassination of two Americandiplomats inthe Sudan. the June1976 lUlingoftwo diplomats in Lebanon. and the
October 1985murder of Leon Klinghoffer aboardtheAchlle Lauro.
Forexample. May Ilvas Mansur, an SSNP member.setoff a bombon a TVA atlirner in April 1986.killing four.
Libyan
Television. 15 January 1992.
Ettela at. 13 May 1993.
Imam Khomeini. Islam andRevolution trans.
Hamid Algar. (Berkeley, Calif. Mizan Press.1981),pp 286. 306
HasanNasrallah. DerSpiegel, 17 July 1995
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more ferocious and severe than before. "s
In response, the rogues express vehement hostility toward the United
States. rjr some, this means hating ever American, as in the famous Iranian
th; blind New York sheikh calls the0
slogan "Death to America." Likewise,
9
United States "the enemy of Islam." Turabi agrees: "The enemy is America."'
Nor is this merely an abstract political hatred; it's also a spiteful and intensely
personal emotion. Ahmad Jibril announced his delight on hearing about the San
Francisco earthquake in 1989, then added: "I don't know how I would have
to take revenge on the United States, but it seems that God did it for
managed
1
me., ,
For others. only the U.S. government is hateful. not the popuiatuon at
large. Fadlallah says that "We want to be enemies of the official West, not its
people."'1 This difference in attitude has important implications: Those who hate
America can only attack this country using violent or illegal means. Those who
see Americans as redeemable can find allies from within, whom they can
influence politically to carry out their programs. This is a key point, to be
explored at length below.
Fearful and hating, the rogues proclaim unilateral war on the United
States. Saddam headed the pack by actually engaging in the "mother of battles."
Khomeini held that "Iran is a country effectively at war with America."13 A
branch of Turkey's fundamentalist party declared that "war has broken out
between just Muslims and the West." When asked if the Muslim world is
currently at war, Turabi replies, "Yes. Against 14its attackers, led by the imperialist
powers --chiefly the United States and Israel."'
But can these minor regimes and weak organizations really hope to take
on the mighty United States, with its huge economy and unparalleled military
force? Actually, the rogues are not impressed by American power. First. some of
them see the United States as a country of misfits. Qadhdhafi notes with disdain
that "Arabs, Indians. Koreans, Chinese. and any person who goes to that land and
lives on it for ten years becomes American.""' An Iraqi radio commentator
describes Americans as "homeless wanderers and criminals fleeing the Old
' 1
World. " 6 Saddam Husayn stresses the impure, indeed mongrel, nature of the
United States, portraying it as a country made up of "highway robbers, criminals,
and unwanted people."17
Second, rogue leaders see the United States as a country that has lost its
8

Filastin al-Mushia. September 1995
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Omar Abdcl Rahman. Khorasan (Mashhad), 25 Janutar 1996
The Dad,,Telegraph. 15 August 1995
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religious sense and with it the will to defend itself. Lacking a moral compass,
Americans ignore important issues of faith and hanker after meaningless fads.
'Ali Belhadj, an Algerian fundamentalist leader, laughs at Europeans for
defending "animal rights ini the manner of that tart Brigitte Bardot. They even
defend vegetation rights like those of trees in public parks."' 8 The rogues draw a
caricature of Western self-indulgence and rot. "AIDS, drugs, venereal disease,
alcohol and tobacco abuse," runs a typical statement, are "plagues of the modern
western society."' 9 Gluttony runs rampant: in the West, man is seen "as nothing
but an animal whose major concern is to fill his belly. '"20 Sex may be America's
greatest weakness: Ayatollah Khomeini described the United States as "a brothel
-n a universal scale. '" - At times, fundamentalists portray our way of life as a
Kalim Siddiqui, Tehran's London-based apologist, deems
orm of disease.
Western civilization "not a civilization but a sickness.""22 Belhadj ridicules
Western civilization as "syphilizatic.-."23
Such a motley and depraved people cannot defend themselves; and so
rogues welcome the chance to do combat with the United States. As thev see it,
the battle has two main dimensions, military and cultural. Militarily, "Ali Akbar
Mohtasherni, the Iranian hard-liner, disdains the United States as "a hollow paper
tiger with no power or strength."-'4
Siddiqui explains that "American GIs
clutching photos of their girl friends would be no match for the soldiers of Islam
5
clutching copies of the Qur'an [Koran] and seeking shahadah [martyrdom]."
More audaciously, a Tehran newspaper asserts that "Islam has generated a
strength in the Muslim nation more powerful than any atomic bomb."26 For
Saddam Husavn. America's brief history makes it weak: "a nation of migrants
whose history is no more than two hundred ears" would certainly lose
in battle to
7
an Iraqi nation "whose history began with the dawn of civilization.":
That Muslims defeated Soviet troops in Afghanistan. and thereby can
claim a significant role in bringing down the Soviet bloc inspires some rogues to
foresee a similar role for themselves against the United States.
Then there's the cultural dimension, which fundamentalists particularly
stress. "It is a struggle of cultures." a Muslim Brethren leader explains, "not one
between strong countries and weak countries. We ate sure that the Islamic culture
will triumph." 28 His certainty again derives from a sense of moral bankruptcy in
the United States. "Western civilization ... is the modern world's sick man,"
18
!9
20
21

Spoken on an audiotape and quoted itn
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adds Siddiqui, "destined for oblivion ...[with Islam] the antidote to a morally
29
'Ali Hoseyni Khamene'i, the supreme Iranian leader, predicts
'-ankrupt world.'
'
that "the United States is doomed to destruction." 3( Or, in Turabi's more colorful
"The supremacy of the United States' Coca-Cola culture is coming to an
phrasing,
31
end."
Again, fundamentalists see the Soviet Union as the model for America's
Iranian judiciary, believes in a "divine
future. Mohammad Yazdi, head of tile
32
plan" that the "United States should fall apart just like the former Soviet Union."
Exploiting these supposed military and cultural weaknesses, the rogues
take active steps to transform the United States in their own image. Their
activities divide into the illegal and the political.
Illegal Efforts
Terrorism harms Americans but so far has not achieved a great deal for
the rogues. Hostage-taking has proved far more effective. Drug-trafficking and
counterfeiting are still growing, and could one day do severe damage.
Terrorism. Middle Eastern rogues have carried out the great majority of
foreign violence against Americans that has occurred since the end of the
Vietnam War. The Syrian government has established the most deadly record,
being complicit in the deaths of over four hundred Americans (241 in the 1983
bombing of a U.S. Marin.- barracks in Beirut, 175 Americans out of the 270 dead
in the 1988 bombing of Pan Am 103).
Some operations against Americans (the Marines barracks explosion. Pan
Am 103, and the World Trade Center bombing of 1993) have dominated the
headlines for days or weeks. Most other deadly incidents (the bombing of the
U.S. embassy in Kuwait, the two bombings of the embassy in Beirut, and the
many violent acts against American air passengers in the mid-1980s) have made a
lesser impression, folding into a near-blur as one outrage pushes out the previous
one.
Rogue networks on occasion reach into the United States itself. Two
events stand out. In March 1989, a bomb went off in the family car of the captain
of the U.S.S. Vincennes, the ship which eight months earlier had brought down an
Iran Air passenger plane. In February 1993, a bomb in the basement of New
York's World Trade Center killed six, injured hundreds, and disrupted
transportation and communication networks throughout the country. Had the
bomb gone off as intended, it would have brought down both towers, killing fifty
thousand or more individuals.
We can only guess how many incidents have been foiled. In October
1987, three members of the Syrian Social Nationalist Party attempted to smuggle
explosives from Canada into the United States; only because an alert policeman in
a small Vermont town noticed something were the Syrian agents caught and
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sentenced to long jail terms. Similarly, the police arrested a well-armed Libyan
agent on the New Jersey turnpike. And Sheikh Omar Abdel Rahman's gang never
managed to blow up the United Nations, the Holland tunnel, or other New York
landmarks.
Over the years, rogue state assets in the United States have reached the
point that they probably can attack targets at will. "The Iranian network in the
U.S.," noted L. Carter Cornick, "is the most dangerous and troublesome of all the
terror groups in the U.S." 33 Oliver Revell of the FBI informed Congress that
several dozen members of Iran's Revolutionary Guards Corps had entered the
United States by posing as students, and that American law lacked a mechanism
by which to expel them. According to .me report, SSNP members in Oregon,
submarine guns fitted with
Chicago, and New York "have been armed with small 34
sound suppressors and have been training in their use."
In the final analysis, however, these acts of violence had relatively little
impact. Intensified passenger searches at airports and thick concrete slabs around
the White House create a general fear of the Middle Eastern rogues, but policy
has not been substantially affected.
Hostage-taking. In contrast, hostage-taking has had a great impact. Two
incidents had particular importance. The keeping of 52 Americans at the U.S.
embassy in Tehran for 444 days in 1979-81 provoked a crisis of confidence in the
United States and probably contributed to Jimmy Carer's electoral loss in 1980.
Groups affiliated with Syria and Iran abducted some twenty-five Americans in
Lebanon between 1982 and 1992. prompting a near-paralysis in policy toward
those two states and leading to the terribi,, mistakes made in the Iran/contra
adventure, which seriously harmed the Reagan presidency.
Drug trafficking. Drugs in the United States come increasingly from the
Middle East. Take heroin: with one-quarter of all heroin entering the United
States coming from Lebanon and one-fifth from Afghanistan, the Middle East
provides nearly a half of this country's imports.
In part, this growth results from the usual reasons -- corruption, lax
controls, fortunes to be made. But another factor exists: the rogues see drugs as a
way to debilitate the United States and try to weaken the country more by
purveying drugs to it. This helps explain why Iran and Syria are two of the four
states on the U.S. government drug trafficking list. And, in the Syrian case
especially, officials appear to be actively involved in the production, refinement,
and exporting of drugs. The Jerusalem Post explains how Minister of Defense
Mustafa Tallas sells permits to grow drugs for about S1,000 to each of a thousand
farmers. Then,
A low-ranking Syrian army man controls each village. Groups of
villages are controlled by officers with the rank of captain or
major, while larger areas are overseen by lieutenant colonels or
brigadier gener-ls. The Syrian fee for growing opium on each
dunam is S25-$50 a year, thus even a medium-sized village with
4,000 dunams means profits to the Syrians of $100,000 to
33
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$200,000 annually.
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Many official U.S. sources have cited official Syrian participation in the drug
trade out of Lebanon. A 1989 Drug Enforcement Agency report estimated that
Syrian official circles take in at least half of the S700 million to S1 billion in
profits associated with Lebanon's drug trade. A 1991 House Republican Research
Committee report notes that "the highest levels of the Syrian government are
directly involved in the production. processing, and distribution of drugs
throughout the West."
A December 1992 report of the House Judiciary
Subcommittee on Crime and Criminal Justice not only points out the participation
of top Syrian officials in trafficking drugs, but it names names at the bhghest
levels of Syrian politics. The State Department's annual narcotics survey states
for 1995 that "Credible reports to Syrian military protection
for drug traffickers
36
persisted in 1994, despite official claims to the contrary."
Counterfeiting. It appears that the Iranian and Syrian governments have
since 1993 produced and distributed some S2-3 billion worth of nearly perfect
counterfeit U.S. $100 bills. The "Supernote" is wrecking minor havoc. Reports
from Europe and East Asia tell that retailers and even bankers are shying away
from S100 bills. Even in the United States, the Supernote fools the currency
scanners at the Federal Reserve banks.
The counterfeiters' motives -- beyond making money -- are the subject of
some speculation. A Senate staffer sees this as the way for Damascus to pay for a
nuclear facility. Others see it as an attack on the U.S. financial system, indeed,
according to Frederic Dannen and Ira Silverman, writing in The New Yorker, the
problem has already reached such proportions that "it has begun to undermine
confidence in United States currency." 37 Paul Kelly, the Federal prosecutor in
Boston who dealt with the Supernote problem, thinks the 38goal might be nothing
less than "to destabilize the economy of the United States."
If so, counterfeiting would seem to fit into a larger pattern of economic
warfare. For example, the February 1993 explosion at the World Trade Center
appears to have been intended not just to kill people but to undermine the
American economy. A Tehran newspaper portrayed this incident as proof that the
U.S. economy "is exceptionally vulnerable." It wishfully concluded that the
39
bombing "will have an adverse effect on Clinton's plans to rein in the economy."
Political Efforts
Less noted, because less obviously aggressive, several of the rogues are
trying to spread their political views to the United States. This means teaching
Americans to celebrate the rogues and to hate their own government. While it
might entail para-military training and helping prepare for terrorist operations, the
Raft Peled, TheJerusalem Post,14 September
1991.
U.S,Department ofState. International Narcotics Control Strategy Report (Washington.D.C.:U.S Government
Prnting Office. 1995), pp 441-42.
37 Frederic Dannen and IraSilverman. "The Supernotc." TheNew Yorker, 23 October 1995.
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key role here is ideological: developing anti-Americanism among Americans.
Success in this endeavor would mean not altering a policy or subverting the
currency but changing the country and harnessing it to the rogues' own purposes.
This, clearly, is the ultimate prize.
Toward this end, the rogues 40 take several steps. They build a network of
agents and allies within the United States.
They dispatch rogue Middle
Easterners to hotel ballrooms in New Jersey, Oklahoma. Michigan, and
elsewhere, to instruct audiences of five thousand and more on the fine points of
anti-Americanism.I They help build "elaborate politic;-i, financial and, in some
cases, operational infrastructures. 42 Here are some pa, .iculars:
Qadhdhafi. Qadhdhafi came to power and during the next decade gave
money to a startling range of personalities and institutions in an effort to influence
in the United States: Jesse Jackson, Jimmv Carter's alcoholic brother Billy,
Georgetown University, radical American Indian groups. the Black Panthers, and
El Rukn, the notoriously violent t Chicago street gang with a pseudo-Islamic
character. But Qadhdhafi got little return for his money and eventually focused
on the Nation of Islam. which has for years been Qadhdhafi's main access to
American society. In 1985, for example. he gave the organization a S5 million
"loan."
In 1987, it laundered Libvan money to support anti-American
demonstrations on college campuses. But this relationship has truly blossomed
only during the past half year.
On each first of September, Qadhdhafi gives a major speech to
commemorate his taking power: six months ago, he mentioned his readiness to
donate "S100 million or even S1 billion" to the Nation of Islam to organize
American Muslims and get them "to cast their votes to the candidate who series
the Arabs." 43 The Million Man March in October 1995 so impressed Qadhdhafi,
he immediately called Farrakhan and told him (as Farrakhan quotes him),
"Brother, the wealth of Libya, I will put [it] behind the Nation of Islam."'" In
December, Qadhdhafi further promised "unlimited' support to a Nation of Islam
delegation. 5 In Januarv 1996. during o visit to Libya, Farrakhan reminded
Qadhdhafi of his promises 46 and won from him a promise
of S1 billion to
"mobilize the oppressed minorities" in the United States.- 7 Hearing of this offer.
the Justice and Treasury Departments wro Farrakhan to inquire whether he had
become an agent tor Tripoli. This pro;,pted
the Libyans to backtrack and
"unequivocally deny" any financial offer.4 8 But Farrakhan insisted that he'd been
40

And far morethan the rogues. the government and ciuens of Saudi Arabia. That country not being a rogue, its
activities fall outside today's hearing, and so I will not discass them But it bears noting that money trom Saudt Arabia
supports virtually all of the anti-American tistitutions : he tinted States Given the very strong U.S.-Saudi ties. this

problem could be quite easily addressed.
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promised "more than a billion. And I'm gonna accept it.
Qadhdhafi has candidly acknowledged how the Nation of Islam serves his
purposes: "Cur confrontation with America was like a fight against a fortress
from outside, and today we found a breach to enter into this fortress and confront
it [from within]." 50
Turabi. The Sudan lacks the resources of the other rogue states, but it
does have Hasan at-Turabi, a brilliant and ambitious fundamenta'list leader.
Turabi has won the backing of Usama bin Ladin, a Saudi national with legendary
funds and a radical agenda. When the Saudi Arabian government deprived Bin
Ladin of his citizenship, he moved to the Sudan, where he bankrolled Turabiapproved causes in the United States: the irnocuously-named United Association
for Studies and Research, an organization associated with Hamas and other
violent groups: the Dar al-Hijra. a Hamas-oriented mosque in Virginia; and the
World Assembly of Muslim Youth, the fundamentalist organization that (among
other activities) publishes materials for making explosives.
Islamic Republic of Iran. While Qadhdhafi and Turabi have some
supporters within the United States, the mullahs in Iran have the most developed
ambitions in this regard. They see themselves not just as the rulers of a country
but as the spearhead of an insurgent civilization destined to topple the existing
order.
For Tehran, the spread of its radical a;Id
anti-American brand of Islam to
the United States will eventually (in the words of an Iranian-sponsored radio
station) "provoke a dangerous and crucial confrontation" 5 1 in this country. That
in turn could lead to a basic reorientation of this country's politics. Commenting
on the Million Man March, for example. a Tehran newspaper excitedly
interpreted it as the "birth of a new power. '"52 This dream explains why Iranian
leaders exult when they hear their brand of anti-Americanism coming from within
the United States. As a leading ayatollah boasts. "The cry of pan-Islamism has
arisen everywhere in the world. Everywhere in the world, even in the heart of
America. 5they
tell you: 'Death to America. death to Israel, death to the
3
criminal."
According to a classified FBI report, the Alavi Foundation of New York is
"entirely controlled by the government of Iran. '"5 The foundation has assets of
about S100 million in the United States and has an annual income of S1O-15
million. Tehran uses the foundation to fund a variety ot anti-American causes,
including the four Islamic Educational Centers it owns in New York. Maryland,
Texas, and California. The second of these, located in Potomac (outside of
Washington. D.C.) is headed by Mohammad al Asi, an American convert to Islam
who during the Kuwait crisis called on Muslims to "Strike against American
49
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interests" in the Middle East. Other mosques funded by the Alavi Foundation
supplied personnel involved in the World Trade Center bombing.
In addition, some Iranian money appears to flow directly from Iran; an
Arabic newspaper reported that the regime promised Farrakhan "huge financial
aid" during his visit to Tehran last month; 55 in a letter earlier this month, Rep.
Peter King informed Attorney General Janet Reno of his information from an
"unimpeachable foreign diplomatic source" that Farrakhan had already received
56
S5 million from Tehran.
The Iranians have developed a network of Muslim organizations,
publications, and spokesmen who make their arguments. The Muslim Arab
Youth Association, based in Plainville. Indiana, has a "Constitution" which
declares that, "In the heart of America, in the depths of corruption and ruin and
moral deprivation, an elite of Muslim youth is holding fast to the teachings of
Allah." 57 Islam and Palestine, a journal edited in Tampa, Florida, announced its
full support for the Iranian call on Muslims to engage in jihad (holy war) "to
banish the Great Satan. '"5 A headline in the San Diego-based Islam Report
relished the news of a U.S. Air Force accident: "0 ALLAH, LOCK THEIR
THROATS IN THEIR OWN TRAPS!." 59 Zaid Shakir. formerly the Muslim
chaplain at Yale University, preaches on a commercially available videotape that
Islam is precisely opposed to American values:
As Muslims, we, whether we like it or not, whether we admit it or
not. are the advocates of a system which is absolutist, and would
be viewed ...as extremist. And there is no compromising that.
And the orientation of the Qur'an pushes us in the exact opposite
direction as the forces that are at work in the American political
spectrum.
Shakir goes on to state that Muslims cannot accept the legitimacy of the secular
system in the United States: "this system is against the orders and ordainments of
Allah."60
Other videotape authorities concur. Issa Smith, associate counsel for the
American Muslim Council. rejects political participation in the United States: the
"system of getting elected in this country is so clearly opposed to the Islamic way
that I don't see any way of supporting this." Sheikh Zahirrudin Shafi, an activist,
rejects any constitution "that does not recognize explicitly the authority and
superiority of Allah and leadership of the Prophet.... We cannot compromise6 on
1
the constitution of the United States. Let [the] U.S. constitution correct itself."
A.4; irq alA wsat.
15 February 1996.This mutt include
funds
fromtheS18 ullion Tehran hadalreadyallocated
to stu :ianti-American
groups tre,aliating forhc S18 million thel S government
is saidto haveearmarked for
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Abu Muhammad. an American convert to Islam, gave an interview to a
Pakistan magazine in 1989 in which he told of his reasons for joining the iihad in
Afghanistan against the Soviet Union and his intent to keep fighting even after the
Soviet defeat: "it is the duty of all Muslims to complete the march 62of jihad until
we reach America and liberate her. And I will be a guide for them."
Also the Nation of Islam. When Louis Farrakhan is quoted saying that
"God will destroy America at the hands of Muslims." 63 he exactly expresses the
Iranians' hopes. When he states his intent to "use American Muslim unity as a
lever of pressure against the arrogant policies of the United States," 64 he fulfills
the Iranians' plans. Indeed, he 'and they so thoroug! ly a tee, the two sometimes65
use the same wording. If Farrakhan asserts that "An.trica lies on her deathbed."
Iran's Ayatollah Ahmad Jannati holds that "The British
'' 66today are on their death
bzd. 0ther Western countries too are in a similar state.
An example: Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf. Rogue-inspired anti-Americanism
has become increasingly, prominent it American life, to the point that it last week
reahed the spoors pages of newspapers across the country. Yes. the sports pages.
They told the important story of Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf, a 27-year-old
professional player in the National Basketball Association. Born a Baptist in
Mssissippi and a convert to Isiam in 1991, Abdul-Rauf has, since the beginning
of the current season, refuse to follow the NBA rule that requires players to
stand in a "dignified posture" as the American national anthem is played before
each game. As a Muslim, he said, he could not pay this respect to the American
flag, a "symbol of oppression, of tyranny." More than that, Abdul-Rauf argued
that the flag is directly antithetical to his Islamic faith: "This country has a long
history of that [i.e., oppression.] I don't think you can argue the facts. You l' an't
be for God and for oppression. It's clear in the Qur'an. Islam is the only way. "6"
In response, the NBA suspended Abdul-Rauf and he missed one game.
But then a combination of losing S31.707 pe- 2ame missed and the unanimous
disagreement of other Muslims led him to put p .";ties aside and agree to stand for
the anthem. But while doing so. Abdul-Rauf salu he would "offer a prayer, my
own prayer, for those who are suffering. Muslim. Caucasian. African-American.
Asian. "
When an otherwise sensible young man earning S2.8 million a year talks
like an ayatollah, something important is afoot. Though brief-lived, Abdul-Rauf's
defiance is significant: it reveals how far the rot of anti-Americanism has
traveled and it makes this outlook socially more acceptable. Abdul-Rauf was the
first professional sports player ever punished for refusing to stand for the
American national anthem; he is unlikely to be th.- last.
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Recommendations for U.S. Policy
Illegal efforts by the rogues to influence the United States raise one set of
issues, political efforts raise others.
Illegal. Terrorism and the like raise familiar problems that require little
discussion here. The United States has developed a basically sound foreign
policy toward rogue states and groups: isolate them diplomatically, embargo
them economically, and on occasion strike them militarily -- a tough approach
that works in proportion to the willingness of other states to join in. Strong
support from allies has permitted sanctions to neutralize Saddam Husayn, the
world's most aggressive ruler: in contrast, their meager support has prevented
sanctions on Iran and Libya from having much impact.
Only Syria (and to some extent the Palestinian Authority) has escaped this
tough approach. Inviting Asad to join the "peacemakers" in Sharm el-Sheikh last
week symbolizes the policy in place since 1984 of hoping to change Syrian policy
through cooption. This strategy has not worked: the time has come for a tougher
policy toward Damascus, one that relies at least as much on sticks as on carrots.
Political. Rogue-inspired violence and sabotage are a danger; but efforts
to turn Americans against their own country constitute even more of a danger.
These political efforts also raise novel and thorny issues. The Executive Branch
has thought long and hard about overtly aggressive acts like terrorism; it is at a
loss when confronted with visa applications from anti-American preachers. It
enjoys a virtual free hand in foreign policy; in the political sphere it quickly
bumps into constitutional and legal constraints.
Notwithstanding these difficulties, government at ail levels should take the
lead in combating rogue influence. In the first place, this means keeping a
watchful eve out for unlawful activities: b' their nature. rogues think little of legal
Muslims in the West "to
niceties. 'he Iranian regime. for example. encourages
69
The Congress must insure that
seek ways outside the law to guard their rights.'
the intelligence and law enforcement agencies have the tools to do their job.
Second, politicians must use their bully pulpits to decry rogue states, not
just by pointing out their criminal behavior but by attaching moral opprobrium to
those who associate with them.
Third, the authorities in government-run institutions such as schools, the
armed forces, and prisons need to combat rogue influences as soon as they
surface.
Government. however, cannot do this job alone. Private institutions, not
subject to the full range of First Amendment and other constraints, has a major
role too. (The government, for example. could not have compelled Abdul-Rauf to
stand for the anthem as the NBA did.) There's a role here for everyone -business executives, union leaders. Hollywood producers, journalists, teachers,
religious figures -- to argue against the rogues and to teach what it means to be an
American. One might think it obvious that life in this country is immeasurably
preferable to that in Iraq or Libya, but that's clearly not obvious to everyone.
Those of us who understand this simple Iruth must explain it to our fellowcitizens.
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MIClHAEL A. LEDEEN
BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL OPERATIONS
AND HUMAN RIGHTS, COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, ON
"ATTEMPTS BY ROGUE REGIMES TO INFLUENCE U.S. POLICY"
19 MARCH, 1996

I am grateful for the invitation to testify before the Subc- mmittee on International
Operations and Human Rights on the important subject of efforts of rogue regimes to
influence American domestic and foreign policy. My credentials in this field are perhaps
of some interest to the members. In the mid-seventies, I was Rome correspondent for
The New Republic, and consequently spent a good deal of time covering the spread of
terrorism in Western Europe, with particular emphasis on the activities of Libya, which
was then embarked on a major campaign to influence Italian policy. I wrote at some length
about the considerable financial investments by the Qadaffi regime in Italian industry,
media and even restaurants and real estate, as well as the celebrated financial, logistic
en to Italian, European and Middle Eastern terrorists and selfand military support gi,
proclaimed national I'beration organizations, including the Red Brigades and the IRA.
When I moved to Wasnington in 1977, 1 continued to write on the subject, as well as an
investigative article in 1980, with Arnaud de Borchgrave, on the efforts of the Libyans
to use President Carter's b,other Billy to influence American policy. While Specipl Adviser
to the Secretary of State in 1981-82, I worked on efforts to convince our NATO Allies
to join with us in quarentining Libya, and I continued to follow these matters as a consultant
to the Pentagon and the National Security Council through 1985. As a scholar of European
affairs, I have been fascinated by the highly successful campaign by Saddam Hussein of
Iraq to convince some of the most distinguished European intellectuals, journalists,
politicians and businessmen, that he represented a "moderate and modern" leadership
in the Middle East. And I have written extensively about the amazing support for the
Ayatollah Khomeini's revolution both here and in Europe, as %ll as the armies of apologists
for the preeminent rogue regime of our time, the Soviet Union. Recently I have expressed
concern about the successful cooption of some American government officials and business
leaders by the People's Republic of China. So my testimony today is not just a response
to current events, but rather part of longstanding concern and interest, both in the
phenomenon itself and the policy issues that grow out of it.

The Nature of the Problem

All foreign governments. friend and foe alike, and many foreign organizations, attempt to influence
American policy to their own advantage. Depending on their resources and the history of relations
between themselves and the United States, they can draw upon long-standing friendships,
immigrant communities here, sympathetic Americans in politics, business, academia, media
and sport, or paid advisers and lobbyists. We accept these activities as a legitimate part of our
political debate, asking only that those who are paid to advocate the views of foreign entities
honestly and openly acknowledge their working relationships, the better to understand their
motives and evaluate their objectivity. For the most pan, this is a political issue. We want to
know the difference between a person who speaks out of genuine conviction, and a paid lobbyist
(not that the two categories are totally distinct).
When we decide that foreign governments threaten t.e national security of the United States,
we sometimes forbid Americans to accept payment from them for professional services, just
as we sometimes forbid American corporations to do businesses with them, or forbid certain
kinds of commerce, especially in areas that help build their military power. There are even some
cases in which travel to such counties is forbidden. In these cases--the "rogue regimes" which
interest this subcommittee today-Americans who advocate their causes may be prosecuted for
violating criminal statutes. These cases are rare, and are generally handled effectively by those
agencies of the Executive Branch charged with the enforcement of the laws. I shall accordingly
devote my limited time today to the political issue.
I believe that the overwhelming majority ofAmericans are quite capable of distinguishing between
friends and enemies of the United States, and will reject those who plead the cause of our enemies,
provided that the facts are known. The Soviet Union mounted an enormous campaign of
disinformation in this country, trying desperately to convince our political, business and intellectual
elites that the USSR was a peaceloving society, and that we should treat it like any other "nonnal"
nation. The Soviets succeeded in fooling many Americans, even to the point where some of their
apologists argued that we, the United States, were the root cause of East-West conflict, but it
was a very limited triumph. With rare exceptions (the case of the "neutron bomb" is exemplary),
American public opinion remained hostile to the Soviet Union, and whenever ;he American
Government presented the facts to the American people, the policy of containing Soviet power
and influence got the support it deserved.
In like manner, the efforts of rogue regimes like Syria, Iran, Libya, Iraq and Sudan to achieve
good relations with the United States have generally failed, because American political leaders
and the American people know such countries are hostile to our values and our interests. To
be sure, there have been moments of confusion, and rogue regimes have had some success in
influencing our policies.
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In the late 1990s many American politicians, jounalists and intellectuals driven by revulsion
at the human rights violations of the Shah's regime. and carried away by a long-standing
romanticism about Third World "national liberation" movements. were convinced, or convinced
themselves, that the fanatical Islamic fundamentalists around the Ayatollah Khomeini were
more attractive than the Shah. Such people actively supported the bloody, reactionary revolution
that came to power in 1979. Our Ambassador to the United Nations referred to Khomeini as
"a religious man," and spokesmen for the State Department and the Intelligence Community
insisted that Khomeini's own writings-replete with violent diatribes against Christianity, Judaism,
and the core values of Western Civilization-were forgeries. This moment of delusion was actively
supported by supporters of Khomeini, some of them paid, others, the vast majority, quite
convinced of the rightness of their cause. The American Government convinced itself that we
could work well with Khomeini's regime, and it was not until American diplomats were taken
hostage that theterrible truth was finally manifest to all. The failure to recognize the true nature
of Khomeniism led to a foreign policy debacle of enormous magnitude, and we are still paying
for it today. Not only do the people of Iran suffer at the hands of a murderous and intolerant
regime, but its venomous hatred of the West isdirected against innocent victims both here-where
opponents have been murdered on American streets-and in allied and friendly countries. Iraniansponsored terrorism has takenn many American lives, most recently in Israel, where Iran's friends
and clients in llamas have murdered scores of soldiers and civilians. But over the course of
time, the fpcts have become known and the apologists and advocates of Khomeiniism have been
discredited.
The other great supporter of llamas-Syria-has had somewhat greater success, but this is more
the consequence of Syria's strategic importance and powe." than of any American sympathy
for the Assad regime. Syria quite properly remains on the list of terrorist sponsors. Nonetheless,
it is disconcerting, to put it mildly, to see Syria invited to a world forum on antiterrorism, which.
as I have written elsewhere, is rather like inviting Al Capone to an FBI planning session on
antimafia policy. But Syria has very little following in the United States. One hears very few
Americans suggest publicly that we should alter our policy and improve our relations with Syria.
The invitation to Assad was made in tribute to his power. We know that there can be no
meaningful Middle East peace settlement if Assad does not support it, and so our diplomats
are striving mightily to find a way to bring him to the table.
When Iraq was strong, Saddam Hussein achieved a considerable following throughout the Wist.
Some inte'lectuals and politicians convinced themselves that Saddam represented a secular
alternative to the kind of rampant Islamic fundamentalism that swept Iran and threatened so
mnay countries in North Africa, from Algeria and Tunisia to Egypt. For a a time, many argued
that Iraq might prove to be a reliable and stable American ally, and during the Iran-Iraq war
there was a very powerful Iraqi lobby in Washington, London, Bonn and Paris. This obviously
all came to an end with the invasion of Kuwait.

Of the current crowd of rogue regimes. Libya has exerted the greatest effort to manipulate our
policy. The Libyans spent a lot of money on Billy Carter in the last two years of the Carter
Administration, but it does not seem to have paid off. Qadaffi has tried very hard for the past
few years to improve its relationship with the United States, hiring distinguished Washington
lawyers to attempt some kind ofrapprochement, and inviting scores of academics and businessmen
to meet with Libyan leaders in North Africa, trying to convince them that better relations are
in the interests of both countries. I myself was invited to Cairo early in1995 to meet with one
of the ranking officials of the regime, and he spent haif a day trying to convince me that Libya
genuinely wanted a warmer relationship, and asked my advice for ways to achieve this. When
I told him that his government must deal directly with the United States and Great Britain on
the matter of Libyan responsibility for the murder of hundreds of passengers on Pan Am 103,
there was no further dialogue. Nor have I seen any indication that Libyan efforts to recruit
other supporters have met with great success, with the notable exception of the Reverend Louis
Farrakhan.
Reverend Farrakhan has distinguished himselrby embracing a number of the Arab rogue regimes.
lie has deplored our policy toward Iraq as "wicked" and "mass murder of the Iraqi people."
He has apparently agreed to help Qadaffi achieve a better image in the United States, and he
has embrac, I Khomeini's vision of an Islamic revolt against America, which he has characterized
as "the Great Satan," Khomeini's favorite one-liner. lie has been an apologist for the states
of Sudan and Mauritania, countries that subject tens of thousand of black Africans to harsh
chattel slavery. In so doing he has not only pleaded on behalf of enemies of the United States,
but has attempted to legitimize regimes whose enslavement of Africans violates the most
fundamental principles of human equality.
I do not believe that Reverend Farrakhan will have much ofan effect on American policy, provided
that our political leaders present the facts to the American people. That is one reason why hearings
like these today are so important. However, I would be remiss if I did not say that it is
discouraging that there are no Administration spokesmen here, as it was terribly disappointing
to hear President Clinton, on the occasion of the Million Man March, call on the American people
to focus rot on the rhetorical excesses of the leader, but on "the faces of the people." This is
a profound error, both because words are very important, and because the kind of zealousness
that Farrakhan seeks to inspire nas been terribly dangerous throughout human history. To
take two recent examples, the Nazi faithful were certainly illuminated by spiritual uplift, and
Hitler was able to lead them to acts of unprecedented savagery, and Khomeini's followers have
certainly been inspired by deep faith in the rightness of their mission. The question is not one
of conviction or hypocrisy, but rather good or evil. Farrakahan has embraced evil, and this
must be exposed and condemned.
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There will always be Americans willing to embrace the causes of our enemies, either because
of misplaced idealism, corruption for the sake of personal gain, or outright necessity (those who
have families in the rogue nations can be threatened with reprisals against their relatives if they
fail to obey). Thomas Jefferson laid down our proper response nearly two centuries ago. "If
there be any among us who oppose this government or its Republican forms," lie said, "let them
stand undisturbed as a monument to that society where error of opinion may be tolerated, there
the force of reason is left free to combat it."
The historical record suggests that we need not greatly fear the efforts ofour enemies to manipulate
our policies, so long as our leaders are brave enough toconfront lies with the power of truth
and reason. The greatest threat to our policies comes from leaders, ingoi .-rnment and out,
who permit themselves to be duped or intimidated, rationalizing their silence or active complicity
with evil with misguided appeals to tactical reasons of state. Of these, the most dange,'ous is
the longstanding delusion that one can lure our enemies into our embrace by giving them favored
access to our markets, our wealth and our technological genius. The American people will not
be converted to affection for Qadaffi, Assad, Saddam Hussein or Sudan's General Bashir, but
there is an ongoing danger that leaders of the American Government will convince themselves,
as they have so often in the past, thit if we only enrich these people and their nations, they will
moderate their behavior, and become fat and happy citizens of the civilized world. These policies
will not make our fanatical enemies more moderate; they will only make our enemies more
powerful. Today, rogue regimes in Libya, Iran, and North Korea are growing more powerful
because this administration has dismantled our precious international system of export controls,
and so the rogue regimes are now able to obtain murderous technology that would and should
have been denied them in the past. Just as we at home must struggle relentlessly against the
false images put forward by the apologists of evil foreign regimes, so our government must struggle
to keep the evil regimes weak and isolated. The forces of reason will surely prevail in the domestic
debate; there is Ponetheless considerable danger that the forces of evil may yet prevail in many
areas of the world.
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THE CHALLENGE OF REVOLUTIONARY IRAN
I would like to thank the members of the subcommittee for the opportunity to testify today. The
recent Middle Eastern travels of Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan have sparked considerable
controversy. Several congressmen have called for a government investigation of the trip, including
Representative Peter King, who gave a persuasive speech on this subject at the heritage Foundation on
March 6.
Today, I would like to focus on the foreign activities of Iran, which I believe poses the greatest
threat to America and to American interests of all the countries that Minister Farrakhan visited.
The US and Iran have repeatedly clashed over a wide variety of issues since Iran's 1979
revolution, which brought to power radical Islamic fundamentalists led by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini
Bilateral tensions initially flared due to November 4, 1979 seizure of the U.S. Embassy in Tehran by
Iranian militants and the subsequent holding of American hostages for 444 days. Iran-U.S. tensions
continue to simmer due to Iran's persistent efforts to export its revolution, Iranian support for
international terrorism, Iran's ideological hostility to the U.S , and Iran's military buildup, which includes
clandestine efforts to acquire nuclear, chemical, and biological \ weapons
of mass destruction
Iran today looms as the chief threat to American interests in the Middle East The dissolution of
the Soviet Union and the mili.dry defeat and diplomatic isolation of Iraq, Iran's traditional archrival, has
given Iran the opportunity to expand its influence. Although Tehran has toned down its revolutionary
rhetoric since the death of Ayatollah Khomeini in 1989, Iran remains a volatile revolutionary state.
Tehran continues to denounce the U S as "the Global Arrogance," calls for the expulsion of American
influence from the Middle East, seeks to discredit and overthrow moderate Arab governments friendly to
the U.S., advocates the destruction of Israel, and adamantly opposes the U.S.-sponsored Arab-Israeli
peace negotiations.
Iran also has increased its financial, political, and military support for radical Islamic
fundamentalist movements throughout the Middle East and Southwest Asia. It has developed close ties
with Sudan, which it uses as a training ground for Islamic militants from throughout the region In the
short run Iran poses more of an ideological, subversive, and terrorist threat than a military threat to
America and its Middle Eastern allies In the long run, however, Iran's military buildup, particularly its
development programs for nuclear, chemical, biological, and missile weaponry, will pose an increasingly
grave challenge to the security of American forces and U S allies in the region.
IRAN'S HOSTILE FOREIGN POLICY
Since the 1979 Iranian revolution, Tehran has seen itselfas the leader of the Muslim world. It has
sought to export its revolutionary brand of Islam and to radicalize Muslims everywhere. The U.S., which
Khomeini referred to as the "Great Satan," is hated for its support of the Iranian regime of Shah Reza

Pahlavi, for its support of Israel, which Iranian radicals seek to destroy, and for its support of moderate
Arab regimes such as those in Egypt and Saudi Arabia
But regardless of its policies, the U.S. is hated for its values and the powerful influence of its
culture, which Iranian revolutionaries believe seduces Muslims and undermines Islam This ideological
motivation explains why Iranian-supported terrorists in Lebanon in the 1980s attacked targets affiliated
with the American University of Beirut and Christian churches, in addition to the U.S Marines serving in
the multinational peacekeeping force
Since 1979, Iran has b,en more of an ideological, subversive, and terrorist threat to its neighbors
than a military threat. Tehran has enjoyed only limited success in fomenting revolution, in part because
Iran's Shiite brand of Islam is shared by only about 15 percent of all Muslims The Sunni (orthodox)
Muslims who make up more than 80 percent of the Islamic world tend to be more respectful of state
authority and distrustful of Shiite radicals.
Iran's greatest success has come in war-torn Lebanon, where it helped to create, finance, arm and
train the radical Shiite Hezbollah (Party of God) movement. Several hundred Iranian Revolutionary
Guards, the militant shock troops of the Iranian revolution, work closely in support of Hezbollah in
Lebanon's Bekaa valley. Tehran also supports less powerful Shiite fundamentalist groups in Iraq, Bahrain,
and Afghanistan. But Shiite revolutionaries have seized power nowhere outside Iran. In fact, Shiite
rebellions have been crushed in Iraq (1991) and Saudi Arabia (1979), and an Iranian-backed coup attempt
was quashed ijaBahrain in 1981
Iranian-supported Islamic revolutions, however, now have better prospects for success The
dissolution of the Soviet Union not only has opened up Central Asia to Iranian influence but has deprived
secular Arab nationalist regimes in Algeria, Iraq, Libya, and Syria of a source of political, military, and
economic support. The failure of Arab socialism in such countries as Algeria and Egypt has left them with
feeble economies unable to absorb the huge number of youths who are entering the labor market Faced
with a bleak economic future, young Arabs are turning to radical fundamentalist movements to find hope
and meaning in their lives. Some Arab fundamentalists, radicalized by the Islamic holy war (jihad) against
the Soviet Union in Afghanistan, have retuived home to spearhead anti-government violence in their own
countries. Iranian-supported Muslim fundamentalists are well-positioned to exploit the collapse of Soviet
communism and Arab socialism.
Iran has established good working relations with several Sunni fundamentalist groups since 1990,
including Hamas (the Palestinian Islamic Resistance Movement), Islamic Jihad for the Liberation of
Palestine, the Islamic Group of Egypt, and similar groups in Algeria, Jordan, and Tunisia. The opening of
Arab-Israeli peace talks at the Madrid Conference in October 1991 gave Iran and Palestinian
fundamentalists a common interest in disrupting the U.S-sponsored negotiations by escalating terrorist
attacks against Israel. Iran invited a Hamas delegation to attend an October 1992 international conference
held in Tehran to coordinate opposition to the peace process. Tehran subsequently agreed to help train
llamas terrorists, give Hamas $30 million over two years, and permit llamas to open an "embassy" in
Tehran. Israeli intelligence officials estimate that Iran now provides 10 to 20 percent of the roughly $70
nilion dollars in donations that llamas annually receives from its supporte. s around the world.
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Tehran has welcomed the trrorist offensive which llamas launched against Israeil in the last
month, killing 62 people in four suicide bombings The state-run Iranian news service called the
bombings "God's retribution". Despite the worldwide revulsion triggered by the bombings, Iran remains
one of lamas' foremost foreign backers.
Iran's efforts ^o reach out to Sunni fundamentalists have been facilitated by lrmn's closest ally,
Sudan, which is ruled by the only radical fundamentalist regime in the Arab world Arab officials maintain
that Sudan has helped Iran establish ties with Hamas, the Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt and Jordan, the
Renaissance fundamentalist movement in Tunisia, and the Armed Islamic Group in Algeria
IRAN'S LINKS TO SUDAN
Iran has become the chief supporter and ally of Sudan's National Islamic Front, a Sunni
fundamentalist movement that came to power following Lt. General Omar Hassan Bashir's 1989 coup.
Sudan, Africa's largest state, offers Iran a strategic foothold to outflank Saudi Arabia and extend its
revolutionary influence throughout North Africa and the Horn of Africa Iranian-Sudanese cooperation
escalated following President Rafsanjani's December 1991 visit to Sudan Hundreds of Iranian military
advisers and Revolutionary Guards were dispatched to Sudan to help train the Sudanese Army and
internal security forces. Iranians also are believed to be assisting Sudan's radical regime in its longrunning war against Christian and animist rebels in southern Sudan.
Although Iran claims that most of these personnel in Sudan are engaged in construction projects,
persistent reports indicate that the Revolutionary Guards are training Islamic fundamentalist
revolutionaries and terrorists, primarily from Algeria, Egypt, and Tunisia. U.S. officials maintain that
Iranians train terrorists in five camps around Khartoum that are equipped and financed by Iran The
Egyptian government contends that several thousand Egyptian fundamentalists have received training
from Iranians in Sudanese camps Egyptian intelligence officials claim to have evidence that Iran was
responsible for training and organizing terrorists who have attacked foreign tourists in Egypt Algeria
expelled Iranian diplomats in November 1992 and broke diplomatic relations with Iran in March 1993
afler accusing Tehran of supporting Islamic radicals that have waged a bloody guerrilla war against
Algeria's military regime, which has resulted in the deaths of over 30,000 Algerians since 1991
Sudan has become in effect a "new Lebanon" where Iranian revolutionaries arm, train, and equip
Arab fundamentalists for political violence while denying responsibility for their actions Significantly,
Iran's fomer ambassador to Sudan, Majid Kamal, helped create Hezbollah when he was the Iranian
charge d'affaires in Beirut in the early 1980s. But unlike Lebanon, where Iran's freedom of action is
constrained by Syria's military domination, the fundamentalist Sudanese government fully shares Iran's
revolutionary goals
Sudan also isa valuable ally for Iran because of its key role in helping Iran to expand its contacts
with Sunni fundamentalists, especially Egyptian and Palestinian groups opposed to peace negotiations
with Israel. Iranian-supported Egyptian fundamentalists easily can infiltrate the porous SudaneseEgyptian border, seeking to overthrow the Egyptian government. The Islamic Group, which considers

Sheik Omar Abdul Rahman to be its spiritual leader, has launched terrorist attacks that have killed
hundreds of Egyptians since early 1992.
Egypt is one of Iran's most important targets for subversion because of its historic role as the
preeminent Arab power. An Islamic revolution in Egypt would send shock waves throughout the Arab
world and incite Islamic revolution elsewhere. Moreover, a radical fundamentalist Egypt would break its
peace treaty with Israel and render moot the U.S -backed Israeli-Palestinian peace talks, which Iran has
denounced as "treason." As the leading Muslim power unequivocally opposed to Israel's existence, Iran
stands to gain much from prolonging the Arab-Israeli conflict.
IRAN'S SUPPORT OF TERRORISM
Iran is the world's "most active state sponsor of international teririism and continues to be
directly involved in planning and executing terrorist acts", according to the State Department's most
recent report on terrorism, Patterns of Global Terrorism, 1994, which was published in April 1995.
Iranian intelligence agencies support terrorism, either directly or through extremist groups, primarily
aimed against Iranian opposition movements, Israel, or moderate Arab regimes. Tehran has established
over 20 ideological and military training camps in Iran, Lebanon, and Sudan staffed by Arabic-speaking
Revolutionary Guards
Hezbollah, iran's most important surrogate, has become the "world's principal international
terrorist organization" according to CIA Director Woolsey, testifying before the House Foreign Affairs
Committee on July 28, 1993 The Lebanon-based organization has established groups of supporters as far
away as Australia, Canada, India, Indonesia, and South America Hezbollah's long list of terrorist
atrocities include the 1983 bombing of the U.S. Embassy in Beirut, the 1983 bombing of the U.S. Marine
barracks at Beirut Airport, and the kidnapping of most of the fifteen American hostages held in Lebanon
between 1984 and 1991.
The last American hostages held in Lebanon were released by llezbollah at Iran's direction in late
1991, after Tchran concluded that it could gain nothing from holding the hostages any longer. Iran's use
of tenorism as an instrument of policy remains undiminished, however. In recent years, Tehran has
stepped up its terrorist attacks against Iranian exile leaders and Israel. More than a dozen Iranian
dissidents have been assassinated in European cities since 1987, including the August 1991 murder of
former Iranian Prime Minister Shalpour Bakhtiar in Paris and the September 1992 murders of four
Kurdish opposition leaders in BerlinIran's terrorist campaign against exiled opposition activists appears to be growing in intensity in
recent months. On February 20, 1996 two Iranian exiles were assassinated in Turkey. On March 2, two
Sunni Iranian clerics were assassinated in Pakistan. And on March 7 another Iranian opposition activist
was assassinated in Baghdad, the sixth killed inside Iraq since May 1995.
Iran's assassins also have struck inside the United States. Iranian political activist Ali A
Tabatabai, the founder of the Iran Freedom Foundation, was murdered at his home in Bethesda,
Maryland on July 22, 1980.

Although Iranians recently have not been caught launching terrorist attacks on American targets,
Iran furnishes substantial financial, logistical, and trairitig support to terrorist groups that continue to
target Americans. Tehran provided financial support, at minimum, for some of the Islamic militants
arrested for the February 1993 bombing that killed 6 people at the World Trade Center in New York
Sheik Omar Abdul Rahnian, the radical Egyptian cleric who inspired and guided the bombers, long has
been funded by Iran's intelligence service, according to Vincent Cannistraro, former head of CIA
counterterrorism operations Sheik Omar reportedly was regularly given large sums of money by Iran's
delegation to the United Nations,
Although no direct Iranian participation has been established in the World Trade Center bombing,
senior U S officials warned in March 1993 that Iranian-backed terrorist groups appeared to be becoming
more aggressive Iran also reportedly has begun cooperating with non-fundamentalist terrorist groups
such as the Abu Nidal Organization, a renegade Palestinian terrorist group that has launched some of the
bloodiest and most indiscriminate terrorist attacks, such as the December 1985 massacres at the Rome
and Vienna airports Iran also financially supports the Popular Front for the Liberation of PalestineGeneral Command (PFLP-GC), a pro-Syrian group which it reportedly asked in 1988 to bomb a U S
airliner in retaliation for the July 1988 accidental downing of an Iranian airliner by the U.S.S. Vincennes
The plot was disrupted by the arrest of a terrorist cell in Germany in October 1988 Libyan agents
reportedly then bombed Pan Am Flight 103 over lockerbie, Scotland in December 1988
Iranian-supported terrorists have been particularly active against targets in Turkey The Turkish
Islamic Jihad claimed responsibility in 1992 for the murder of an Israeli diplomat and the bombing of an
Istanbul synagogue It also is believed to be responsible for a series of murders of Turkish journalists
Iran also supports the Marxist Kurdish Workers' Party, which has waged a long-running terrorist war
against the government in eastern Turkey
But in recent years it has been Israel that has been the prime foreign target of Iran's terror
campaign. Iran was involved in the March 1992 bombing of the Israeli Embassy in Buenos Aires which
killed 29 people In March 1994, three Iranian agents were arrested in Thailand after an abortive attempt
to detonate a truck bomb at the Israeli Embassy in Bangkok Iranian involvement is also suspected in the
July 1994 bombing of a Jewish community center in Buenos Aires that killed 96 people Iran continues
to support Hezbollah's terrorist offensive against Israeli forces along the Lebanese-Israeli border, as well
as the terrorist operations of llamas inside Israel
Under Iranian tutelage, Sudan has emerged as a leading sponsor of international terrorism. Sudan
has given sanctuary to a wide spectrum of terrorist groups, including many Arab militants who
particiated in the fundamentalist jihad in Afghanistan Sudan gave Sheik Omar Abdul Rahman sanctuary
before he moved to New York Two Sudanese diplomats were implicated in the aborted plot by eight of
the Sheik's followers to bomb the United Nations headquarters in New York, Moreover, five of the eight
suspected terrorists arrested for the plot in June 1993 were Sudanese. Sudan's escalating involvement in
international terrorism led Washington in August 1993 to add Sudan to the State Department's list of
states that sponsor terrorism, which also has included Iran since 1984. This prohibits the transfer of U.S

military equipment, militarily useful civilian technology, and foreign aid to the terrorist state, strips it of
favorable trade privileges, and requires the U.S. to block loans by international financial institutions.

IRAN'S MILITARY BUILDUP
Iran currently poses only a limited conventional military threat to its neighbors. Since the 1979
revolution, its armed forces have been weakened ,y political purges, huge losses of up to 60 percent of
its major weapons systems in its eight-year war with Iraq, and shortages of spare parts for U.S and
Western arms supplied before 1979 But President Ali Akbar Ilashemi Rafsanjani has accorded a high
priority to building Iran's military strength. Shortly after coming to power in July 1989, Rafsailjani
traveled to Moscow to sign a $1.9 billion arms deal that included 48 modern MiG-29 Fulcrum fighters
and 100 T-72 tanks. His government, in January 1990, allocated $2 billion per year for five years to buy
advanced arms.
Iran's ambitious military plans have sparked considerable concern that Tehran seeks to establish
regional hegemony by building its military capabilities far beyond its legitimate defense needs. Iran's longterm objective reportedly is to acquire a modern air force of roughly 300 advanced combat aircraft; a
modern army with 5,000 to 6,000 tanks, 2,000 self-propelled artillery pieces, and thousands of armored
personnel carriers; and a navy upgraded with 3 advanced Russian Ki/o-class submarines and scores of fast
patrol boats armed with missiles
Iran also has purchased hundreds of ballistic missiles and the technology to produce them from
North Korea and China Tehran has acquired at least 300 SCUD-B surface-to-surface missiles with a
range of approximately 185 miles, and an unknown number of improved SCUD-Cs, which have a range
of approximately 370 miles These missiles enable Iran to attack states across the Persian Gulf Iran also
reportedly has agreed to buy 150 North Korean Nodong I missiles with an estimated range of over 600
miles. These surface-to-surface missiles are capable of deliverirng conventional, chemical, or nuclear
warheads on targets as far away as Israel
Iran's missile buildup is especially worrisome given Tehran's determined efforts to build weapons
of mass destruction. Iran has "the most active chemical warfare program" in the Third World, according
to an anonymous U.S government official quoted in the Washington Post on March 8, 1996. The CIA
estimates that Iran has produced and stockpiled up to 2,000 tons of chemical warfare agents, which it
used at least once during the Iran-Iraq war Iran also has an active biological warfare program and is
trying to buy biological agents from Europe that could be useful in developing such weapons, according
to U S. intelligence sources Some U S experts believe that Iran already may have produced biological
weapons in the form of toxins or anthrax
But the West's chief worry is Iran's effort to develop nuclear weapons, which has been making
steady progress under the cover of Iran's civilian nuclear power program CIA Director John Deutch
stated in November 1995 that Iran could produce a nuclear weapon in as little as four years if it received
extensive foreign assistance American intelligence analysts have reported that Iranian acquisition teams
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have shopped for weapons-related nuclear equipment and nuclear scientists in the former Soviet Union,
concentrating on Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan, Turknenistan, and Ukraine
In conclusion, although Iran presently poses primarily an ideological, subversive, and terrorist
threat to American interests in the Middle East and the Muslim world, in the long ran Iran will pose an
increasingly grave military threat to the security of the U S, American military forces in the Middle East,
and American allies in the region
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Statement of Congressman Bill Martini
before the
Subcommittee on Iternational Operations
and luman Rights
Louis Farrakhan's lTerror four
March 19. 1996

Mr. Chairman, I wish to thank the subcommittee for allowing me this opportunity
to speak in strong support of these efforts to learn the truth about the foreign travels
of Louis Farrakhau, the controversial leader of the Nation of Islam.
I would also like to thank Reps. Peter King and Tom Lantos for showing courage in
pursuing this matter. As I understand. both Reps. King and Lantos have received
several death threats, demanding a stop the investigation of Farrakhan be stopped.
Their quest for the truth is to be ommended.
This issue has severe implications on all levels. What message are we sending to the
American people when the Federal government allows a known hate-monger and
anti-semite to freely travel to terrorist nations and openly meet with dictators to
solicit foreign moneys?
The travels of Mr. Farrakhan were illegal - this is not negotiable. His actions raise
serious national security implications. The effort of any terrorist nation to gain
influence within the United States must be addressed, and as a facilitator of this
effort, Louis Farrakhan acts as a foreign agent breaking clear U.S. foreign policy
in dealing with these rogue regimes.
Furthermore, given Louis Farrakhan's consistent message of racism and strong antisemitism, it becomes even more important that we take a stand against his blatant
disregard for American laws.
In the past. Mr. Farrakhan has vocally denounced certain segments of our American
population. He is a sworn enemy of the Jewish community.
What are the implications if this man is allowed to act as a conduit for anti-semitic,
anti-American seed money to bring about the same violence which has most recently
besieged Israel?
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The United States has an obligation to protect all of its citizens. It is outrageous tha
the State Department and Clinton Administration have turned a blind eye to this
matter.
Through his silence. President Clinton has permitted Farrakhan's activities for fear
of political backlash from the Nation of Islam and other extrennst groups.
Mr. Chairman, hatred is an ugly conviction. Yet, when highly financed by likeminded foreign interests it becomes a powerful instrument to bring about violence.
I implore this committee to continue its efforts to investigate this matter thoroughly
and bring its rmdings to light for the American people. At a time when our nation
is desperately trying to come together. we can not allow divisive foreign influences
to tear us down. Thank you Mr. Chairman.

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Subcommittee on International Operations
and Human Rights

FROM:

Grover Joseph Rees, Staff Director and Chief Counsel

SUBJECT:

Submissions for 3/19/96 Hearing Record

DATE:

August 5, 1996

The subcommittee received the attached letter, dated March 20, 1996, from representatives
of the Nation of Islam, in connection with the subcommittee's March 19, 1996 hearing on
"Attempts by Rogue Regimes to Influence U.S. Policy." The letter, xhich is addressed to
Chairman Smith for inclusion in the record, states: "In as much as you had agreed that we could
testify at the hearing, and then summarily denied us that right, we hereby submit this response."
The only witnesses invited by the subcommittee were those who testified at the hearing,
as well as the Administration. Page 28 of the hearing transcript reflects that, in response to an
audience interruption, Chairman Smith stated:
I have asked everyone here to show respect for the witnesses. The riles of this
subcommittee, the full committee, and the House of Representatives are t'at aud,-nce
participation is not allowed. These gentlemen are witnesses. I will keep the hearing
record open at the end. If you would like to make a submission, we will be more than
happy to let you do it.
By offering to keep the hearing record "open at the end," Chairman Smith did not offer
to open the floor at the end of the hearing, but allowed the submission of written statements for
possible inclusion in the printed record, which is otherwise prohibited by Rule 8 of the Rules of
the Committee on International Relations.

The Nation of Islam
111
In the Name of Allah

7351 S. Stony laand Avenie
Chicago, Iilinoij 60649
(312) 324-6000

March 20, 1998

Representative Christopher H. Smith
Chairman
Subcommittee on International Operations
and Human Rights
2370 Raybum House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
Chairman Smith:
In as much as you had agreed that we could testify at the hearing, and then summarily
denied us the right, we hereby submit this response. We hereby request that this
response be part of the record of the March 19, 1996, proceedings of the
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights, subject "Attempts by
Rogue Regimes to Influence U. S. Policy.'
Once again, the political apparatus of the Urited States of America was used
immorally and possibly illegally to attack the character, good name, and reputation of
the Nation of Islam in general and the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan in
particular. The hearing was obscene and grotesque, and showed no resemblance to,
nor respect for, the concept of due process. In fact, s$r, we believe that the hearing
was In direct violation of the oath taken by every Congressman to uphold the
Constitution and laws of the United States of America.
It was also apparent that you and other Republicans intend to use Minister Louis
Farrakhan as a political weapon in your efforts to defeat President Bill Clinton In
November. It Is apparent that you wish the Clinton administration to unjustly attack
Minister Louis Farrakhan, causing a political backlash or a negative response from the
millions of Black voters in this nation that you assume to be Democrats. Would your
attacks be so venomous if those who attended the Million Man March and the Millions
who supported it were registered Republicans? We both know the answer to this
question, and so do the American people.
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Letter to Chairman Smith
Page 2 of 3

March 20, 1996

During the World Friendship Tour, we observed Americans--including missionaries
and bisinessmen--In many of the countries we visited. We saw Americans in
countries you call "rogue nations. These citizens, by and large, are white end
apparently enjoy greater freedom than Blacks who travel. Why is there no concern for
the presence of these persons and their activities in these so-called "rogue nations"?
Minister Louis Farrakhan has said that the leaders of the countries that he visited did
not hate the American people, but were opposed to the unjust foreign policies that illaffect their nations and sovereignty. Minister Louis Farrakhan is not the only American
citizen to express his views and disagreement with American foreign policy. The
Minister's disagreement and advice to America is not for her destruction; on the
contrary, such advice should be viewed as a sincere effort to aid this nation in Its
moral responsibility to establish peace and good will on earth
Historically, the American political leadership has not taken kindly to moral voices and
their warnings. This was particularly true during the Vietnam War, the invasion of
Panama, the intervention into Somalia's civil strife, etc,--in each case the moral voice

of agreement was con-idered an unwelcomed interference in American foreign
policy. And now years later, evidence suggests that these past actions were
examples of misguided foreign policy which caused the loss of American lives and
millions oftaxpayer dollars.
Many of you do not like the Nation of Islam and its leader, Minister Louis Farrakhan;
and you do not like that we seek to express our right of freedom of speech and
freedom of association. Through propaganda, you seek to make your attacks on
Minister Louis Farrakhan acceptable to the American people in general and Black
people in particular. This wicked propaganda is not a new practice. You should know
that the world is watching America to see it a nation that encourages human rights and
democracy around the globe grants the same to its own citizens.
Our legal counsel advised us that your hearing, conducted March 19, 1996, by the
Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights, was a violation of your
March 14, 1996, statement that '[i~t is not a hearing about any particular individual,
and no such hearing has ever been scheduled.' The subject matter of the hearing
was in fact consistent with Vice-Chairman Peter King's Congressional
announcements.
Finally, we urge that no resolution be offered to Congress concernirg Minister
Farrakhan's World Friendship Tour, unless Minister Louis Farrakhan or his
representatives are allowed to give testimony in defense of the purpose of his travel.
The Million Man March spirit of Atonement, Reconciliation, and Responsibility was
successfully introduced to the 16 countries visited; and most, if not all, have agreed to

Letter to Chairman Smith
Page 3 of 3

March 20, 1996

participate in a World Day of Atonement. This is good news for us and the American
peop!e--many of whom continue to show keen interest in the establishment of world
peace, based on principles of justice and fair play.
We applaud those lawmakers who refuse to allow the American political system to bo
used I an Improper manner ignoring the Constitution, and their commitment toward
justice for all regardless to religion, race, creed, color, or ideology.

Leonard F. Muhammad
Chief of Staff to the Honorable
Minister Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam

Abdul Arif Muham
General Counsel,
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Statement of Representatives Gilman, Smith, and King
On Tuesday, March 19,the Subcommittee on International Operations and quman Rights
will hold a hearing on the topic. "Attempts by Rogue Regimes to Influence United States
Policy "
The witnesses who have been invited to testify at this hearing include present and former
U.S. government officials as well as academic experts on terrorism and on countries that have
engaged in terrorism.
This hearing is about the legal and policy implications of attempts by rogue regimes --countries that promote terrorism and similar activities that put them outside the community of
toinfluence United States policy. It is not a hearing about any particular
civilized nations --individual, and no such hearing has ever been scheduled.
Although any particular instance of an attempt or alleged attempt by a foreign power to
influence United States policy may be a legitimate subject for inquiry at the hearing, the
Committee has not invited witnesses from organizations designed to promote or oppose any
particular political agenda

BENJAMIN A. GILMAN
Chairman

CHRISTOPHER H. SMITH
Chairman, Subcommittee on
International Operations
and Human Rights

PET
T KINGVice
aim nan
Subcommittee on Inter ation al
Operations and Humal Rights
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20 March 1996
Robert F. DeFrank
P.O. Box 363
College Park, MD 20741
Honorable Christopher H. Smith
Chair, International Operations and Human Rights Subcommittee
U.S. House of Representatives
2401A Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515
RE:

SUBCOMMITTEE HEARINGS INVESTIGATING LOUIS FARRAKHAN (3/.9/96)

Honorable Members of Congress,
Please incorporate the following written comments into yesterday's
Subcommittee hearing records;
Make no mistake, the Subcommittee hearings of March 19 into Louis
Farrakhan's condemnable visits with Libya's Ghadafi and other rogue
states were not overlooked by those most tormented by their
mischief; the Victims of Pan Am Flight 103. Despite orchestrated
attempts by Nation of Islam (NOI) fascists to pack the hearing
rooms and disrupt the proceedings within, victims of terrorism
Yet
listened attentively from without or through press accounts.
sadly, while Far -akhan's bullies intimidated hallway spectators,
House police offered deaf ears and dumb stares.
Recounting NOI's antics within chambers is unnecessary; the House
However, the Subcommittee should know
record speaks for itself.
that outside of chambers, other NOI belligerences were countenanced
Witness the enclosed
by an overwhelmed House police force.
photograph from today's front page of The Washington Times.
After waiting in line for two hours, NOI agents effectively impeded
Several NOI thugs
my orderly entry to the hearing chambers.
surrounded me in the hallway and badgered me .ith demands that I
move back to permit others closer access to House chambers.
Failing to compel my compliance, they brazenly disregarded House
police and ushered NOI members past me to the packed hallway at the
hearing room entrance.
but in no case,
Fascist tactics may be expected from tne NOI;
If
should House police have tolerated their maneuverings.
Subcommittee members - and the television audience - wondered where
audience support for these hearings went, ask House police. Simple
enforcement of the Life Safety Code to maintain egress could have
Shamefully, no one with
curbed NOI's stacking of the assembly.
House police stepped forward with the will to intervene.

This sort of apathetic assent by authorities - allowing mind and
body to go limp while scoundrels have their way - farcically
illustrates what so often transpires when government confronts
terrorists and their state-sponsors; cool indignation with little
to validate the outrage.
So, while the Subcommittee is to be
applauded for sponsoring a House Resolution condemning Farrakhan's
provocations, such criticisms are about as effective as President
Clinton's less-than-startling denunciations last week in Sharm-elSheik. Indeed, terrorists and their state-sponsors will feed off
the publicity it affords.
These subcommittee investigations must yield more than the circus
of publicity so coveted by the infamous.
They must arouse the
determination among Justice, State and Treasury officials to secure
indictment and conviction of Farrakhan for violations of U.S. law.
The Administration knows well what grounds exist for indictments.
Farrakhan and Ghadafi have a long history of collaboration.
The
Subcommittee should not limit it's investigations to merely what
Farrakhan was discussing with Ghadafi last month, but also what
they were discussing together in Tripoli inMay 1984 with Ahmed
Jabi_, whom many still allege subcontracted the Pan Am bombing to
the indict ed Libyans.
Such historical backdrops will provide
insight into the motivations inspiring Farrakhan's subversive
opposition to the Federal indictments brought against Ghadafi's
agents, Al-Magrahi and Fhimah.
The day no one dares enough, nor cares enough, to call men like
Ghadafi and Farrakhan what they are - complicitous to murder - is
the day democratic societies will truly have something to fear from
state-sponsors of terrorism.
Of course, if mere condemnation of
the dppraved was sufficient here on earth, then God would be out of
a job.
("Woe unto them that call good evil, and evil good."

Is. 5:20]

Respectfully submitted,

Robert F. DeFrank, Member
Victims of Pan Am Flight 103
cc:

George H. Williams, President VPAF 103
The Washington Times Editorial staff

Enclosure:

Photc clipping - The Washington Times 3/20/96, p. 1
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The Honorable Chris Smith
Chairman, Subcommittee on International Operations and Human Rights
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Chairman Smith:
On behalf of the members of the National Jewish Coalition, we would like to thank you
for holding today's hearing to discuss the "Attempts by Rogue Regimes to Influence
U.S. Policy." This is an extremely important issue which, in light of Minister Louis
Farrakhan's recent financial agreement with Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi, must
be addressed.
The threat posed by rogue nations has become more serious than ever before. With this
increasing danger, comes new responsibilities. The National Jewish Coalit.on strongly
believes that our government must enforce the laws that have been institied to protect
our national security interests against the threats of any foreign regime that seeks to
subvert our political system.
For this reason, the National Jewish Coalition believes that Louis Farrakhan's financial
agreement with Libyan dictator Moammar Gadhafi must be further investigated to
ensure that there has not been a violation of any U.S. law.
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The Nation of Islam, under the leadership of Louis Farrakhan, has a long history of
promoting anti-Semitic, anti-Catholic and anti-American beliefs. Louis Farrakhan's
recent "World Friendship Tour of Africa and the Middle East" which included stops in
Libya, Sudan, Iran and Iraq, was no different. Throughout his travels, Minister
Farrakhan spoke of "the honor of bringing down the U.S." (Reuter, February 14,
1996) and sought friendship with rogue regimes whose brutal dictators have supported
some of the most gruesome acts of international terrorism.
Of further concern are Moarnmar Gadhafi's statements as to his motivation in forming
an alliance with Minister Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam. Gadhafi was quoted as
saying, after his meeting with Louis Farrakhan, that, "our confrontation with America
was likc a fight aga,,st a furtress from outside, and today we found a breach to enter
into this fortress and confront it" (Reuter, January 25, 1996).
Minister Farrakhan is a U.S. citizen and is hound by certain laws and regulations. In
light of Minister Farrakhan's public statements, the National Jewish Coalition believes
that the Administration must further investigate his recent activities to ensure that there
has been no violation of U.S. law. Louis Farrakhan, like every other American citizen,
must obey the laws that govern our nation. No American citizen should be allowed to
act in a manner that seeks to compromise or exploit our national security interests.
Again, we thank you for your attention to this important issue.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

I appreciate the opportunity to submit testimony to the House Subcommittee onl
International Operations and Human Rights on behalf of the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU) about constitutional implications of the U.S. travel restrictions as they apply to a recent
trip to Libya and other nations by Louis Farrakhan. The ACLU is a nationwide, non-partisan
organization of more than 275,000 members devoted to protecting the principles set forth in the
Bill of Rights. By submitting this testimony the ACLU is not defending political views of Mr.
Farrakhan.

Rather we are defending his right, as well as the right of others in this nation, to

travel freely and to express and to listen to unpopular views that the majority may find offensive.

Minister Louis Farrakhan's controversial 23-nation "worlJ friendship tour"' has sparked
government threats of investigation and prosecution.

Congressmen Tom Lantos (D-CA) and

Peter King (R-NY) introduced a resolution in Congress condemning Farrakhan's trip to Libya,
Iran, and Iraq, as well as condemning the public criticisms made by Farrakhan of U.S. foreign
policy while he traveled abroad.

2

The resolution, which passed by an overwhelming vote, also

called on President Clinton to launch an investigation to determine if any U.S. laws were broken
in the course of the tour.

Farrakhan hailed the trip as a mission to spread his message of peace and atonement
throughout the world, in keeping with the spirit of his "Million Man March." Fletcher,
Michael, Washington PosA, February 26, 1996, at A-1.
2
Farrakhan reportedly stated, while in Libya, that the United States is wrong to blame
Libya for blowing up Pan Ain Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland in 1988. In Iraq, hc
reportedly criticized the economic embargo against Iraq, calling it the "mass murder of the
Iraqi people."
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In the midst of this furor, rhetoric similar to that used during the Cold War abounded.
When listening to some of tile opponents of the Farrakhan trip. one could merely substitute the
words "terrorist threat" for the "communist rene.:.'" io evoke all historical echo. Reminiscent
of debates at the height of the McCarthy era, we are waned to protect ourselves from the
"ideological" threat from countries such as Iran and Libya by enforced travel restrictions for
American citizens

While many may legitimately disagree with Mr. Farrakhan's choice of destinations or the
political views he expressed, tile ACLU believes it is necessary to reaffirm that his right to
travel, and to criticize the government, are fundamental rights guaranteed by the First and Fifth
Amendments to the United States Constitution. Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 388 U.S. 500,
515-516 (1964); Kent v. Dulles, 357 U.S. 116 (1958).

Two of the countries visited by,

Farrakhan -- Iraq and Libya -- are currently subject to restrictions on the use of U.S. passports J
under the Passport Act, 22 U.S.C. 21 l(a),' as well as de fact

travel restrictions through

currency regulations tinder the International Emergency Economic Powers Act (IEEPA), 50
U.S.C. 1701-1706 (West Supp. 1985).

4

With respect to the Passport Act, we question whether

the conditions that would allow the Executive to restrict use of tile U.S. passport for travel have
been met.

'This section authorizes tile executive to restrict the use of passports for travel to
countries that are at war with the U.S., where armed hostilities are in progress, or where
there is "imminent danger to tile health or tie physical safety of the U.S. travelers."
4

All travel-related expenditures are prohibited with respect to Libya, 31 C.F.R. 550.203,
and Iraq, 31 C.F.R. 575.207-208.

87
The ACLU opposes any attempt to prosecute Mr. Farrakhan, or to revoke his passport
for his travel or speech abroad, as we believe that such punishment would seriously offend the
Constitution,' The ACLU also supports those who wish to exercise their First Amendment right
to criticize his actions.

The very essence of the First Amendment is the protection of core political speech,
especially speech that is unpopular or represents a minority view. Texas v Johnson, 491 U.S.
397 (1989).

Freedom of movement is a value deeply ingrained in our history, and is ,

recognized human right under international law. S
Art. 13.

Universal Declaration of Human Rights,

In Kent v. Dulles, the Supreme Court ruled that the right to travel abroad is a

constitutionally protected right that cannot be infringed on the basis of an individual's political
beliefs. The Court recognized the link between freedom of speech and freedom of movement:
"An American who has crossed the ocean is not obliged to form his opinions about our foreign
policy merely from what he is told by officials of our government or by a few correspondents
of American newspapers."

357 U.S. at 126-27.

In Aptheker v, Secretary of State, Justice Douglas emphasized that "freedom of
movement is the very essence of our free society, setting us apart. Like the right of assembly
and the right of association, it often makes all other rights meaningful -- knowing, studying,
arguing, exploring, conversing, observing anmdeven thinking.
curtailed, all other rights suffer ....

Once the right to travel is

378 U.S. at 520 (Douglas, J. concurring).

'We take no position on other allegations, such as alleged violations of currency laws.
3

88
Congress should not use this occasion to reverse
its previous record of acting to protect
the right to travel. In 1978 Congress enacted the current amnelnent to the Passport Act, which
limits the circumstances under which the government may impose area restrictions on U.S.
travelers. This acdon was necessary to bring the United States into compliance with the HelsinKi
Accords on International Human Rights. In 1991, Congress again amended tile
Passport Act to
ensure that it could not be used to revoke a citizen's passport ol thebasis of activities protected
by the First Amendment.

In 1994 the Free Trade in Ideas Act was enacted, prohibiting

restrictions on travel in any future embargoes under IEEPA.

At the request of the

Administration, Congress deferred action oil
the embargoes currently in place, while expressing
its sense that "tile
President should not restrict travel or exchanges for informatior-l,
educational, religious, cultural or humanitarian purposes ...
between the United States and any
other country."

The policy underlying these developments is that tile
constitutional rights of Americans
should not be held hostage to foreign policy dictates of tile
day. Indeed, it is extremely doubtful
that our foreign policy would be advanced by prosecuting Mr. Farrakhan for his travel or
speech, for it is anomalous to seek to advance human rights and democratic values abroad by
curtailing them at home.

To prosecute Mr. Farrakhan for his travel or speech abroad would certainly leave no
room for tile
United States to criticize the human rights record of the states he is condemned for
visiting.

As Laurence Tribe, Professor of L.aw at Harvard University, notes, "the close

surveillancee and control of travel ... has always been a central technique of the totalitarian
state."

Tribe, Cotnstitutional Law 1383 (2(1. edition 1988).

Justice Douglas pointed out that

freere movement of the citizen is ... dangerous to a tyrant ... and it is therefore controlled ...
in the interests of security." 378 U.S. at 520.

No serious argument can be advanced that Mr. Farrakhan's trip posed any threat to
national security.

His case is clearly distinguishable from the facts in Hai

v. APe , in which

a former CIA official had his passport revoked for revealing the identities of CIA agents while
traveling abroad. 453 U.S. 280 (1980). In that case, Justice Brennan warned against the view,
advanced by the Solicitor General, that the government could revoke a citizen's passport for
traveling abroad to criticize United States foreign policy. 453 U.S. at 319. As noted above,
in 1991 Congress amended the Passport Act to guarantee that this could not happen.

CONCLUSION

In this post-Cold War era, it is more important than ever to defend First Amendment
freedoms. We urge Congress to heed the advice of Justice Douglas, who, dissenting in Zemel,
obsersed that: "[kiceping alive intellectual intercourse between opposing groups has always been
important, and perhaps was never more important than now." Zeniel v. Rusk, 381 U.S. 1, 25
(1965).

We urge the members of the Subcommittee to uphold the right of American citizens to

travel, even if the political views expressed by those citizens are deemed to be antithetical to
U.S. interests, as articulated by the current Administration and members of Congress.
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My name is Askia Muhammad. I am a

journalist,

I am a regular commentator on

Chri"';an Science Monitor Radio's "Early
Edition." I am a regular panelist on Howard
University WHMM-TV32's "Evening Exchange
News Analysis." I have appeared often on CSPAN's "Washington Journal." My weekly
opinion column's home newspaper is The Washington Informer, and appears also in The New
York Daily Challenge, The (Newark, NJ) City News, and in The Secramento Observer
newspapers. I am Washington Bureau Chief and White House Correspondent for The Final Call
newspaper. I am the author of no fewer than five opinion articles which appeared in the
Sunday Outlook Section of The Washington Post. I have written two opinion articles wh;ch
appeared in The Baltimore Sun, as well as other pieces published in The Boston Globe, Chicago
Tribune, Los Angeles Times, The Nation, and USA Today. I was a commentator from 1980
through 1993 on National Public Radio's "All Things Considered." Twice I have been a Judge
of the Robert F. Kennedy Journalism Awards. In 1993 I was awarded the "President's Award"
by the Washington Association of Black Journalists, and in 1994 I received the Mayor's Award
for Excellence in Service to the Arts, from Washington, D.C. Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly.
Before embarking on the 50,000-mile around-the-world Tour with Minister Farrakhan,
I arranged with my friends at the 200-plus-member National Newspaper Publishers Association-The Black Press of America--to file articles once per week for NNPA's News Service. Those
four articles as well as the one I wrote for 7he Final Call are included in this testimony, along
with three newspaper opinion columns. I also offered most of the publications (and
broadcasters) in which my work has appeared, a similar news package. The WOL Radio One
Network, TPT Radio Network, and WPFW-FM -Pacifica Radio Network took advantage of myoffer. I provided 10 reports (seven from various foreign ports of call) to those broadcasters,
totalling nearly nine hours of airtime concerning the Tour and my observations of it.
I must say, my sense of shock and outrage at the total disregard of all the good news
from the Tour in countries Friendly to the U.S. (i.e. Senegal, Ghana, Zaire, The Gambia, Saudi
Arabia, and Turkey) by the major U.S. news media, was matched only by the total distortion
of the truth of what happened everywhere else(!) in those same outlets. But when I saw the
"stacked-deck" witnesses assembled by this Subcommittee, I thought the media censorship
to be mere child's play, compared to the blatant flight from the real facts that were available,
which created the atmosphere of a "witch hunt," rather than anything which could fairly be
called an objective "hearing" of "truth."
With that said, I would like to summarize certain key points that this contemporaneous
record of the trip (in eight articles, prepared under deadline conditions), and these verbatim
transcripts of speeches and press conference remarks by Minister Farrakhan discloses.
Subcommittee Vice Chairman King has reportedly sent five letters to the Justice

Department four to the State Department, and one to the Department of Treasury, urging more rapid and
vigorous investigation of Minister Farrakhan's meetings with Iraqi President Saddam Hussein and Libyan
leader Muammar Qaddafi. With regard to President Hussein, Minister Farrakhan spoke throughout Iraq
about the need for atonement Ifor past mistakes) by Iraq's leaders, and about the n-ed for the Iraqi
leaders to reconcile their differences with all of their neighbors. Please refer to Minister Farrakhan's own
words, "Press Confereirce notes Ankara, Turkey Feb. 19, 199i," on page 12 of the accompanying
"News" report: "...Saddam Hussein shared his willingness to reconcile with Iran, w;th Kuwait, with the
United Arab Emirates, and Saudi Arabia. He allowed us to travel on a road that had not been used in six
years. In order to make the arrangements, he had to personally call the President of Syria." I wonder why
this diplomatic achievement was never cited or referred to in the rush to adversely judge Minister
Farrakhan's overseas role?
Subcommittee Member Lantos (along with Vice Chairman King) have sponsored a House
Re solution condemning Minister Farrakhan's trip as anti-American. Representative Lantos has condemned
Minister Farrakhan's meeting with Libyan leader Muammar Oaddafi, and compared the Minister with those
responsible for the European Holocaust in the 1930sand 1940s. I of course take strong exception to that
characterization and would like to refer your attention to the words of Africa's Elder Statesman and icon
of racial tolerance, South African President Nelson Mandela ("Mandela-Fartakhan Meet: See Eye-to-Eye,"
page 1). -:Ou,' meeting was able to cover those things that we considered to be fundarrental," Pres.
Mandela told reporters on the steps of his private residence in the exclusive Houghton Diz.,rict, where he
receives his most important state visitors. "And there was no is-qna thr arose on whirh there was
disagreement. He has explained his position. His views are identical with the priinciples that I put
forward." Most media reports that were circulated in this country, and in the popular South African press
instead had President Mandela delivering a stern "lecture" to Minister Farrakhan on racial tolerance.
Concerning Colonel Qaddafi (page 2): "When asked to comment about Min. Farrakhan's
delegation meeting with the leaders of Libya and Nigeria.. Pies. Mandela was emphatic. 'Well, those are
the leaders I have myself mot. Col. Qaddafi is a man who has helped the anti-apartheid struggle in this
country. I will take the first opportunity to meet him again, because to us he has been a pillar of strength,'
Pres. Mandela said." Indeed, Col. Oaddafi has visited President Mandela in South Africa, since our
delegation was there, and he was received at the highest levels.
In that same article, Minister Farrakhan had this to say about the Libyan leader: "I heard that
Brother Muammar Oaddafi did pledge a hundred million to a thousand million--that's a billion dollars-to
the empowerment of Blacks, Muslims, Arabs in the United States," Min. Ferrakhan said at a press
conference. "He did not make that statement to me, but he did make it in a speech (delivered Sept. 1,
1995in Tripoli). He did offer support. We cannot be lobbyists, we are not registered as lobbyists for any
foreign power, but everybody of consequence is concerned about the political direction of the United
States... We intend to participate with others in the recruitment of eight million qualified but unregistered
Black voters. And if you may recall, in the last presidential election, less than 50 percent of those who
were eligible to vote actually voted. This is a sign to the wise that there is great dissatisfaction inside
America with the politicians and the process... And by leveraging that kind of political force we believe
we can come up with an agenda that is in the best interest not only of Blacks, but in the best interest of
all of the people of America..."
Although in her "Rogue Regimes" Hearing opening remarks Subcommittee Member McKinney
cautioned against relying solely on news reports in deciding delicate and important matters such as this,
I must refer to news reports that we received during the trip, that because of his meetings with Col.
Qaddafi, with Nigerian Head of State Gen. Sani Abacha, with Iranian President Rafsanjani, and with Iraqi
President Hussein, State Department Spokesman Nicholas Burns criticized Minister Farrakhan for
.cavorting with dictators." At every stage of the trip Minister Farrakhan preached atonement and
reconciliation. He never condoned n-r did he ever excuse injustice or tyranny. In Lagos, Nigeria, at a Feb.
7 press conference (page 9) immediately following a speech to the entire Diplometic Corps (including a
representative from the U.S. Embassy) Minister Farrakhan had this to say in response to a question about
dissent: "When you deal with regimes that have to mature, if I were living ii Africa, I'd probably be dead,
speaking the way I speak. I'm living in America. I have to pay a price for speaking the way I speak, but
in America, they have matured to the point where they allow the dissent cf opinion. Even if you disagree

with your government you can say it, but you will pay a price for it. Even in America, I pay a price for
speaking the way I speak. But I hope that we would mature to the point where we would listen to those
who don't agree with us. Because of the discontent of the Nigerian nationals who are here and abroad,
you might hear something to help you lormulate your democracy even better than you wuuld if you don't
listen to those who are in disagreement." Although I am not surprised that there were no reports about
these things (oi which I made audio tape recordings) which were said overseas by the Minister, I wish
to point %othe aforementioned accounts of what really tren'mpired concernr,'g Messrs. Abacha, Oaddafi,
and Hussein.
While the news reports of Minirter Farrakhan meeting with President Hussein of Iraq may have
been "the last straw" for exasperated observers in this country during the tour, the reports of what
happened in Iran may have been "the straw that broke the camel's back," to coin two phrases. This is
also where the greatest distortion occurred. For example, Minister Farrakhan did not say he would "bring
down America." (See Ankara press conference notrs, p. 12) He did not call his homeland "The Great
Satan." He did not chant "Death to America. Death to Israel."
Indeed, or the 17th Anniversary of Iran's Islamic Revolution, when he became the first nonIranian (even more noteworthy because he is from America) to speak to the millions of people assembled
at Azadi (Freedom) Square, his message was anything D anti-American Realize that we had driven for
20 minutes into this huge crowd (which Iranian officials estimated to be five-million-persons live, and tens
of millions more on television), and then walked for 30 minutes when our motorcade could not proceed
any further. When people in the crowd saw us, and recognized us as (dressed like) Americans, they would
chant even louder: "Bah-bah-Ahm-reeka. Bah-bah-lsrah-lee (Death to America Death to Israel)." Even as
he identified himself as being from the United States, he was greeted by this chant. Yet, in the second
paragraph of this transcript (page 10), after his opening, paying respect to his hosts he said something
truiy startling, which of course, has never been reported in this country: "...The problem in the Muslim
world is n America, nor is it Israel, nor is it the West. Tire problem In the Muslim world is that our wV_
hMgdevia.
from jq._n jgjhgffE
Muhammad "
tea
9f jhij Hogy _:j&n. Further, the next
day in the Holy City of Oom, the hometown of the late Ayatollah Khomeini, the Father of the Islamic
Revolution, Minister Farrakhan cut off a group of student 4 at the Islamic University there, when they were
re-iting such a chant and said to them: "Again, these are slogans. You cannot bring down America or
Isrel with a slogan.. .The only power that can bring them down Is truth.... The Holy Prophet cleansed his
people from ignorance, from drunkenness, from disrespect of women, from infanticide, and he made his
people 'overs of knowledge.... Let the blood that runs through your veins, coursing into your brain carry
energy to give vision to you, that each of you may become like the Prophet Himself, one man creating
a revolution in your country. Not a revolution with the gun, for Allah says, He witl never change the
condition of a people until they change their hearts... How many of you will say, ' will be like Prophet
Muhammad and create a new world of Islam?' Will you do it? Will you do it? Will you do it? Will we all
do it? Allah-hu Akbar (God is Great). Allah-hu Akbar. Allah-hu Akbar. Allah-hu Aklar. And so it is done.
May God bless you. May Allah bless all of your teachers. May Allah bless each and every one of you to
be the best Muslim that you can be to change this world, so that never, ever again will we ever think
about our color, our hair, our lips, our nationality. We will only think about one thing, and that is: Allah
says, He created every human being to be a Muslim. May Allah Bless you. Thank you..."
At the conclusion of this speech, something truly remarkable happened. It was never reported in
this country. I think I understand why. The Iranian interpreter told me this had happened, but I didn't
realize it was true until I listened to the tape myself in order to make this transcript, because there was
a confusing exit from the crowded room where ihis speech took place. After the conclusion of this
speech, these same Muslim students from Islamic countries around the world, who had interrupted the
sperch of Minister Louis Farrakhan chanting, "Death to America,' now repeatedly chanted: "LONG LIVE
AHVM-REEKA.
L4Nj LIVE AHM-REEKA."
In light of the hysteria that has been whipped up around the country in the news media and on
Capitol Hill by the demonization of Minist6r Louis Farrakhan, I have little wonder that the facts contained
in this report have never been brought to the American public's attention. Thank you ior reading this.
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and communications. At a U.N

(ACCRA, Ghana--January19, 1996)--Minister Louis Farrakhan.
leaderof the Nationof Islam, launcheda whirlwind World Friendship
Tour here after meotmgawith FIt. Lt Jerry John Rawlings, Praident
of Ghana. The tour will include 23 African and Islamic nations and
is intendedto spread the spirit and succas of the Milhon Man March
to other parts of the world and estabsh Oct. 16 to an international
Day of AtonementandReconciliation.
Mm Farrakhan--chosen 1995 "Man of the Year" by the National
Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA)--the Black Press of
America--is leading a 2g-member delegationwhich spent its firs full
day meting with leadersin crid-war-torn Liberia. Liberians andother
West Africans are trying to miplement a shaky-peace processafter a
'oody sm-year factional war The delegation will also travel to
Nigeria, where international attention hasfcuaed sincethe executions
of nine minority Ogon activists last November.
"The message(we brought to Liberia) is one of atonement," Mm
Farrakhan said at pressconferencefollowing a round of meetings with
the Libenan Council of State, diplomatic and military leaders
representing the Economic Community of West African States
(ECOWAS), and with Christian as well as Islamic leaders "There are
none of us who havestruggled for justice for our people who have not
made mistakes or errors, sometimesunwinmgly, sometimeswe have
made errors knowingly.
"As a result of errors and mistakes we have offended each other.
Sometimesit's mmnal and sometimesit hascausedbloodshed We
behavethat wo are living at a time when we must embraceeach other
We must forgive each other We must atone to each other for the
things that we have done that separate . f,n each ter and create
hostility between each other And so, that spL of atonement, that
spirit of reconciliation, and that spirit of forgiveness, that is the
messagewe bring to Liberia That ts the messagewe bring to Africa.
That is the message,really that we bring to the word "
Liberian political as well as religious lader said they were
repeating to this delegation what they told Ambassador Mad'le
Albright. U S Representativeto the U.N. "Influence the Congressional Black Caucus." Wilton Sankawolo, Chairman of the Councd of
State said, "to influence the Untiod States(government) to help the
peace process." The delegationincludes former Rep. Gus Savage(DIL), former Gary. IN Mayor Tho' as Barnes. National Council of
Negro Women INCNW) representative Dr. Sarah Moten, and the
Ren At Sampson, a Chicago
pastor and the only minister

Ile intemationloommunty

;i

has ignored Lieria., several loaders
told the fact-finding group, or it has
given only piece-meal aid The
principal needs of the international
West African peace-keeping roor,
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By Askia Muhammad
(The Final Call)

personally ordained by Dr
Martin Luther King, Jr

i'

"pledging conference,"edustnahzed nations pledged morethan S140
mdlion in humanitarianaid, moatof which hasnot bern forthcoming
For its part, the U.S pledged $10 million, but tied to it a stipulation
that U S. civihan contractors must lease and operate the military
vehicles, even during military combat operations
"The value of what happened" during the visit to Lrheri,, Rep
Savagesaid, "is that we showedthat African Americans care about
Liberia, and we learned how important it is for all of us to learnmore
about Africa We made a real contribution to Africa and to jurselves."

Mandela-Farrakhan
Meet: See Eye-to-Eye
By Askla Muhammad
(The Final Call)
(JOHANNESBURG--January 28. 1996)--With outstretchedarms
and greeting his visitor by his Narst name, youth African President
Nelson Mandela descendedthe stepsof his residenceand walked up
to the lnousne of his visitor and declared, "Louis "
With that greetng, the elder statesmanwelcomed Nation of Islam
leader Minister Louis Farrakhan to his country as abattery of
reporters and photographerswatched from the front lawn of the
residence The two leaderssmiled warmly, embraced andwalked back
up the stepschatting before turning to reporters for photos
Min Farrakhan, in South Africa as part of a World Friendship
Tour to spreadthe success of the Oct 16 Million Man March, was
accompaniedby a delegationof Nation of Islam officials and Black
religious, political andcivic leaders, someof whom helpedorganize
the march After a 30-minuteprivate discussion, Mmistr Farrakhan
and PresidentMandela emerged from the residenceto tell reporters
about their discussion
"Our meeting was able to cover thosethings that we consideredto
be fundamental," Pres Mandela told reporters on the stepsof his
private residence in the exclosive Houghton District, where he
receives his most important state visitors "And there wasno issue
that arose, on which there was disagreement He has explained h-s
position. His views are identical with the principles that I put
forward - Pres Mandela had been under increasing political and
diplomatic pressurenot to meetwith theNation of Islam (NOI) leader
because of the controversy
surrounding the interpretaton
N.W. 1st Fir #691
of some of Min Farrakhan's
views m he U S
20005, March 1996
ueIty
"All of the principles that
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President Mandela hs outlined, we agreed with totally." Min
Furrakhan aid Islam is a reli&n which, if practiced, dittlow
racism, injustice, tyranny and oppression What you have to most
countriesAre potticians who become Headsof State, not teachers"the
NOI leadersaid of Pecs. Mandela "Mr. Mandela is, of course, a
poLtician, but becausehe has takenon thetask of a non-racitl society
and a (government)of national unity, be must be the print i pAl teacher
of hut
"To be a teachermeant you are going to erase ignorance We will
find that the worst enemy of man and mankind is neither White nor
Black, Christian, or Jew, or Muslim The worst enemy of us all is
ignorance. So. the whole human fumdyneeds a teacher, andevery
cation needs a Head of State like your*," Min Farrakhn said.
e delegationwhich met Pre. Mandelaand seven other Heads
of State in seven other African countries in just 12 days,
includes: the Rev Al Srimpson, a Chicago pastorand the only
minister personally ordained into the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr, Dr
Sarah Moten. international affairs representative of the
NationalCoutcdof Negro Women(NCNW), ThomasBarnes, former
Gary, Indiana Mayor and former President of the World Conference
of Mayors (Dr Meter and Mayor Barnes did not travel to Libya), Ali
Bagbdadi, Secretary of the U.S. Islatnic Pohltical Conference and
Fmal Call coluf
fat,
Leonard F. Muhommad, NOt Chief of Staff.
Akbar Muhammad,NCI International Representative,Dr Abdul Alan
Muhammad, NOI Minster of Henith;Sister Khadijsh Farrakhan, wife
of the NOI Leader, ard other family members and stiff
Prs Mandela--knownpopularly as "Mandiba, which is a title of
respect for hi family's ancestralname, and which translatesto mean
"Our Father"--is held in high esteemespecially by Black South
Africans because of "his statesmanship, his diplomacy." said
jounahst and pohtical observer Phyllis Crockett. "He is a politican.
but he's notjust a politician, he really is a leader."
Before coming to South Africa, the delegationmet with leaders in
seven African capital including Ghana--where Pens Jerry John
kawbngs has lent the full support of his government, as well us hi.
own personal diplomacy with other presidents--Liberia, Nigeria,
Libya, Senegal, The Gambia. and Zaire In troubled Liberia, where
a fractious civil war has resulted in a half milhon deathsand more
than a million refueea, the delegation met with five of the ix
membersof the ruheg Council of State. The sixth member-Charles
Taylor--telephonedMin Farrakhanbecausehe was not in thecountry
on the meeting date
In Libya, Col. Muammar Qsddafi, lrained the Million Man March
(MMM) "Your march was a test," he said ItwasastnoftheMin.
Farraklan, the NOI, and the operational unity of the organizers he
said "Praise be to Allah, you were successful in this examination
"America hascommitted atrocitiesagainstus," he said. identifying
hunslf and the Libyan peoplewith the plight of the worst off in the
U.S. society. "We should use these eventsto rally our people There
are many oppressedin America Some who are oppressedare not
Black. We still relate to them, although usually Blacks are the
oppressedones."
In Nigeria, the U S group paid its respectsto Head of State Gen
Sani Abachaandhis wife Maryam, on thetragic death of their oldest
non Ibrahim The 28-year-old, who had been helping organize the
Friendship Tour's visit to Nigeria, waskilled in a plane crash near his
home in Kamo, the day before the delegation amved in Africa. The
tour is expected to return to Nigeria for extens i-c, fact finding
meetings with government officiaLsandwith opponentsof the mditary

reg,me, including jaded 1993Presidential candidate,Chief M K 0
Abmla
Wtn askedto comment shout M Fasrrakhan's
delegationmeeting
with the leaders of Libya and Nigeria--two countries currently
subjected to the political scorn of the U S and other western
countries--Pres.Mandela wasemphatic "Well, thoseare the leaders
I have myself met
"Col Qaddafiis a man who has helpedthe anti-apartheidstruggle
i this country. I will take the first opportunity to meet hun again
becauseto us. he has been a pillar a strength," Pres Mandela-"Mandtas"--said "Gen Abacha. I have vited hun, had discussions
with has If he takesthe measureswhich are necessary for us agai
to openthe doors of communicationbetweenourselves. I will be the
first personto getin contact with him And this a the releaseof Chief
Abiola, Gen Obasanjo. and all the other people, pohtal activists,
trade unionists, religious leaderswho have been incarcerated,and of
course, the incroductionof democracy "
"I heard that Brother Mnammar Qaddafi did pledge a hundred
mdhon to a thousandmilhon--that's a billion dolars--to the empowerment of Blacks, Muslims and Arabs us the United States," Mm
Frrkhan saidat a pressconference. "Hedid not makethat statement
to me. but he did make t in a speech(delivered Sept 1, 1995 in
Tripoh) He did offer support We cannot be lobbyists. we are not
registered as lobbyists for any foreign power, but everybody of
consequenceis concerned about the political direction of the United
States. We are aLtoof that concern and this is why in America the
Muslim community has resolved to become more politically active
than we ever have been since the incetion of the Nation of Islam
"We intend to participatewith others in the recruitmentof eight
milhon qushfied but unregisteredBlack voters And if you may recal
us the last presidential election, less than 50 percent of those who
were eligible to vote actually voted. This is a sign to the wise that
there is great dissatisfaction inside America with the polticians and
the process.So we decided thit if we are going to rtake changethat
will benefit our brothers and sisters in Africa. the Middle East, the
Caribbean, Central and South America, and our brothers and sisters
inside the United States,we have to develop a third political force
"That force s not just Black, but it must beyu"with that strong
base of Blackvoting power wi;h Latinos, with Asians, with Arabs,
with Whites who feel left out of the process And by leveragingthat
kind of political force we believewe cancome up with an agendathat
is in the beatinterest not only of Blacks. but in thebest interest of all
of the peopleof America, and in thebest intrest of our brothers and
sitters throughout the world, who struggle against foreign policy
objectives that may not e ustheir best "mterest "
The delegation also met with Senega.ese Pres Abou Douf, with
Captain Yahya A J.J. Jamineh, Chairmtanof the ruhag AFPRC and
Headof Stateof the Repubc of The Gsmbia, andwith Pres Mobutu
SeseSeko. of Zaire; where Mm. Faerakhan reiteratedhow the march
themes of atonement and reconciliation are as much applicable to
Africans on the continent, as tey are to the sons and daughtersof
Africa us the U.S
This fint-ever private around-the-world tour by a Black leaderfrom
America who is being received on the level of a head of state, is
scheduledto reiterate thecall for a world-wide "Million Faimhs Day
of Atonementand Reconcthation." Oct 16. 1996.Other countrieson
the itinerary include. Mozambique, Zunhabwe, the Sudan, Syria,
Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia. th. United Arab Emirates, and Malaysia,
cotinumg through mid-February

of the Nigerian leg of !he trip. Farrakhhnis not mnan who can ire
bought or paid for If the white man can't buy me, and he's n hir
than Nigeria. then Nigeria doesn't standi chance M) itegrity is all
I have . I'm a messenger of truth and justice, I'm not a messingea
for aty government I want and hope to help r-olcde differences,"
he said
Equally in the ,uilan world, the official 'ed careil" has heeni
extended everywhere Mt Frrarhan hat gone At Capalown. South
Aflna. where that nation's oldest Islarm community resides. those
descendanta from Malaysian aneegrantacheered him when he spoke
at their mosque Ic met with the most distinguishedMushn scholars
everywhere he travclled
Throughout the Islamic protncr of Nigeria. the NOI leader was
cheered and honored hekno person front America, ecr tclotc--Black
or WVhite,Muslim. Chnstan. ltrhrew, or agnostic.
anMardui'un. Nigeria for example, Mm rrrakhan becaric onily
the nith person in the thousand ycar-plus history of Islam in that
region, to be honoredJti th a "Du)a"--a parade by tilusanitds of
Chief, anJarnor on horseback, eaci lioweing hs sword or spear
at respect -by the Shehu of Borm, who presidestiere Iiiprirortlalhe
Selassie. King George VI. Prince Charlesani LnJy Diana, arc among
the previous eight otsiders to rc
oivc
IDura
At lbaian. Nigcna--whre ihe Oim of lie, the leader of ine world's
:ti-iiilion Yoniha people. traces his seat of aulhority tIthie very
bcginning of time. when accordingg to the oral history the fniroitoi
descended front Ileasni tii [ho samespoI at lie Ile, lladtan "here the
palace sits today- Min I arrakhan as censtooled as Chir Ad
Farakhan, -Iron l rtiSource "
Although at home, some if Min larrakhan' c-ritics belittle his
icstoration ,f tie Message and nictitent of tic lion Elijah
Muhammad. as being not authentic " Islant, he wa%accordl high
honors in Saudi Arabia. the nation custodial of lie Islam's Jlolicst
Shrines MUt I'arrakhan's uhartrct executive tnt touched down at
Jcddah. its 19th destiation, oin tie 191h day of the Iloly Monlih of
Ramadan
At the Grand Moqu at the Kabah in Mecca, Arabia the reception
was Jistnguilicd Mt
'arrakhan and the 30 Muslim heivr
tea, cling with him were rercod by [tin !mam of it.r Italy Mosq.jc
it was met tiy the newly instillcd Prsidcnl of Rabta, t. World
MUshol Lcague As his pai peatin ied jtmrah(which is pilgritttage
inothtr than Ite Ilai sison), ho walked tust shnuhingdislante behind
the pary if Saudi Crown I mace Abdullah
And in Iran the NOI leader visited two sacredtombs in Isv, holy
cities
Farrakhan laid a wralh at the tomb of the "Faller of
lie modem I anit
Revolution, Ayaollah Khomeint who lied in
1989 tio spoke at thu theological school and toured lite library at
InmateKhmcin'e home town of Qon And he iated the tomb of
Alt, who was Islain's third Calph. alter the dealt if the Prophet t
tte city of Mlashhad.rhcre 12 million pjrins visit everyynar

Farrakhan, Sytian Muslin
Leaders Meet, Embrace
by Askia Muhainnad
(The Final Call)
(DAMASCUS, Syria--Fcb 17, I996)--Add another capital of
Islamic sholArship and leadcnahipto those where Nation of Islam
leader the Ion L.ouis Farrakhan htis won fnendi in the highest
councils of pitwer
'I knew something of you hiore," S)ttan President ilafer? Asad

tld the Njl leader ant SheikhAbrnad Kuftaro, te Gland Multi of
S, ra foltiting a three hour neetag in hishilltop office ouclooking
the historic city "But row I know more I behoive that I a sitting
bide a tni who is pious, and who ts tirldent at strugglig for his
cause As you said from the Qur'an 'in the end. right is alays
victorious over wrong '
Th Grand Mufh. thu ohief Islainic solar in this nation ot 18
million, added his own appicciation of the work being done by Mitn
arralhan to rapidly)spreadIslam in the United State Mushins fror
America, he satd, "used to come to us t) lon from us Now, we
need it come to ytu il i'.rn from you So. I say let'stalk l lMn
Farrakhan to take the mossa, of Islain, which alsotakes the tictsage
of the Christ and the teasage of Moses--tic Iasage of lhe
Abralamic religions " In 1966, during a visit to the J S , theGrand
Muft isitcd lite lIon Elsh Muhattmad, founder of the NOt i the
Ii S . at his home in Chicago
Mi Iarrakhan -Mr Mu'iamnnnad'sNational Reprcuentatve, who
is responsihle for reviving Mr Muhminad's wllk in the U S .and
who organt/cl tihehistoric Million Man March Oct 16. 1995 nraisol
the lral stage of his historic 20 nation African and Muam Wri I
Friendship Tour hereas the Islamic world celebrated ite Ioly MIairtlh
of Ratmndan's 'precious jewel," aI-Qadr, tic Night of Power
Ranadan is the Muslim seasonof fasting dunng tre da)light hours.
required of all adults angood heath Dei.nbcd itnthe Holy Qur'an as
-.. better than a thorusand months," the Night ol aflor it
,haractcrivct as being a nightof "ultimate contathctwreii heaven aind
earth,- by Bashar Safi it theSyria 7tnme It occurs doling the list 10
nights of Ramadan,often on the 27th night
Forhis part, a smile came over Mm I araklrn's fa(e when he was
asked his option of the pwrsonality of the Grand Mufti, at a pics
conference later "lie is in his teson, a national treasure lo the people
ol Syria, and to the whole Muslim wotld I see hint as a sintcrr
scholar lid warnor for Islam, and ic represents thc Icw riste f truth
and the new nse of Islam "
The Nation of slan leader was guest lecturer and was introduced
by Sheikh Kuftaro at lte Juiimah (aftemoon) prayer .romc at Abou
a l-NlurMosque The dclegalton from the U 5 . consisting of Ih
Rev At Sampson,pastor of I ermwod United Methodist Church i
Chicago, the only pastorpersonally ordLned into the leadcishipof tIe
Souhem Chltritin Leadership Conference ISCLC) by the Roc Dr
Mlittn L.uther tg. Jr himself, Dr Sarah Milen, aitern'honil
affairs adviser to National Council of Negro Women (NI'NWI
President Dr Dorothy lilcight, and several NOI officials- was te
t.uctl of the Grand Mufti and his Islamc fall Society, while:orsttmt
Syria
'We pra) and hope we (the Nation of Islam can h.iv strong
relitons
w'b Srm," Min Iarrakhan sai dunng hi meting wth
t
f res Asad "And w hip Syria has good relations with Amceria
We love Arnienca but we are eVlncteCid about her condtiott Sh is
drrng from an ticnailrrt So ,mth)our help we can eich the pelc
in itreU S , and we can hlp Anerica be a super-power of justice and
not a soipcrol"till
rcr
ant
r ocapn%"
Still, oteNOI leader faces px ssible Congressional or sttgaion,
and charges that he itol,ed five U S laws, which could result in a
29-yearperson cnn When asked at the press conferencehow he wil
-nfront any legal :harges againsthim. hm I'arrakhan wasetephatte
"Thee areIrndges that one must cros, but one cannotcrossa bridge
till he gets to it I will have in e what awaits te
"But I am confidentthat I tll America with Allah going before me.
comig behindnie, and surroundug ne And I go back to Arnenca

Farrakhan's World Tour
By Askia Muhammad
(The Final Call)
ITEIRAN. Iran -Feb II, 1996)--It was the most historic ohservanceever of the victory of theIslamic Revolution in Inn In addition
to its coinciding with the anniversary from antiquity of the death of
Ali. a companionof ProphetMuhamnad anda highly reveredmartyr
among Iranian Mutlin, the 17th anniversarycelebration of the
modern Islamic Revolution in Iran featured its first non-Irmnion
speaker
"We arc here to pay tri-utc to one of the greatest spiritual
revolutionsin the world," Min Louis Fareskhan.leaderof the Nation
of Islam (NOI) in America said to more than five million peopleat
A,,adi (ircedom) Square here, and to tens of millions note watching
on television throughout thenation "Allah calledupon Ian to execute
the will of God, the Qur'an. ani Prophet Muhammad. peace he upon
hun Iran is now in the vat guard if the Islamic revolution sweeping
ihe earth " Ic was flhanke on the speaker'splatform by Iranian
ticsident Ah Akhsr tlashemi Rafsanjani and several other ifluential
clergymen
lic was not simply the first Black person ever prennttectto speak
on ihe official anniversary program Indced, his honor at being ihe
hrst non Iraian to he accorded thai station since supporters of
Ayatollah Ruhols Khomeini swept Shah Rc/a Pahlavi from the
Peacock Thionc in 1979was increased one-hundred fold, btccuse of
the httter contempt it which the people of this ancient and pcoud
civilic/tc n hld the American government
Itours Liter Min Iairahhaonadded a revealig perspectiveto his
Work "There 13 Verse ,if %lC.1fiore
from the Bible," he amidin the
IIvly 'ty of Msshhad, "thai reads 'A prophetis not without honor
except in his own house ' Eversince we embarked on this world tour,
we a a delegation anti I personallyas the headof this delegation have
ben honored it every country imtowhich e hav F nc "
Mm I-arrakhAn--andhis delegation. consisting of the Rrv At
Shripson. Pastor of 'crowood United Mrthodis. Chuch in Chicago,
the only pastorpersonally ordainedinto the leadership of the
Icuther
Christian leadership Conference (SC[ C' by the Rev Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr himalf, retired Illinois Rcp Gus Savage(who let
in Senegal),reitred Gary, Indiana Mayor and former president (if the
World C(onfcrencrof Mayors, thomas Barnes (who left io South
Africa), Dr Sarah Motcn (who did not travel to Libya or len),
enteraional affairs adviser to National Council of Negro Women
(NCNW) President Dr Dorothy light, and severalNOI officols-.
war accorded the honors tri a head of state in each and every nation
he visited But at home inembers of Congressarccalling for his arrest
andimprisonment
In Nigeri, no door was closed to
the convener of the historic 1995
Million Man March on Washington Mm FarokhA nier Htead of
StateGen Sani Ahacha, 1993 presidential candidate Chief M K 0
Ahols, Foreign Minister Tom Ikhimt, anda host of othtr government
officials
The voices of discontentedNigeriansall over the world must be
given a chanceto speaktheir hnrt andthe Nigerian governmentmust
addresstheir concerns with justice. he saidduring a pressconference
at the Nigerian Institute for International Affairs Feb 7 But those
voices mut not allow themselvesto he stooges for wicked forcesthat
seek to destabilze one of the strongest countries on the African
continent, he amid
"1 think the (Seni) Ahacharegime should be given a chance to

he said, referring to die
move this country toward democracy."
u-terim g'ecrnment of Generatl
Sam Ahacha, who assumed
power in
1993 following the annulmentof an election process
that would have
lee i civilian rule "ifPresidentAhacha is askingfor threeyears to
lays foundation for democracy, what right doeaAmerica or anyother
governmenthaveto sy thi he mustdo at inoneor two year?
"Terenareoutside forces that manipulateeirccmmstaroai every
government in Africa tohelp them to stay weak so theycannever
gain control of themselves If youwipe out Nigeria, then all of Africa
hoenmesaplaygroundagainfor Europe o the 21stCentnry,".
m..,r

The praso conference was held at the conclusion of Minister
Fseratchan'sNigerian legif his World Friendship Tour The tour,
which began )an 17 will eventually take hin to some 23 countries in
Africa andthe Middle FAst where he andhia delegationare spridmg
the spirit of the Mdihn Man March and proposing a World tDayof
Atonementfor Oct 16.199%.
The internationalcommunity, particularly the U S and Britain. has
been calling for sanclions and other prcisures against Nigeria
following the annulment
of 1993elections and allegedhuman rights
violations last Novemberpressureincteaeae- dramatically following
therencutionsthe nimeminority Ogonmiactmalts,including writer Ken
Saro-Wtwa Mr Saso-Wiwaand the others were convicted of
murdermg four Ogon chiefs
who wereaccusedbyMr, Saro-Wiwa if
collahoratmg with the central government, ant with Shell OilCo
Shell and the government areaccused of polluting the region's
environment
while doing kttle forthepeople whore lives
ar disrupted
by thepetroleum operations

Mr
metwithChiefMahood Ahiil
bAhiola
tis rn detainedand is awaiting a trtlon charges
of treason because he declared himself Presidentof tae
countryand attempted to put into placehis own
Musaphaalthan

government, despite the fact that his June, 199"3presidentialelection
hadbeendeclared illegal bytwo SupremeCourtrulings and snnulled
hy then military ruler Gen IbrhimBahangida
"Wesaw Chief Ahiols and we heardwhat he had itsayandwe ar
cotlmparg what he said with what we have heard from membersuc
the govemient,* Mm tariakhan toldthe press conference 'tic
spokevery openly, very frankly anolvery forthrightly All ofus were
impressedwith hun
'I cannotsaywith truth that thediscussion we hadwh government
will lead to Chief Ahiola's release We desire his releaseanlwe hope
eoon
he will berelcnsed,butof coursethere are conditions," he said,
explaing that one condition is that Chief Abiola giveup theideathat

tr won the elretion and agree tolet thehrv-year process
conmnue
Mim Farrakhan also announcedthat he and his delegation had
visited Ogoniland. butthe trip was too hmf to draw conclusion
Duringthe four-hour stop, delegates vested the sie where the four
chiefs were murdered and talked with several
eye-witnesscs Mat
arrakhn pledged, however, to send a team cf journalists hack in
several weeksto talk with all partnisinvolved, uluding Mr SaroWiwas'slawyers. wtnesseas ndmembersof Mr Saro-Wiwa's
activist
groupMOSOP
"fhere is nothing we can do to bringKen Sam-Wiwaback The
only thing we can do is speakthe truth based on what we find. .
hoping that the truth
will lead, if there arehuman rightsabuses,
to
correction,' Mm Farrklcan said
Answering the intent
" of one reponer's question,
Mu Farsalchan
saidthat while the Nigerian governmenthelped to sponsor a portion
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the "me way I left
Allahias uffihcnt
forme, and I fearnotthe
censure of any censurer, because my duty itnotto please the
government of theUnited States. My duty ia to ptcasc AllahAnd I
am aupremly confidcnt that Allah ia plans d with my inp, and
pleased with my words Forany word that helps to hind that which
was broken and heal that which was wounded. and unite hat which
wa disunited pleaaeaAllah, but it displeascatheenrmira of Allah
"And so. the Conatitution guaranteesme freedom of religion.
freedom of saasmbly,that I have thenght of freedom f association
So, Idon't know what lawIhaveoffendedButIleave that to curts
and to lawyer
I will let
them arguethaiBut I will say very
candidly, the more thy make trouble for me. the morn Allah vill
make trouble for them

Islamic Nations Welcome
Muslims From the 'West'
by AsklaMuhanimmad
(The FinalCall)
(KUALA LIUMPUR, Malaysia I cfl 22, 1996)--'ihc
myth of
rcjcion of Ie followers of the honorable
ihijah Muhammad by the
world's Islamic nations
hasbeen rclcgal.n to the trash bin of tist ory
by the World t ncnhhtbi
tour of Mtiiter louts IarrakhanInstead,
Min Iout Iarrikh~n is beig heic as anessential component inthe
world revival
of island sthc new supctpiwcr inthe 2lst 'cntury "
from the IfhlyCity Mecca, to the capital of Iran's 17-year
old
Islamic "revolution," to ancient Iaghdad, I.antacus, and litantul,
the
wclcnncaccodcdto the Nation of Islaii leader wasequalto thit
of
a teamedhead if state of a rcpcotcd
Muslim nation
After diplomatic and political victory, afteriintitg viclO-y in
Africa froim
Caitown to(he Mditetrran-ian-Mii
arakan won
friends
and opetdl previously Iocked
dimr in the tfficial Muslim
capilsas well Arriving for"Utnrah"
(Pilgiig n oeither than
official
"llall"
eason)
at therandyd Miutlie in Mecca during Ihcni;ht
oil
the21t dayif Ramadan, Min Iarrkhan was received inprivate
chiaibcrs by the Imati of the Grand Moque and by tie new
Presidentl ,f ebat the World Mutlhn League who flew to Mc(a
fint Medina,when he learned that Mm Farraklhan
would be Ihrec.
When the NOI leader and 29 oter bclcvcrtcompleted the
"Tawaf," t secve circuits aroundthe Ilack StoneattheKa'bah,and
procccded t) martc(as Ilajgar, wile of Prophet
Abraham andmother
of Ithiacal
baddone centuries ago anti as hundreds of millions ol
Pilgrims t ,s..
donesince bcWcen the hill ofSalt Masta. tits
party
wasjust few stepsbehind Saudi Arabian Crown Prince Aidallah And
hisentiurage
of
150,
drinking
water
front
the
lcguidary
'Vell
if
"

and the tirsage of Moses- the mesaagecof the Abrahamicreligion.
Thc Syrian ac-oar offcroJ a cultural "treaty," including hundreds
ofEiholarshipt for young men And women from the U S at the
Islamic Call Society Academy he founded in Damascus Min
I-artakhn was goest lecturer and was introduced by Sheikh Kufao
at Jummah (lrda) afternoon) prayets at Abou tlNour Mosque.
"We pray and hope we (the Nation of Islam) can have strong
retil
ain with Syna," in Farrakhan said during his mining with
Pret Atad "And we hope Syria will develop good rclattons wilh
Arncrt:a Ateioca is a tseat miatton,but we arc conceccd about tier
condition She it dying frm amtinternal rot With your help we cal
reachthe peoplein the U S , aid Pocssihlyhelp America. if she wouli
listen, become asui r piwcr of justice arid not s super power ol
wealth and weapons*
In Iran, Mii larrakban lait a wreath at the tornh of Ayatollah
Ruhola Khomeini, and lectures at tie llantic Unvcrsily in tmalum
Khomeii's hometown.the ffly City Qom At he Iranian lImlt>City
of Mashhad-where 12i
hoo plgntms eact year itthe toiob if
FmanmReiA--M
Parrakhanand hit party were shown many of the
wondcri of that ancient city Anong thos Ireasuircs was the olctes
known Bitle, a 2,000 year old itn itcripl it) theoriginal llcthrcw tcn.
one of million. of volumes in the u!lra mnodrn lihrary there
"I A in Iran to pay tribute to (In of lh greatealipartial
rcvolhuiunniin modern world hitlory " Min farrakthantld uorc than
5 million people gathered at Aaili (Frccdoi) Square for the l7th
annivcretry of the Islaic Revolution ini n,and to len iif millions
tore wat uhig throughoutthe nation on teclviion "i itic ioble
brothers and sisters of tan, we want youto know we ic very puoud
"
that Islam is truly cl cahhcd
in Iran, ,ilh an Islatic . elubhlc'
The political stagnmation
anti decline i other Patti if the NIottitut
rold
today, Mit I arrakthan sa3., it because leaders inmhanu..
raions have devaneut from Ice right path "f1c prhilcm in the
Mushlimworld IIstncrica.
nor isat 1, rael. nor in it the Wtt," htc
saldafier Iranuini grccted hurt witi the chant "death
death to Israel *
"Ihe probleir in

cI Anurrica.

lueMutlhm %,orld it tiht our woild has dcvnmt

froi he path of Fitophel Muhammad andi thteaching o thc IIfly
Qur'an Allah sent isl Inain Khomct Ino guidesit, lead t,* Iranan
peol

on thc strail mt
path Iran is now he vanguard of th Ihlaut
'

revolution sweeping tho earth
"I'nium Khlommn live iitheihctar

and ttcndi ot Mulrit

ihroughout the worlh Allah has called upon Iran I execute thewill
if oi, the Quir'anand t uocli Muhouniad" he satid
The Afican ani Pliushti World lour coicided wilh Ihe Iuhit
world's celebration of she

ily

Mmnlthof Ramadan,
teI

Z~m Zlin

itlig

The commentsof Syrian Prcsadent lafe, al-Asad were t)IOcal
of
the ac ladcs Mn FA'-rakhan heardin theIslamic world 'Iknew
aomethilng
if you before,' Pretcnt Assail tiol the NOt leader anut
SheikhAltirad Kufaro, theGrand Muftiof Syria allowing
a thiie
ot meeting i tin hilltop
office ovrlokinglhchitorccity 'lit
n(OnI know more I believe
I &ntsiltingbcsidc, man who it
Piou,
arid u-hoit stridctt intruggling forhitcause As yiusaid front the
Qur'at 'Inthcend,right always vctronus overwrong
Thc Grand iuiltih. ht chief Islamic Scholarinthat nation of 18
million eddd his own appreciation of the work being dune iy MNn
Farrakhan
'orapidly spread Islam inthe U S Muslunsfrom Aticrica,
he said, "utuc it)
com to ustolearn
from ii Now, we e
needto or
m
to you to eam fromyou So. I say,let's tak In Mm I arrakthin Ii
take the rtcatage of Islam. which also takes the messageofthe flirio

citolclud o Ihe
t
in
obsrcvant
tost
lantic countilc
dac. of Ramadan, a very ipsmc.al
time

if

teason

duringdaylight hourn requirctlofall adults in :Oodhcahih, aud
during he tai
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The tour wat inpircd by tIheaciccss of the Oct 1, 1995 Mihlion
Man ltarcthandDay if Rcptiunthiliy, Rccolhatico and AMcnicirn.
anti wa used y Min I aitakhan ti chs
World 03y (il Aioncinci
Oct 16, 1996
"

'lurkey hm
with Pluf

Iarrakhan nttik

Nc.ticlf

Pary, whi.h Inc th

world widcesupprtt for a

tip an iuncdjtii

Lrakan, leader of
ih

frcrlJlmip

Islanc "Welfare"

largest number of parliamentaryacatcki

recent national clcicons in that NATO) iieber country
in Ankara,Ihe
I ncvcr said Ilt brng clown Atrcrca." ie taid
Turkih capital in answer to a question about lm
domiating
uther religion%in lhe IJ S "Ancrita is like a modern Pharaoh Allah
raised l'haraoh to be alc

todemonstrated Il% Iwer, whcn Pharaoht
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wasbroughtdown Allahis av ng America the modernm sby n'o.for Himself

"With Irn's Presildnt Raftanjan," he said, "and w.th the other
ayatollahs of Iran. we discussed reconclation 'They agrrd it,
acceleratethe pace of reconclition Saddam il osem shared his
willigness to rconie with Iran, with Kuwait. winhthe United Arab
L|mcpates.nd
wth Saudi Arabia, fie allowed us to travel on a road
(to theSyrian border) that had not been uscd in six years In trdter it
muke the arrangements he had ti personal call the Prsdecrit ol
Syria
In the recent eec:on, he said, *'furk voted their concience Turks
must now decide whether or not to lie under than&la
tIlaimc la.,) It
is not for Louia Friakhan to dcide or even to comment ofn It
Turkey dctdcs to return to faith, it will returnto her former glory
Ia is not an extremist faith If turkey turn$ait 114n1, Christians,
and intellctnials will he protr."tci
women, racial menonties
The very special reception for the I S Mulim leader was
heightened i the Islamic world because he ws in that partc(f the
world during the rime of '&IQadr, the Night of Power " )ecrihed
in the IHl Qur'an as ".F better than a thousand months," the Night
of Power is charactereed as being a night of "ultimate contact
ictwcn hravc and earah," by Bilahr Saih in the Sorian Tlses It is
caid to occur dring the Last O night of Ramadan,on one of the odd
numberednilis, cftn on the 27th night
v n in ,raq, shattered by the effect of the 1990 Pcrian Gulf
Waeroia ubeetprileic'e

ssnicccns.eichbargorea aodehe

free ring of Iarq assetsen banks around the world, there was
a warm Islaaic reception for Mian I rrakhan Despite
wedesprirad suffering among children, the sick, wfhernenand
moat vulncrable, Mm |arrakhan iet for more than an hour
with Iraqi PresidentSaddamIfussem
At the conclusion of Ramadan, Min arrakhanaddressedthe Fid
ul Fior at Istnbul, Turkey's grand 'Dlue Mosque," the Mosque if
Saladdin lie concluded
his remarksand remainedIo shakehands with
Ihouisand of celebrants--many of whom kissed his hand- in this
Islamic nation with a itaitly European population
[vn in Malaysia en the far-off South ('hina Sea, where Mm
Firrakhan's official aparifcatnces
only included an address o 200
student from around the world at the Islamic academy here, his
messsgc was Opiealand hopeful, like his rewarks to each group of
students to which he spoke
America saysahe'sthe only superpowerlet," he told one student
gathering "But she better look again Islam is the nect world
superpower, and you will be the leaders of that world. o get into
your book. study All of your countriesawaityour growth Sohurry
Study hard Put theword of Alla. deep into your hearts
"let the blood that runs through your veins, coursing into your
brain carry energy to give vision to you, that each one of you may
become like the Prophet hinclf, one nan crating a revolution that
swc(Athe earth One great scholar, creating a revolution in your
courrrv Not a revolution with the gun, for Allah says, he will never
changethe conditionof a people until they change their hea,ts
"flow many of you will say, I will be like ProphetMuhammac ated
createa newworld of Islam?
Will you do it Will you do it? Will you
0
do it? Will we all do e ' he soulpointing around the room to a
swelling chorus of cheers "And si, ie is done May Allahbless you
May Allahblessall of your teachers May Allah blesseach andevery
one of you to he the beat Muslem you can be to changethi world so
that never, ever agan will we ever think about our color, our hair,
our lips,our nationality, We wil only think of one thing, and that ia

Ailsi says, le created every hiuilan toeg toc a hlsiri "
Iticncvil naiuc: of thtcimnnmgandthe quality of theWorld liur
and the cmbrace of Min I arrokhan by the liinc world is so
illucicairCdby the 1l1laih Isaying if i'ropticl Maharnilmadi ilsit was
skated ly the Imractmi led the Nation ol slam Pilgrlna though i1n
trectnieta (if "Umrah"at Mca Ax we draik waterltor the
VecIcfl /acm I.sm he told us, Prophet Muhamiad (llItll) said 'To
liehnrirah dtrmg Ramadan is like making flajj wmhmie
fbe Jlo1 hing four artirlee lIke the pric ednuefivl c.,re wrten
during tin unrrecJioiey after the fiour Ther ro ti Is "From Capitl
Ill' are my opinion colunn. t which pperar in Ihce Warhic'ic,,i
Informer, New York Daily Cha lenge. Newark. NJ ('ity News, uw
lire SacramentoObserver newrpapers

Iri
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Farrakhan's African Friendhsip Tour
by Askil Mihmnead
I find it totally incomprehensible that a member clf the UI S
Coniieas could havethe urnmitigated
gaol ritricue the 1i6 Afriacan
and Muslim World Friendship Tour of Mioister Iocis i|lahican
More than a dozen African and trlareic nations ar: on the itiritary.
and in each Capital. Min lairrakhan is reeivc
nrinl
acoidcd the

respectof a visiting head of stale
Hut Rep Peter King (R-NY) is,
foria lng timec, defiet
comprehenaion,as far Asthe Nation if slai, leaderis c, ncemed lic
has fought againstunarmel Muslim security guairdlsparolling and
making safe previously out of control public housing ciniplexcs lie
biastl of this folly, even though unnecessary deathshave riccurcd et
the complexesonce the Muslim guards banelien tencovicc
Now Rep King threatensio subpoenathe Min Firrahhan to istify
before somehlcouse
Sibcommitee or another, regardingthe Minister's

eeaings 'cth his ilrothcr African and Muslem Leadcts Rep King
sayathat Min Farrahhan his ouldone himelf by inetin with ib)lin
leader Muarmar Qaddafi On the contrary, ie is Rep King who hac
outdone himself in this case
lTos lookAt this situation briefly

Min

airikahan is

Son if the

African soil and a Muslime whoretirncd to the African continentin
the wake of thelargeatmobilition of African iopcle in American (if
not world) history--the Million Man March Last (iiohr
Muammar Qddafi i
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a Son of Africa and a Muslim, who proudly

declareshimself to be in soldarily with African people in Anceita,
andwith theoppressed peoplein America and throughout theworld
Whst's wrong with those two brothers meeting, and embracing"
Is Mm Farrakhan suspected of aorugzling illegal drugs out ot
Libya into the United Siatea? No Libya has never beec accusedof
being a dnrg producer, supplier, or trans-shrpmentipoint
Is Min Farrakhan suspected of smuggling super computis out
America into the handsof the Libyan leader? No Ih Mn

ctf

Farrakhan

suspected of spying and com romising American military icr
p
diplomatic secretsfor the advantage of those outside of Amrica? No
Ieas Men

Farrakhon gone outside of the country anti subjected

Anerrca too he stiignge riticiam it dcens
for ir policies that aflict
the poor. the elderly, and theneedy? No, he has norspokenone harsh
word against America's dilbolcal policies, though he's spokenin
dozens and dorcns of cities, in mosque., in schools,

government

Well just whstto it that Mm Fariakhan asreally -guilty' of doing

As a result of theenormous respect that
he named by calligfor
and causing no happen (waiththehelp of Almighty God) theMillion
Man March, Mm Fareskhan isnow tire pre-eminent
leader and
spokesrmanamongAfricanAmerican people, period When Louis
now, people listen
So, when Min Parrakhangoes
Frrakhantalks
abroad,he is carrying with him he "GOODWILL'" of theBlack
peopleof Amenca Blackpeoplelove andreapectha, and waill look
withnew vision inthedireclioca Min Farrahandirects our gate
This iswhat Amenca'sstus-quo-ekersfear
Old "impenalist thmkers" like Rep King, who want to at oill
Black leadcri--both in Africa and an America-as obsequiousand
dodcte.
can't standthe idea of an independent Black man hkeMa,
Farrakhan, rentig with an independent African leader likeCol
Qaddafi
Irnically, and I'm sure thiswill only further Infuriate the Rep
Peter
King'sof the world, Min I'srrakhan has receoed thesame
warm greetingfromSouth African PresidentNelsonMandelA, from
Senegal's Pres Ahou Drouf, from Ghana'sPres Jerry Rawlings.
from Nigeria's Gen Sam Abacis. from Motambiquc's President,
from thePrrcscnt of the Gambia, from thePresilential Ruling
Council of (Itberca
I think Rep King should attendtomorepressing legiltive mattr
in
havingto do with thelack of heat andelectricity aiong the ('tor
rather
than chasing aferMrn Farrakhan who has fund
America,
BlueSkies, and 80degree eiirre ratlres everywhere he's travelled
Because. likelr'e,
Ralbit iii the "boar patchIin lice UncleRemus
stores.
I dn't thinkRep King wants Icrthrow[ic articulate Mm
Farrkhan to front
ofthe world's
camerasagaitecitfyrog tin ('aptil
Fill I would rnly fulfill the mandate of the lion (hjath Muhammad,
to "Put theMuslim Program beforetire ('ongreas " And then,the
genie of the Islamic nissage resouning in theCiouncil's ofPower,
again
outofthe botle. never Ioreturn
woulhbetruly
From Capitol
(Fill,
Fer 15,1996

Farrakhan, The African and
Muslim Worlds & America
By Aiskia Muhammad
Following
Irs unpiocetritl icrcption
asthe featuredspeaker itthe
1llhAnniversarycelebration oftheVictory
oftheIslamic Rcvolutron
to Tehran, Iran on Vcb II. 1996, Minister Louis I
Frrakhanaddeda
revealing pespciciveto hiswork
'he Nation of (slamleader was 1otsimply [tie fustBlack person
tospicak to (he five
milhonIraniso assemled fromall
ever prnnlttcd
pcres
of rte vast Islamic Republic that day lie was Indeel, rhefirst
non Iranian ever bt
e accorded inmthon r since supporticir of
Ayastllsh RuholaKhorncin sweptShah Rcia Pahlavofroin the
Paoak Thrce ie 1979 Tr clngis he waswithian Aerican
paasno., the ionorwasIncreased
tne hundredfold,
because ifthe
titter conteipt inwhich 1heAmerican goveinient is hll by the
people ofthat ancient and proud ivilihaltin
"Ther is a verseof scrilpur fror theBbhlc. lie sat.I later
that
day in the (Foly City of Mashhad, "that reads 'A procle is rio
haled ton
without honor ecep in hisown house ' lversince
we
this world tour.
we as a delegationand I petsonsIllyas theheadof fhis
delegation havehen honoredin everycountry
into hlich
wc have
gone
Rev AI
hs
delegation.
consasring
of
the
Mm Farrakhn--and
Sampson, pastorof Femwood unitedMethodist
Church in Clicago,
thcrn
theonly pastorpersonally ordained mIntheleadershipoftheS...

Christen Leadership Conference (SCLC) by the Be Dr Martin
[other King. Jr himself, tired Illinois Rep Gus Savage (who left
in Senegal), retired Gary, Indiana Mayor and former presidentof the
World Conference of Mayors, Thomas Barneis(who left in South
Africa), Dr Sarah Mcten (who did not travel to Libya or Iran),
international affairs adviser to National Council of Negro Women
(NCNW) Presrdent Dr )orothy weight,
and severalNOI officials-was accordedthe honorsof a head of state in each and every nation
he visited
Africa, no door was closed to the convener of the historc
1995Million Man March on Washngton Mm 'arrakhan mi
in Ghana,Prea terry Rawlings, in Nigeria, lead of StlateGen
Sam Abacha. 1993prcidental candidate('tuef M K 0 Abila,
Foreign Minrster Tom lihimi. and a host of other government
officials [n libya lead of State Mummar Qaddafi, received
the delegationat hia tent in tie Aznza barracks in Tripoli, spending
the enre afternoon conferring, meeting, discussing, praying, even
taking Pictures In lhibrria, Senegal, Zaire, The Gambia.
Moiattltqo, 'the Sudan, the reception was thc same each Flead of
Statereceived Min Farrakhanas a peer
Even in South Africa, whereattacks on the Mushi leader frot
Whitecerticswere mont icnse, Prcs Nelon Mandelarc.cived Mn
F'arrakhianandhisentourageat hi private reidtcence in the Ioughyion
strictt of Johannesburg, where lie receives nly his moat
distnguished state visiotrs Despite unrelenting pressure on lies
Mandela In hiiilscc himself ftr his guest, he rod reporters
follwing ticshou-Iong irictg with im larrakhan "Therewas no
issue doorarose.onnhlch therewas a disagreement ,le hasenplmcd
his 105i0n
li% ews are identcal wth tre principles that I put
"
forward
IFqilally in the Mulim wold, the royal "ren carpel" was exlnded
everywhere Mm Fartakhan went At CaprIniti, SouthAfric. where
th
action'soldrsl Islamic communityrcsilcs, thoscdi-ccndant froni
Maloyaran immigrants cheered him Throughout the Islamic provinces
.f Nigeria. the NOI Icader was cheered and honored lhkeno person
from America, ever bcfocre--Blck or White, Mult,. Chrstian,
Ilcbrcw, ciragnostic
In Bomit
Staie. Nigeria for example.Mm Farrakhan becan only
'tire
*r
-,-son in the ihousand-year-ilus history of Islat in thit
region,it, Ice honored with a "[)uria'- a parade by thousandsof
Chief, and wajrors tn horseback. each lowering his sword or spcar
in respect-by Iho Shchu of Bornc Emperor Ilarlic Selatie. King
Gnre VI, Prince(Charlcsand Lady Diana, and the Prime Minister
if Canadaare amongthe previous tight outsider to receive a lurha
At Ihadan, Nigena -where the Ooni ol Ife. the leaderof tlie world's
3&fmillion Yoruba piopic, traces his seat of authority to the very
beginning if ime whenthe first (inl descconde accordingg to the
oral history) froi Icacrr tiothe sam sixl atci ifc. liadan 'here
the Palace sts itody Mi I arrakhan was cntoolcd as Chicf Ad
I arraktisn, "lrom Ilie Source "
Although at home, Mtm I arrabkhAn'scritics belittle his rosoralion
ol the Message oft Ito on Llhjah Muharnmad, as bting iot
authenic" Islm, ho wasaccorded high honors in Saudi Arabia, the
nation custodian of the hlart's Ioliest Shrinea Mm frrakhan's
ha ered excutive ict oucliid down at Jedidah.its 19th dcstiation
on tie 19h day f tie Ilciy Monlh of Ramadan At the Grand
Mosque at the Kahah in Mecca, Arabia, the reccliion was
dilhngualihd Min Farrakhan Anilthe 10 Muslim beltevers traveling
with hin were reccocd iy the Imat of the loly Mosque lie was
e
it (y the nc.ly installed r sidentst of Rahata, The World Muslim

I
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League As his party performed Umrsh (which is pilgnrnageinother
than the ilsjj season), ho walked just shouting distancbchiodthe
party of Saudi Crown Prince At'dullah
In every foreign land inwhich he's traveled, the Nation of Islarn
leaderhasbeen honored, but at home, ho ithe subject of slandct. he
isreviled, he is threatenedwith impnsiornent Indeed, -A prophetis
not without honor. except in his own house " But as surely as Min
Farrukhanwalked inthe footstepsof Dr Martin Luther King. Jr ,
ascendiog to the -mountaintop" of leadership of thepoor, the
downtroddrn, the deacondants of -love* io America, by his
organization of the Million Man Mar.h. last Oct 16.then this
African and Muslim World Fnendahip Tour in which he is accorded
the statusof lead of Stae in sio rany fratcmal capitals, findshim
walking now in the footsteps towardthe pinnacle.
the Seat of the
lionEljahMuhammadhimself
Iti &wondrous thing,
even if in Anericamoslt,
perceive
it no
From Capitol hill, Feb 22. 1996

Sanctions or Genocide Against Iraq?
by Askia Mtlhanmtad
Iiir historic aroundthe-world African ani Muslim World
Iricndtlp lourledby the Ihin Min Lous larrakhan
ravcedtl I
exotic
far tff lands Sonic of the sights we saw were wondious to
hliold, the stuff dreamt arc made tf But there is one haunting
nightmare he impact of U S sanctionson the health. noirition and
environment
ofIraq
While the intention is topunishtheIraqi political
leadership. and
Iobnng down the governmentofPrsident SaddainIlusst.ti, the real
effect ofthe pain in
eritit
is felt mostly hy children, those who are
iinoccnl, most vulnerable In addition,
the PrcsidCntenjoys a special
itra political advantage
inthe landwhichprices
itselftn be'iithe
citinodin ofoine oftwoiknown l cksif Prilrophet Muhanuin 'iatr
tIcis often inirtlduceidAsa grandson" (ora dircidcsccndanl)
of the
Prophet
himself
Meanwhile,
the latest data cillcc
ld by Iraq'a Ministry iflicalth
land subitted tofor rerification ito theWorld eltlhh Organiration
IWIIOI) sliws that "bettecn August.1990 and July, 1995a total
of
612,500 ipoptlof all ages dienfir various reasons
aa result (if
delayed eflicts of thesanctions " haq dcatriltes thatloll in gim
terms, in a reportprepared

by the Ministry of Culture and

Information last October
- rhc United Stales.
Britain, and thecountnrs

allied with hem have
committc.d a war if genocideagaust the peopleofIraq they imiosed
andindeedarcstill
imposing a .tomptrhcnhive
packageofeconomic
sanctions
that included even the supply if foodltufft
and medicines
with thecplil puro c ofdepriving tielocple of thiscountry
of
their
moit basic needs
"Ihe nuilittonal situation (i thethldrei, under five years if age,
the mostvulnerable
grouip.
isparticularly alariug Iherehasbeen

even purchase itemsthat are not on he snctlioned list
Billions of dollars in Iraqi assessarc frozen io banks abrc
Ilundreds of millions of dollars worth of merchandise that Iraq I
paid for. cannotbe delivered Billiona of dollars of low-miterA lo t
made to African countries when Irai had rich currency surplus
cannot be paid back in merchandise- -often at pricca equivalent It,
pennies on the dollar, to Iraq's disadvantage--because
of pressure
front the U S and England
At Baghdlad's
SaddamChildren's Hospital, Mm iratieihhan wat
shown emacatedchildren, others suffering from leukemia(possibly
causedby dcayed uraniumusid n allied weapons), andital-nurtured
chddren in constantpain, lying on dingy sheets,often just waiting to
die Hospital authoritiescomplainthat there is no medicine, there arc
no supplies (gloves, intravenous devices, ric ). and that Potential
patients often don't even come to the hospitals becausethere is so
tih- , te of successfultreatment People wouldlust ratherkeeptheir
loved oies at home. ratherthan takethemio a hospital. simply to die
Biecatse of sanctions, hospital officials complain, rlectric imwer
must thc shuitdown after only 10 hours per day in most Iraqi cities A
half dozes patients hane died on their oporatiig tahlcls tis year,
offiia',s cporl. whentower wascut andback-tip generators(ailed ito
maintain life-support equipment Practically all iipvrations-INCLUDING tooth extraclions--arc pcrhofrmudwithout anesthetics
Most surgery, hospital officials said, begins and ends without pain
killers, with drus usetdonly during the surgical prcedurr itsell
Bcause of what U N sanctions monitors describe
"ual
d
purse " use of a variey of items. some if the tmost innocuous
products cannot be imported Includcd on tie list arc lod shc,"ts
matter, laid forioncils Slirit cat he used t nake shist or nitay
uniforis. it is said Papet can also support industry rather than
exclusively suppotlinghumrianitarian purposes(tine quarterly newslIcer
published by a Btaghdadmosquehas not (cen produced in more than
two years) Pven protce grown in surplus in one Iraqi ares cannot
be transportedhy truck to another rea where it is needed, because
san tions nionilots complain thai trucks can be used to tIrnslrtt
Irootips Even lheimportation of powdered milk hasbeen affect"l by

P

"doil purpose" and currencyreitictions

When powdercdinilk was

available to needy children, then it was only by prescription
(imafn desiempiiiinskr (lie "huy) to Miteccaare restrcted
because of Iraq's lack of hard currency Even funds frozen in
Saudi Arabia. cannot be used by Iraqi tflicials t, pay for
their cities
to tiavel ti fulfill the obligatory pillar if lhe
Islatni faith
And lest anyone think Ihat lie ongoing negotiationsat tie
UntecdNatiois to prmttil
lttmied saleof Iraqi oil for humanitarian
pitrchacs cictprsnts a tosible breakthrough. don't count tin ii In
fact, for cvery billion dollars in oil sales which would ce perititlel
every thre months, only about 20 Perctn oftit wouhl b

usedby the

a %harpand%lynlicanit
increase
inltecases of ictvrmalnutrition and

couiitry itsllf, afci rcparathon, payninis for 11N ptaccketcting
Irtoops. adnnttni trion, atid the like arc deducted front the tip
'The Itiotin line is thatsanctions, wheneverthey are ini)sed., only

related syndionies, and ofProtein, caltire andvilanin dl'ci.eciS
the numbertif
casesrepited frtim August 1990 to July 1995totaled

hurt the neediest pceplc, and do little to changethe political landscape
if Ihe targeted country Justtake a look atIhe sklering n once proud

7,729.359

Low birth weight bbies (less than 5 pounds) have

dramatically increased rhe rise is primarily due i theacuteshortage
of food and a consequent low level if dietary intake "
In practical
terms, tlesanctions and the correstpnndingfreeze on

and once wealthy Iraq, and the painful prooif of the cruelty and the
inlfetlivceness (as a political wruapvinfor change)of sanctionscanb
graphically seen
FROM CAPlI01.

111.1., Feb

29, 1996

assei outsiderofthe country nian grief forall Iraqis, incltdingt the
political leadersforced to make extremely
difficult decisions Btecause

Post Scripts on Farrakhan's World Tour

ofthe emhargo on the export of oil, the country
has no incometo

by Askin Muhanrmad
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Whde "blessed" is the best word to docnie my extremely good
fortune at being a member of Mm Louis FPrraehan's 1996African
and Muslim World Friendship Tour, "luckiest man alive" is not an
exggeration
On Jan 17 1 was one of 30 people on board a chartered 707-B
exoc-iive jet. when its whels went up at Chicago's O'Hare Auipon,
on the frst lcg of an incredible odyssey. On Feb 24 we touched
downagainat O'Hare after eieumnavigating the globe,and travelling
mor than 50,000 miles.
In be ween, I literally observed the revolutionizingof the Nation of
Islam at America, and saw the African and Muslim Worlds come
alive with each contactwith thevibrant American-bom Islamic force
The result is a new "reality" for the Nation of Islam (NOII, especially
in the context of modem mtematonal affairt
if I hadnot beenon the trip myself, I could not now comprehend
the dqpthof deception, propaganda, and distortion involved in the
U S. massmedia's negativeinterpretationof thetriumphant tour. Had
I not travelledas a member of the delegationwhich included the Rev.
Al Sampson, of Chicago's f-ernwood United Methodist Church,
retired Congress-memberGus Savage(D-IL); reltre(] Gary, Indiana
Mayor Thomas Bares; Dr Sarah Moten internationalaffairs adviser
for theNational Council of Negro Women; and severalNOi officias,
it might be hard for me to falhom "headof state" tr.aitment in 15 of
the 19 ,ountnies visited
tI saw it for myself, and it was awesome Awesomein Col
Muantnar Qadafi'a command tent at the Aziza Batracka in
Tripoli, libys lie spoke of African matters, using the
personal pronoun "we," and included himself in the
brotherhood" of those who struggle for justice inside
Amorica I had my picture taken with the I.ibyan leader,
whom I first met in 1978.
It was awesomeat Pres Nelson Mandela's private residencein the
exclusiv "houghton" neighborhoodof Johannesburg,where Afica's
most rejected moral and political authority receives his most
important visitors I saw him and heard him say that he and Mm
Farrlhan had "nodifferences of opinion," on major issues, including
race, Nigeria, and even the fraternal bond that linked both men to
L,hya's Col Qadafi
The sights and sounds I sat. notographed and made atuio
recordings of in Nigeria, were also awesome. Politics aside.
economicsaside, that natton is a cultural treasure trove, and I
expcnernced thrilling Islamic sights and sounds,as well an a heatpounding modernmusic experiencety an I I-year old singer-danerpercussionistwho is every hit as precocious and talented as Stevie
Wonder was when Ie recorded "Fingertips I)urg most of the time of the tour, I was fasting with the world's
Islamic community, observing the Htoly Month of RAmadanAt the
Iholy City of Mecca, imagine the thrill of perfonnmngthe Pilgnmage
after hving been received in the private study of the Emam of the
Grand Mosque at the Kabah Then imagine walking with Mm
Iarrakhan, just a few yards behrit Saudi Arabia's Crown Pnnce
Ahdallah, who was performing the sameancient ritual at the same
time we were
If you thinkthat was thnlling, then imagine learning the "hadith"
or saying of Prophet Muhammid (Peace be upon IHm), that say.*
perfortng "umrah,"(or the Pilgrimage out of official "hall" season)
during Ramadan, is like performing hajj with the Prophet Himself
Meanwlilc at lhome, Mm. fartakhan's critics whine that NOi
membersaren't "teal Musions
It's too badthat even some Black who were not on the trip are so
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short of vision that they choed in with plain dumb criticisms of Mm
FarTlkhan, basedon U S State Department Attacks.I thought these
same"pundits"hadgrown tired of being hired to be "jack-in the-box"
Parnakhsncritics who jump up anddenouncehim on cue.
While Min Farrnkhsn was forging s new relationship betueen
Blacks in America and the African andIslamic diplomatic worlds,
someof his myopic brothers andsistersweretrying to confine
himto
somepety Potomac definition. What's really sad is that a few Black
columnists may have deludmd
themselves into thinking they cando
with their pens (confine Min Farrahin),what the Fede'al
Governmentcan't do with a wbole bureau full of lawyers,
fthe following fiemt
are actual rrotmtcrotiofspeecher -Ndglvl.4
orfromprs iconferences heldbyMster Lous Farrakhanduring
the
Wort Friendship Tour.)

Press Conferetice Lagos, Nigeria
Feb. 7, 1996.
By Min. [oulsFarrlhain
re.a questionon dissent When you deal with regomc that have to
mature,if I were living in Africa, I'd probably be dead,speakingthe
way I speaks.
I'm living in America.I have to pay aprice for speaking
the way I speak, butin America, they have matured totho point
where they allow thedissent of opinion Even if you disagree with
your governmentyou can sayit, but you will pays price for it
Even in America, I pays price for speakingthe way I speak. But
I would hope that we would mature tothe point where we would
listen to thosewho don't agreewith us.Because out of thediscontent
of the Nigerian nationalswho are here and abnrad, you might hear
somethingto helpyou fonnulate your democracy evenbetter thin you
would -f you don't listen to those who are in disagternent
So, eveinwit too as a tilntherof the Nation of Islam We arcA
new organization or group Tlerear people who disagreewith me,
who dissent I like to hear it,because if t hear itand can do
somethingabout it, I can create wider satlisfaciton,rather thtanfeed
dissatisfaction So, I'm hopingthat those in the governmentof Nigeria
of Nigeria who are here, andknow thatthereare those outsidewho
love Nt&zrt They're cot clernee of Nigeria, they love their country,
butthey want to se their countrymadebetter.Well, help tomakeit
that way
Somctimeayou have to be wine to know that in your dissentthere's
a wolfand a fox,that's standingoutside looking at Nigeria as a fat
lamb.And if they caneat Nigeria, all West Afnca isgone Now even
though, you may have legitimate discontent my dear brother, se, in
thejudgement, the way God judges, Ileputs on the scalewhat I do
of good, and le weighs it againstwhat I do that'. not so good Mo-t
of us don't judge like that We judge very personal When it's
somethingthat ill-affects us,then the whole regime is no good,
because I'm hurting.
But now, if we look sndbalance
it Nigeria Is [Ibetathestepchild
of America? Whenthe Civil War broke out, why didn't Amerncastep
in" Why did Nigeria have tostep in? The United Nationshasn't given
them any money So Nigeria has helped to keep peace in Libena
Whether you agreewith all the things Nigeria does or not, is that
good? Is what she did there good?
Is what shedid in Sierra Leone good?Is what Nigeria did for the
ANC, againstsparthcid, is that good? Yes, ilicrc arcexoases, and
I'm sure there's evil, hut it's your duty to correct the evil that's going
on in your own society
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But listen brothers and sisters. You kno
if you were left alone
you would do that easily But you've got outsde forces wh.h
manipulatectrcurnstrce it every governmentin Afrca. to help you
to stuy weuk, so that you witt never gain control of yourelve
Now if Nigeria hasthis kind of national character where st refuses
to be pushed iuto a corner, there are some European nations, or
Western nations don't lke that They like you to b a groveUig
Black man They hke you to be at thetr feet begging them for a
dollar, andwhen you stand up proud and sayyou've got wealth in
Nigeriaenough to take yourself, if it were managedproperly, and if
you got somebodythat's strong enough who wants to manage 0
properly, that person may be not in the national interest of Brntain It
may not be in Furope' national interest to have a strong and
independentNigeria,
You know why? Bcauae you're the largest,the strongest, and
nchest Black nation anthe world And if we can destroy Nigeria, then
we've got a fre ride in all of Africa, and we cun't look at South
Africa to defend us,becausethe armyis not yet in our hands,neither
is theeconomy So, if you wpe out Nigeria. then all Africa becomes
a playground again for Europe in the 21st Century We must not
allow that to happen
So, your voice of discontent and the voices of Nigerians all over
the world that are discontentecd,
they roustbe givena chanceto speak
their hurt,and the governmentmut addresstheir legitimate concerns
with justice And if you do that you can bring your dissidentshome
aid reconcile your differences and have the strongvibrant nation that
Nigeria is destinedto become Thank you

Islamic Revolution Anniversary Speech
Feb. 11, 1996, Freedom Square, Tehran, Iran
By Min. I,ots Farraskhan
'ro president Ralfsanjani, to the Spiritual L|eader Ayatollah
Khameini, to all of thepeopleof Iran and ti the entire Muslim world
I am your Muslim brother from the United Staiesof America I and
my delegationare here to pay tribute to one of the greatest spintual
rcwolutiuns in the modernworld
To the noble brothersandsistersof Iran. we want you to know that
we are very proud that 1alam 1aestablished in Iran. and we have a
truly Islamic Republic The problem in the Muslini world is not
America. nor is it Israel, nor is it the West The problem in the
Muslim world is that our world hasdeviated from thepath of Prophet
Muhammadand the teaching of the Ioly Qur'an.
Iran was taken away from the purity of the faith of Islam, so that
there was a time when we were ashamedof the faith of Allah But
Allah, SupanatA-w-AIlah raisedup Einam Khomeini to leadIran back
io the straightpath of God Iran is now in the vanguardof an Islamic
revolutiono that
is nor
sweeping
the
earth it s|tpc-uis that enemiessee all
moat
despair
bec:ause

Y

aroundthewonderfiit rvolhitoe

Youinusinot get weakor

weary in your vanguard position For you, tran are forging
the way for others to hear witness -- la--it-it Allah,
Muhammad-an.rassoullAllah
And so, my dearbrothers and sisters, I will leave you with
a verse from the Qur'an "Oh you who believe, kep your duty to
Allah, is it ought to be kept. and die not unless you are Muslms
And hold fast by the covenant of Allah, altogether, and be not
disunited And remember All h's favor to you when you were
enemiesand he united your hearts, and by itis favor you became
brethren And you were on the brink of a pit of fire and Allah saved

you from ii Thus Allahhasmadeclear husmessages"
to e proud of
My dear brothers and sisters of lean, you haves lot
Before herevolution, therewere only 52 magazine inIran Sincethe
revolution, thereAe now '98 magazinesand periodicalsin trat.
Before the revolhtron, there were no elections in Iran But now, you
havehad 17 electrons, sincethe revolution,
Before the revolution, theic was onlyroom for 175,000students
in
IranBut now, your capaciy is a million, four-hundred thousand
Before the revolution, you imported
$24 billon
in imports And now,
you have reducedyour mportsto S14 billion which meansthat Irsn
is now becoming self-sufficient Before the revolution, Iran imported
8 midhon tons of wheat. Now Ian imports
no wheat, lean grows
enough to feed her own population and canexpot the surplus to
others.
There canbe no freedom without responsibility If America wants
theworld to be democratic, Irsanhas had 17 elections, many for
president,many for membersof Parliament,thia ia a theocracy, but
it is also a democracy. Your leadership has stoppedthe influx of
degeneratetelevision to Itan It is not that they wish to depnve you
ofwhat the outsideworld offers, butyour leadershipdoes not want
to se a righteous mind polluted or corrupted with the filth
and
degeneracyof a worldthatis on its way out.
In conclusion,
there aretwo points I wish to make. On the
mourning of Ilazrnt Alt, thefourth caliph of Islam, Ai was the
enecutor ofthe will of the 9rophci It is notaccidentalthat Iranloves
Ali somuch Fornow, Allah has culled upon Iran to executethe will
of ProphetMuhammad, the Will of God, and the will of the Qur'an.
As your brother, I personally love Einam Khomeini I vuited his
tomb this morning and laid a wreath And I sayto you, belovedIrsan,
andtotheentire Muslim world. *Speak not of thosewhoareslain, or
who die in the way of God as dead They are alive, but you
understatd
not "
The soil of iran issoaked with the blood of the martyrs lihe
martyrs have not died in vain Keep the revolutionalive, Eman
Khomeini lives lie lives in you' lie lives in every believer in Islam
Long live Irsn Long live the Muslun world Long live the struggle
fortrueindependence. Allah-hu Akbar. Allah-ho Akbar Allah-ho
Akbar Allah-hu
Alibar AA-Salum-Alaikum

Islamic University lecture
Qotn, Iran Feb. 12, 1996
By Min. Loulis Farrakhan
Bumillah,ir-Rhman, nir-Raheem In the Name of Allah. the
Beneficent, the Merciful We give praise andthanks to Allah, forall
of His Prophetsandtheir scriptures To the uhmah, the scholarsof
Islam. and to thesebright and beautiful studentsof the Qur'an, I am
very, very happyto be in Qom Nothing could please me more than
to know that I have an opportunity to speaktio
the future shapers of
tiedestiny of Islam
Allah promised in the Qur'an that he would raise
a new generation
A generation that would not fear the censure f any censurer, and
they would be mighty againstthe disbeliever, but humbletoward the
believer You are that new generation
Our world of Islam is undergoing a revolution A revolution
becauseit has strayed from the straight path of God. Our world is
undergoingupheavalbecausemanyof its leadershave soldtheir
soul
to Shaitan Muslh isnow ning against Muslan, because some
Muslims have turned hypocritical against that faith, that after
believing they have taken the Qur'an and put it behind their backs
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Raecm haspoisonedthe bloodstreamof our grec fith. Sexism and
materialismhave poisonedthe bloodstream of our great fith And an
extrme formof nationalismis poisoningthe boodstrcan of our great
faith. But you arca new generation, being raised by Allah (chant
Taqbeer, Allah-hu-Akbir, Allah-hu-Akbar, Allah-hu-Akbar.
Khomrti-Akbari}, bah-bah Iundeciphershlel, bah-bah Ahm-rcka,
bah-bah Israh-lee, bah bah(undecipherable))
Among you, is the end of racism Among you. is the rnd of
sexism Amongyou. is the end of matciahsm Among you, is the
end of extreme nationalism Among you, is the new world of Islam
to come to b.nh I am proud to be a brother in Islsm. and I am poud
to be a servantof Allah
May I takejust a few momentsto encourage you, that we do not
just wish to be those who quote the Qur'sn I is wonderful to be
hafree, to know every ayst that Allah revealed to his servant
Muhammad (chant, ctc . My dearbrothers, our work is not only to
recite the Qur'an, but to leare the depth of the wisdom of the book
Every word of the Qur'an is lke an atom that must be cracked to
unleashits dormant power
Each one of us must strive to he a reflection of the Prophet
Muhammad,in the modem time (chant) Muhammad (lid notjust give
us the word The iloly Prvphet used the word to do many things.
Look at the conditionof the Arabs in their jahalnoyah and took at the
people in the countries that you left to come here to study lhe word
of Allah, The people were divided into tribes and theyhated each
other, and someof us have griwtn into nations, but thesenations do
not love each other With theword of the Qur'an, the Itoly Prophet
brought all the Iribes together into one ummih (chant Taqhree,
Allah hit-Alibar, Allah-hu-Akbar, Allah-hu-Alhar, KhomeniAkiarl?), bahbah [undecipherablel, bah bah Ahu reeks, bah bah
arah Ire. bahbah [undccipherablej)
,Agai, these are slogans You cannotbring down Atneeca or stel
with a slogan The base of both nationsis falsehood, The only power
that can bnng them down in truth. The Qur'an says' "lad we wished
to takea pastimefrom before ourselves, we would have doneit Nay
We cas truth at falsehood until we knock out its trains " The loly
Prophet cleansedhis people from ignorance, from drinkcrnesa, from
the disrespect of women, from infanticide. atid he made hia People
lover" of knowledge And they spread to the ends of the eath and
conqueredit in the Name of Allah
havethatmissionto ito all over again Iran h'ssbocn
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chosenby the Almighty Allah to he the lighl of this Islamic
tevolulon The Qur'an teaches."Allah know best inhereto
Place [It message," Allah placed it in the hear of Emam
Khomeini, and with it. I'mam Khomeini eevivedIran and
brought her back to the path of Islam (chant Taqbher,
Allah-hl-Alihr. Alah-hu-Akbar. Allah-iu-Akhlar, KhomeiniAkbar(?j, bah-bahlundecil-herahil], bah-bah Ahm-rccka. bah bah
Israh leg. bahhah fundrciphesrablc)lBut why did Allah chooseIran?
Why not Saudist Why not Egypt?Why not sonic of these other
Islamic nations?
When wc studythe history of Iran. we seethat the Iranian people
have suffered through history, As Persians, then as Mushms, then
they lost the path,theysuffered againto revive the faith, and non, the
wholeworld is fnghtcnedof the Iranian Islamic revolution, so Iran is
suffenng again But Iran is strong mncharacter, and Iran will never
bow down to the force of the West So Iran. I be:evc, has been
chosenby Allah to revive faith There is no better place for you to
study, than here in Qom
But look where I came from I came from Anterca Dear brothers,

how J.dwe get inside Aenenca?We didn't go on theMayflower. the
Nina, tte Pints. or the Santa Maria, the ships that brought the
Pdgnrns to America We were carried away from Mother Aficaby
tie tensof huedrecdsofthousands,even millions, in the holds
of ships
to be brought toAnierica to be moadeslaves Many of our fathers
were Muslims, but the Europeanswho establishedAmenca,%.,anted
no Muslims in the WesteinHemisphere So, then separatedthe
parntafrom thechildte, and theyeither diedoff ortheywere killed,
so thatno one could teach
one wordof our own language.of ourown
culture, of our own region, of our own God We
our
" couldn't hear
father's say Allah hu-Akbar, Allah-ho-Akhar No mort the call
to
prayer
Africa we could beat a drum, (tapsdrum soundson tablet
sending messages,starting revolution But, the encnly said,
"don't letthe Black nan pla) the drum "So theBlack etan had
to sing spi ituals. putting a meaungeen a song "Swing how,
sweetchti-ot.
Conuig to carryme home Sw inglow, sweet
chariot Coming to carry me home
We knew that America was notour home. We knew that Africa
wasour home But there was no shipto bringushome We were to
stay there,and be slaves iO Anicrica, sold fron plantation to
plantaion, brandedlike you brand a horseora cow, tirsoeic piece
of property, There was no school for us Ior300 yearswe were not
even allowed
to read, The Biblewas a locked book, There was no
Qur'an,and it was against the la' to teach
a Black man to read
Our mothershad no control over their own bodies The slaveitaster
would ripe them andproduce a baby that eiasmultatto, orlooking like
Farrakhan Then he would tell thelighter one that tie was better than
the darker one The one lhat
hadstraighter hair, andthinner tips, and
thinner nose. looked more like white folk, and theother was worse
off, so the darker one, like in aparhlid, you have the Blacks, the
'oloreds, the Indians. the Whites,
But Allah, the all wise God, he all oredus Ito
suffer It make us
stronFer.We are o strongtoday, that no isalter what the enemyhas
puton us,we havesurvived And the beautyof it all. is that Allahsupanawatat-Allah planned it this way, that as the Children of Israel
grew up in a land of bondage, we grew up in America As Moses
wanted all theartsani sciencs of Pharaoh, becausehiegrewup in
Pharaoh'shouse,we, your brothers, have learned every art
and every
scienceof while Amcnta. because we grew up in that house(chant
Taqbcer, etc . )
Now my brothers,
in conclusion,
we didn't suffer fora day, or for
a year This has beengoing on for little overt
400 years But Islam
is miAmerica tow. And Islar it shakingthe foundation ofthat house
The Blacks. kethe Children ofIsrael, are rising to the call of Wlam
Blacks are flooding into themosque, hearing witnessthat There ist)
God. butAllah. anti Muhammad ishis Mssengcer.
(chant)
And now, my dear brothers, for the first
tite in etur 440 yearsin
America, a Muslim hasbecome the pre eminent Black leaderandthe
premmcre spokesperson for tiehuriof all Black peoplearid the
oppressedinside America
We have nodtuh thatAllah is with the Islamic rcvluhonin Iran
And we have no doubt that Allah is with the Islamic
rcuoluhon
to
America Arid all we have to do is joun hands across tecAtlantic
Afticnamustrise The islands ofthe Pacific
must riseAsiatmusi re
The Caribbean. and South America, and Central Amenca must tes
Americasays she'sthe only superpowerleftBut she better
look
again Islam isthe nat world superpower, and you will hethe leaders
of that world, so get
into your books, study. (chantAlLah-hu-Akbar,
etc,. I Al of)ourcounts await your growth So hurry. Study hard
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Put the word of Allah, deep into your hearts
Let theblood that runs through )our vews, courstg into your brain
carry energyto givevision to you, that each one of you maybecome
like the Prophet himself, one man creating a revolution that swcpathe
earth One great scholr, creating a revolution in your country Not
a revolution with the gun, for Allah saya, he will never change the
condition of people until they changetheir hearts
ow many of you will say, I will be hke Prophe Muhammad
and create a new world of Islam? Will you do it? Wdil you
do it? Will you do it? Will we all do it? AllAh-hu Akbar
Allah-hu Akbar Allah-hu Abhar Allah-hu Akbar
And so, it is done May God bless you May Allah bless
all of your teachers May Allah bless each and every one of
you to be the best Muslim that you can be to changethis world, so
that never, ever again will we ever think stout our color. our hair.
our lips. our nationality We will only think of one thing, and that is
Allah says. he created every human being to he a Muslim (chant,
etc, )
May Allah bless you Thank you As-Salasm-ALaikum (chant
I.ONG LIVE AIIM.REEKA. LONG; LIVE AIIM-REEKA. LONG
LIVE AIIM-REEKA. LONG LIVE AIIM-REEKA emphasis
addAdI)

Press Conference totes
Ankara, Turkey Feb. 19, 1996
re questionon secularismvs shara ".. and thrust for Muslims to
rediscover themselves.Islam is fiding its place in the modernworld
"It is appropriate to use 'scare tactics' to frighten the Turkish
people againstthe Islamic (Welfare) patty"
irc question on Islam dominating other religions in the U S.? "t
never said I'd bring down America. America is like a modern
Pharaoh Allah rained Pharaohto be able to demonstrate lIts power.
when Pharsoh was brought down Allah is saving America for
Ihmself ' (paraphrasing) The credit for bringing down the "Modern
Babylon,' the only remaining superpower is not to go to Russia. the
Communist bloc, or anyone else The praise for that belongs to Allah
alone
"With Iran's PresidentRafsanjantandthe other ayatollah's of Iran,
we discussed reconcitiation They agreed to acceleratethe pace of
reconciliation SaddarnIlunsem shared his willingness to reconcile
with Iran, with Kuwait, with the United Arab inirates, and Saudi
Arabia lie allowed us to travel on a road that had not t,n used in
six years In order to make the arrangements,he had to personally
call the Presidcnt of Syria...."
In the recent teetion, "Turks voted their conscience. Turka must
now decide whether or not to live under sharia (law) It is not for
Louis Farriahan to decide or even to commenton. If Turkey decideA
to reurn I ) faith, it will reotu to her formter glory

"Islamn is not an extremist faith If Turkey returns to Islam,
Christians, women, racial minortie, intellectualswill be protected "
re questionon U S. State Departmentcharge of "consorting with
dictators " "We must be careful inthe misuse of nameswhen it comes
to labelling leaders In our homes when we were children, our own
mother and fatherswere dictators Aa children in our homes, we did
not have democracy, until we loft and act up homes of our own
President Mandela invited Col Qaddafi to South Afnca What will
the State Departnent say about that I am a free Black man, I go
where I please
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